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The ecosystem impacts of fisheries have become an important concem in fisheries management 

and one of the most important issues in Eisheries science. The objectives of this thesis were i) to 

evaiuate the use of trophic models in the anaiysis of the ecosystem responses to fishing m a i I  

pelagic forage fish; 6) to forecast the 'fishing down marine food web' phenomenon in Brazil; 

and iü) to conduct an in-depth analysis of the sardinet Sardinelia brasiiiensis, tishery off 

southeastem B r a d  to examine hypotheses of ecosystem changes following stock collapse. and to 

evaluate how uncertainties of ecologicai processes influence the choice of harvest strategies and 

controls in this fishery. Dynamic simulations of mass-balance trophic models were used to 

compare the ecosystem responses to fishing forage fÏshes across difrent types of marine 

ecosystems, and to examine the stability characteristics OP ecosystems when impacted by 

Bsheries. The comparative anaiysis among tmphic models indicated that as 'wasp-waist' species 

in upweliing ecosystems, smaLl pelagics WU ody sustain much more conservative exploitation 

rates than the leveIs that have brought about historicd stock-collapses. In the upwelhg 

ecosystem off southeastem BraPI, sardine has been historicalIy the main target of commercial 

fisheries, althou& 'fishing d o m  marine food webs' for srnail pelagic fish species is not yet an 

overall observed phenomenon in Brazil, The collapse of the sardine fishery in the late 1980s has 

apparently favored a competing small pelagic fish (anchovy, Engraulis anchoira) in the 

ecosystem. The combmed effect of fishing and enWonmentaI eEects makes it difficult, 

however, to characterize the changes in the sardine population and the ecosystem, and to predict 

the results of rehabilitation measures for the stock. On the other hand, the expiicit recognition of 

these eco1ogica.i uncertainties dows a sotmd choice of precautionary strategies for the fishery, 

and a better scnainy of research programs to improve management. In this context, trophic 

models d l  have a complementary role to single-species models in the analysis of the broad 

consequences of fishing policies, and m the test and fomiulation of hypotheses about the causes 

of observed changes in marine ecosysterns. 
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Chap ter 1. introduction 

One of the major challenges of natural cesources management centen on the science-poiicy 

interface (CicinSain and Keuecht, 1998; Waiters, 1998). The main reason to relate science and 

policy is to improve the information available for making management decisions. hprovements 

in the management of natural resources is Iargely dependent on Unpmvements in the 

understanding of the processes involved in the resource problem. Many resource management 

situations have been aggravated because of hadequate information or lack of foresight in 

anticipahg unexpected problems; yet, good Somation does not aiways guarantee reliable 

decisions, since very often information is available but no appropriate management choices are 

implemented. StiU, there is a perceived strong politicai benefit for goundhg decisions on 

science (Jasanoff, 1990; CicinSain and Kenecht, 1998). This thesis focuses on the use of 

scientinc eco1ogica.I information in the management of fisheries for mail pelagic fish resources. 

Fisfieries for smaii pelagic fish resources 

Since the advent of large-scale induStnalized fishenes, midl pelagic hhes have daminated 

world landings. Out of the five Ieading species in world catches between 1980 and L 990, four 

were either mail or mid-size pelagics: the Peruvian anchoveta, EngrauIr's ringens, the Japanese 

and South American pilchards (Sardinops me&anosticta. S. saga) and the Chilean fiorse 

mackerel, Truchuncs rnurphyi (Csirke, 1995). The tem 'small pelagic' is used to refer to species 

such as anchovies, sardines, pilchards and herrhgs, which share comrnon biological 

characteristics, such as strong shoaling behavior, planktonic feeders, fast growth and shoa lives. 

These characterÏstics Iead to stocks with large biomasses, a key role in the transfer of energy in 

marine food webs, substantial tempord variabiIity in abundance and to theû potentiai as target of 

fishenes exploithg a cheap protein source for human use (Glantz, 1983; Csirke, 1995; Bakun, 

1996 ). 

Biologicd, economic and technologicd factors have pIayed a Cole in the development of smail 

pelagic fisherÏes mder an 'imlunited resources' pâradigm, in which the stocks were considered 

not prone to be overfÏshed. ShoaIing pelagic fÏsh have highIy aggregated distributions whkh 

makes them datively easy to capture with modem and efncient fishnig technologies, deprivhg 



stock assessment and management of eariy wamïngs of overfishing and stock coUapse. On the 

other han& their life history strategies often make smaiI pelagic fish stocks appear to be among 

the most productive and abundant marine fisherïes resources. The Peruvian anchoveta, for 

instance, once supporteci the Iargest fishery ever recorded, accounting alone for over 10% of total 

world fish production. Fishmed production is the main objective of pelagic fisheries worldwide. 

The increase in world demand for fishmeai to the feed industry following the World War [I 

created economic conditions for the fast devebpment of reduction fisheries for s m d  pelagics. 

One of the best documented cases of rapid ecooomicalIy-driven developrnent was that of the 

Penivian anchoveta fishery in the eady 1950s, when U.S. factories for BshmeaI production were 

built in P m  following the coiIapse of the California Pacific sardine7 Sardinops sagax (Glantz, 

1983). Today, pelagic catches used worldwide by the reduction industry represents roughly one 

third of  worid marine catches and about 80% of total world pelagic catches (Durand, 1998). 

The history of many pelagic fisheries worldwide reveals, however, a dxerent redity. Small 

pelagic stocks were depleted to the point of collapse, in some cases repeatedly, and ofien in 

aitemathg 'regimes7 between anchovy and sardine species (Lluch-Belda et al., 1989). The 

depletions caused not only econornÏc and social difficuities but aiso undesirable and unexpected 

ecological disruptions, such as massive mortdity of guano birds d e r  the collapse O€ the 

Peruvian anchoveta (Tovar et al., 1987), and an increasing dominance of jellyfishes d e r  heavy 

exploitation of srnail pelagics and intense eutrophication in the Black Sea (Mee, 1992). Today, 

cyclic 'boom and bust' dynamics of pelagic fisheries is an widely recognized characteristic that 

is expIained by alternative @ut non-exclusive) hypotheses concemuig chnatic effects on 

remuitment, trophic interactions, and overfishing (Radovich, 1982; Caddy and Guiland, 1983; 

Lluch-Belda et al., 1989; Csirke, 1995; Bakun, 1996). In fact, vigorous debate on the extent that 

fisheries and environmentd processes have contnbuted to cyclic regimes stifl perskt (Radovich, 

1982; Bakun, 1996; Steele, 1996). A m e t d y t i s  c e e d  by Patterson (1992) showed, for 

instance, that most cases of smaU pelagic stock couapse occurred when F (fishing mortality) was 

higher than 0.6 M (naturd rnortajity). 

The demise of many maiI pelagic fisheries rouses a more Fundamental rationaie - that stock 

assessment research has not been providing a d e p t e  advice to managers, specidy through the 

design of fishery contro1 systems that c m  respond to the types of varÏabiljr and uncertahties 

observed in nature. ScieniSc debate around the causes of collapses, recoveries and species shifts 



in many ecosystems and the relatively short time senes of data for most fishenes, have been 

historicaiIy responsible for the lack of a comprehensive fhnework for scientific advice to 

fisheries management. Debate on the causes of fisheries collapse has always permeated the 

philosophies, research activities and conclusions of fÏsheries scientists on dinerent agencies, as 

portrayed by Radovich (1982) for the case of the Pacific sardine: 

‘Tic Federal scientists, workingfor an agency whose fidamental charter was to 

assist the devebpment and maintenance of U.S. commercial fishmes. looked for 

reuons other than fishing, for the sardine 5 declining condition. while the scientists 

employed 6y the State (whose basic d e  was protector of the State's resources) 

supported the premise that overfthing was having a detrimental Gect on the 

standing stock These were capable. competent scientists using the same data and 

coming up wilh dif/ent conclusions in port becrue they were emphyed by 

agencies whose fundantentai goals were d~fierent." 

On the other hand, a perceived need for scientific consensus is present in many resource 

management occasions, and in some of the moa disastrous examples of fisheries 

misrnanagement. For dance ,  in the case of the Atlantic cod, Gadus rnorhua, the insistence on 

consensus has led a government-administered assessrnent Wework  that suppresses scientific 

uncertainties and fails to document important merences in scientific opinion regarding the nsks 

of stock coIIapse (Hutchings et al., 1997). Two types of responses to the lack of scientific 

consensus are commoniy encountered in fisheries management: fht to completely ignore 

uncertainties when m a b g  decisions; and second to direct more research efforts to better 

understand the nature of processes affecthg fish stocks before changes in the srattis quo policies 

take place. More o h ,  however, uncertamties have impeded scientific inputs hto management 

decisions, which end up obeying strictiy economic and politicai forces. 

Ludwig et al. (1993) asserted that we s h d  never attain scientific consensus conceming the 

systems that are being expIoited because controlled and repIicated experiments are impossible to 

perform m Iarge-scde systems. Therefore there wilI be always ample scope for differing 

interpretations of naturai events. In this context, fisheries management shodd acknowledge the 

uncertain nature o f  ecologicai processes and seek for robust strategies for exploiting popdations 



and ecosystans. Moreover, it is necessary to recognize that science and management must be 

coupIed to better understand the nature of processes affecthg fish popdations (Wdten, 1986). 

Guideünes for Fisheries Management 

Complications arising fÏom the uncertain nature of fisheries management, and the common 

realization of the need for a broader, ecosystem perspective on natural resources management has 

Iead to the development of many principles and guidelines for effective fisheries management 

throughout the worId (e-g. FAO, 1997; GESPE, 1997; Canadian Ocean Act). 

With respect to uncertainties, the FA0 Code of Conduct for ResponsibIe Fisheries (FAO, 1995) 

adopts the precautionary approach which States that 

"...where there are threafs of serious or irreversible dumuge, Iack offull scienttFc certains, shail 

not be used as a reason for postponing cost-gective meusures to prevent environmental 

degrrrdation". 

The proper implementation of the precautionary approach will require, arnong other issues 

identified by FA0 Technicd Guidelines For Responsible Fishenes (FAO, 1999, 

"-considerution of the neecis of jiture generutions and moidance of changes thar are not 

potentially reversible; 

- prior idenrification of undesirable outcornes and of rneamres that wiH avoid them or correct 

them prompt&,- 

- t h  where the likely impact of resource use is uncertuin. prioriîy should 6e @en to comerving 

the productive capucity of the resource; 

- that hanestaHe and processing capacity should be cornmenmate wi'th estinrated sustainable 

b e l s  of resource, and that Nicreares in capacity should be fmher contuined when resotcrce 

productivity tr highly uncertain". 

The FA0 Technical Guidelines for ResponsibIe Fishaies (FAO. 1997) aIso recognizes the need 

to place Esheries m an ecosystem context; 

'....hanestintg any one spectCtes is aimost certain to impact others, ... The impact of ecoiogcal 

linkages (e.g tlvough the trophic chatit) between species. muy iead to changes in species 

dominance and afect the dyilamic eqtdibria of the resowce system. potentiany c&ecttkgfrcture 



options. mese rnulti-species gectts need to be considered in responsible fishing, which should 

aim to ensure that no species, w h e t k  targeted. by-catch or indirect& affected by fishing, is 

reduced to below sustainable 1eveIs. " Moreover, 

" Responsiblefiheries management should consider the impact offihmies on the ecosystem as 

a whole, including its biodiversity, and should shne for sllstainabie use of whole ecosystems and 

Oioiogtcai communities. '" 

Mange1 et ai. (1996) proposed an independent set of principles for the conservation of wild living 

cesources which summarized the point of view of 42 scientists. Three out of seven principles 

expticitiy recognke the need to account for human impacts on ecosystems, e-g. 

"The goal of conservation should be tu secure present and /uttire options by maintaining 

biological diversity at genetic, species. population, and ecosystem levds; as a generai d e  

neither the resource nor other components of the ecosystem should be perturbed beyond natural 

boundarïes of vanation ." 

"Assement of the possible ecological and sociologicaI effecîs of resotcrce use shotdd precede 

60th proposed use andproposed restrictions or e*pmsion of ongoing use of a resource." 

bbReguiatfon of the use of living resozrrces rnust be based on undersmnding the stmcrtire and 

dynamics of the ecosystern of which the resource is part and must take into accotcnt the 

ecologicai and sociologrèaI influences tfiat directiy and indirect& @et resource uset' 

The adoption of these principIes wiiI chaIIenge scientists and decision maken to consider the 

more diverse as possible consequences of fisheries to marine popdations and ecosystems. 

Thmefore, a critical ce-examination of concepts, methods, tools, and regu1ator-y rneasures 

commody used m fisheries assessment and management is primady needed. 



1.1. Objectives 

[t is the overalI goal of this thesis to evaiuate fishing strategies for s m d  pelagic fish stocks 

considerhg the inherent variability of the ocean environment and the ecologicai role of these 

species in marine food webs. 

The specifk objectives of the thesis are 

- to make specific predictions about ecosystem responses to fishing mail pelagic species, using 

dynaxnic trophic models; 

- to anaiyze the characteristics of stability and resilience of exploited marine ecosystems when 

irnpacted by fisheries for rnid-trophic Ievel forage species; and 

- to cary out a case study with the fishery for sardine, Sardinelia brasikensis, in the 

Southeastem Brazilian Bight to examine how the combined effect of environmental, behavioral 

and ecoIogicai processes, as captured by ciiffient rnodeling approaches, innuence the choice of 

hanest strategies and controls. 

ProbIems in rnanaging srnail peIagic fisheries 

The inability to predict the effect of harvest policies given the lack of understanding of the 

processes aEecting fish stocks fias Iead to major research initiatives mto fisheries-oceanography, 

speciaIIy in the adysis of the effects of enWonmentai variabiIity on redtment  of 

commerciaüy important marine populations. International initiatives were supported by the 

htergovemmentai Oceanographic Commission (IOC-UNESCO) program on Ocean Sciences m 

Support of Living Resources (OSRL), which aimed to promote the development of plans for 

major oceanographic studies of the physicai-ecoIogÏcaI interactions of importance to fishery 

resomce-rdated problems @ a b  et al, 1982). The rationde of the program was that many 

fisherk probIems, such as reCIICiitment, popdation avdabrlity and species interactions, couid 

not be sohed soIeIy based on the anaIysis of fisheries data. The accmndated evidence derived 



from deposits of 6sh scaies in sediments (Soutar and Isaacs, 1974; Baumgartner et al., 1992). 

a ~ d  the global synchrony in the raising and f a b g  of the large populations of anchovies and 

sardznes in the major upwelling regions of the wortd (Kawasaki, 1983; LIuch-Belda et al., 1989), 

indicated that radical fluctuations in abundance may be an intriasic feature of many marine fish 

populations. Moreover it pointed to the existence of physical processes that teleconnect these 

widely separated systems. If so. then the hope for successful fisheries management would appear 

to rdy in gaining scientific understanding of the naturd factors deteminhg reproductive success 

and population dynamics of fishery stocks. The rationale wodd have ~o main implications to 

fisheries management: fmt, it wodd show the need to develop robust strategies for fisheries 

viability under conditions of radically varying resources; second, and most irnportantiy, that 

fisheries management would directly benefit nom the increased scientific ability to identify and 

predict transition periods or 'regbe shifis', when distinct levels of precautionary actions would 

be necessary (Bakun, 1998). 

A research b e w o r k  was proposed invotving a combination of a rational (cause-effect) 

approach, based on the understanding of relevant physicat and biologicd processes for the 

viability of marine populations, and an empincai approach, in which functional relationships 

between these processes were defined by anaiysis of available data. The difficulty in addressuig 

some of the physicd-biological processes experimentdy cdIed for the combination of a thkd 

approach based on the comparative method of anaiysis (Bakun, 1996). Results of the 

comparative snidies of geographicai climatology of fish reproductive habitats have tended to 

idenafy a triad of physicd factors capable of exeaing control on reproductive success of marine 

popuIations (Bakun, 1996; Bakun et al., 1998). These are enrichment processes that lead to the 

production of the zooplankton upon which the yomg stages depend for food; concen~ation 

processes that aggregate food products and therefore bcrease theu availability for the growing 

larvae; and retention processes that keep the young in favorable nursery habitats. In coastai 

upwehg areas enrichment is basicaily driven by persistent dongshore winds that forces water 

to move offshore and, in order to balance the superficiai deficït, deep nutrient-rich water is forced 

into the d a c e  ilIUmmated layers where primary production is possible. Frontal structures 

(verticd and horizontai) are the main featrires responsibIe for the concentration of pIankton Ï n  

thui stable layers and for creating optimal IarvaI feednig conditions, Retention Bivolves 

mechanisms such as Taylor colrmm, Ekman divergence and zones of stabiIity (Bakun, 1996). 

Some corolIaries of tnad theory have been tested by Cury and Roy (1989) who showed that the 



reproductive success in upwelling ecosystem is tightly associated to an optimum window of 

moderate wind stress, thought weak winds are not su.fEcient to emkh the upper Iayers and winds 

too strong can otherwt-se disrupt stable structures in the ocean. The "triad framework" is beïng 

applied in diverse international programs aimed at identifying the Links between ciiinatic- 

oceanographic processes and marine fish populations (Box 1.1). 

IREP/SARP. The Sardme-Anchovy Recruitment Project (SARP) was estabfished as the 
initial focus of the internatha1 Recnllbnent Roject (IREP) component of the OSRL. The 
main objective of SARP was to promote a greater understanding of the biologic- 
oceanographic processes involved in controlling recruitment success in sardine and anchovy 
populations (Bakun et ai.. 1982). 

CEOS. The CIimate and Eastern Ocean Systems (CEOS) project was a joint effort of the 
National Maine Fishaies Service (NMFS), the Institut Français de Recherche Scientinque 
pour le Diveloppement en Coopération (ORSTOM), and the International Center for Living 
Aquatic Resources Management 0. The CEOS project was an international 
collaborative study of the potential effects of giobal climate change on the living resources of 
the highly productive eastern ocean upwelling ecosystems and on the ecologicd and 
economic issues directly associated with such effects. A major focus of the study were the 
cIupeoid fishes (Durand et aI., 1998). 

GLOBEC/SPACC. International GIobd Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics (GLOBEC) program 
on Small Pelagic Fishes and Climate Change (SPACC). The objective of SPACC is to 
identi@ how physicai forces are Iinked with the growth of pelagic fish populations, which is 
beiieved to be mediated through the dyuamics of zooplankton popdations. The Iong-range 
goal of SPACC is to forecast how changes in ocean climate will alter the productivity of 
mail pelagic fish populations. To address this go& SPACC uses comparative retrospective 
and process studies (Hunter and Alheit, 1997). 

The proposed improvement in management practice using climatic/oceanographic process 

studies has been Eercely criticized (WaIters and Collie, 1988; Wdters, L998). As stated 

previously, one direct benefit of these studies would appear to be the improvement in the quaiity 

of decisions on harvest Ievels by ailowing the adjustment of policies according with predicted 

environmentai conditions. For instance, if shoa tem variations codd be accmtely forecast, the 

best poky wodd be to adjust the target stock size so a s  to mcrease catch when positive variation 

is anticipated and to reduce when negative varÎation is anticipated. ConverseIy, it may mvolve 

aiIowÏng escapement to inmase when good environmental conditions are forecast so as to take 

the maximum advantage of the optimum conditions (Panna, 1990; WaIters and Panna, 1996). 



Wdters and Collie (1988) argued, however, that in most cases better understandmg and 

predictive models are not that usefi& since the same benefits couid be met more cheaply by 

improved monitoring programs, Le., recruitment and spawning biomass surveys, and existing 

feedback policies. 

Better understanding of the processes controIhg remitment success seems to be mostly needed 

for situations in which the effects of long-term environmental factors are confounded with the 

effect of stock ske and fishing (Waiters and Collie, 1988). Environmental cycles of intermediate 

periods superimposed on stock production dynamics can obscure any underlying relationship 

between recniitment and spawning biomass (Armstrong and Shelton, 1988). in fact, most 

accounts of stock collapses during the fast decades have at their core the endless debate about 

whether it was the result of fishing or of environmental eEfects. Arnong the best documented 

examples are the sardine/anchovy collapses in coastd upwebg systems (Pauiy and Palomares. 

1989; Bames et ai., 1992), the decluie in recruitment of groundfish stocks off east Coast of North 

Amerka (WaIters and Maguire, 1996) and the "T'hompson-Burkenroad" debate on the causes of 

remitment fluctuations m the stock of Pacifk Halibut (Panna and Deriso, 1990). in these cases 

the understanding of how environmentai changes affect fish productivity would be very valuable 

to fishery management. Yet, it is argued that such undentandhg will not be achieved by 

continued correlative and biofogical process studies and wiII instead re@e sound management 

experiments in which environmentai studies are coupled with dehierate manipulation of stock 

&es through changes in harvest po Iicîes (Wdters and Collie, I98 8; Wdters, 1998). 

A more hdamentai criticism of the process-oriented studies is that they do not refiect 

necessarily the questions and mformation needs of managers. Wdters (1998) stated that weak 

communication between scientists and managers have repeatedly resuked in the deveIopment of  

modeis based on variables and fàctors that do not consider policy options and d u e s  identified 

by managers, the allocation of scarce resources mto research programs that are ody vagueIy 

related to poiicy questions, and, ~Itixriately, the design of policies that rnost cornmonly CaiI when 

implemented because important detaiIs were not properly accounted for. ReIatùig research and 

management will reqyire a more tborough anaIysÎs of idionnation needs for m a h g  management 

decisions, and a better scmtiny of research programs m which to aiiocate resources. 



A framework for fisheries assessment 

Fisheries stock assessment research has been recognized as a mean to provide some struchired 

use of available information to estimate the nature of the tradeoffs when comparing fishenes 

management choices (Hilbom and Waiters, 1992). Tradeo ffs and choices are the core elements of 

fisheries assessment advice, and imply au active role of fisheries scientists in aiding managers 

understand the responses of fishery systems to dtemative management choices, being the 

responses usudy related to the impact of fishing on fish stock and ecosystem, social desirabiiity 

of fishery regdations and economic retums to fishery sectors. The main scientific input to 

fishenes management is in the evaiuation of the consequences of alternative harvest policies for 

marine resources. This advisory work shouId consider the consequences of fishing activities to 

marine populations and ecosystems, being ideaIly Linked by a cornon framework (Mange1 et 

al., 1996). A h e w o r k  for fisheries stock assessment must be able to provide managers with 

information on (Butterworth et al, 1997; Cochrane et al, 1998): 

tradeoffs among Werent regulatory mechanisms in the short, medium and long 

term; 

risks associated with each regulatory mechanism; 

outputs that could be easily understandable for dl decision makers; 

guidance on what type of data to coIlect for the purpose of the chosen regdatory 

rnechanism; and 

definition of a rank of research priorities, and a time frame for revision of both 

research and regdatory mechanisms, in light of any changes in understanding of 

resource/fishery. 

The achievement of a bask for mformed judgrnent on the costs of postponhg or attenuating 

decisions demands an integrated sûategy for fisheries management and research. Figure 1.1 

outhes an integrated h e w o r k  for Eshaies assessment based on a set of mterreIated questions. 



1 what are Ihe decisians for which 
e c o l i g i c a ~ a t i o n  is yquind? 

2 which type of  information would 
provide the basis for decisions? 

I /--\ 

/ 

3 how welC c m  decisions lie made 
with the auailable information? 

Figure 1.1. M y t i c a i  hmework for integrating fiheries stock assessment and management (based on Darcey and 
Hidi, 1983). 

The £kt step in the h e w o r k  comprise the anaIysis of the management or decision context. 

The achievement of objectives is the sole reason for being interested in any decision. Yet, 

unfommately, objectives are not adequately articulated and expIin't in many management 

situations because of either a lack of hvdvement of aiI fisheries interests in the decision making 

process, or for the constant political pressure put on managers to produce short-term 'tangible 

redts" (Keeney, 1992). The values relevant to a decision context will indicate what type of 

information is important. In ihis respect, data wiII have value ody if it wiii help lead to better 

consequences, either through the creation of better alternatives or through the wker choice of 

alternatives (Keeney, 1992). For fisheries management, decisions normalIy involve the choice of 

harvest strategies, and ecologicai information wiII be used to estimate the impact of these 

regdatory rnechanisms on the ecoIogica1 sustainability of the fishery. The ecologicaI criteria for 

çustainabifity may mvolve an array of mdicators such as catch, the size (biornass) of the 

spawnhg stock, and/or indicatoa of fiheries impact on the ecosystem. Ecosystem impacts may 

include direct effects such as the catch of non-target species ('y-catch) and the destmction of 

marine habitats, and indirect effects on non-target species due to trophic cascade effects through 

the food web, 



Many possible combinations of harvest strategies and controls are possible, and it is the role of 

stock assessment to provide managers with advice on the possible consequences of each 

regdatory mechmism (management decisions). Once the decision context has been properIy 

outlined it is then possible to analyze how welI cm the choice for management strategies be 

made, what are the sources of uncertainties and the opportmities for leaming. At this stage 

decision anafysis methodology can be used to provide an "heuristic air (sensu Rowen, 1976) for 

relating rneans to ends, for thinking about ends, as weil as for i d e n m g  new management 

alternatives (Morgan and Herion, 1990). Decision anaiysis involve processes subsequent to the 

analysis of objectives, such as the identification of alternative hypothesis about the system been 

managed, Merence of uncertainties on processes and States relevant for the decision context, and 

the assessment of the consequences and risks associated to each strategy using critena defined by 

the objectives. 

The completion of these steps will ultimately Iead to policy and research recommendations 

e 1 ) .  Research recommendations can be oriented br improvuig both descriptive and 

hctionai knowledge (Dorcey and Hall, 1983). Descriptive knowledge may include data on fish 

distniution and abundance, species diet compositions, fleet charactenstics, oceanographic 

parameters, etc., and involves research activities such as inventoryhg and monitoring. 

FunctionaI howledge invohes understanding system relationships such as  how remthnent is 

affiected by reducing the spawning stock, how catch rates change with oceanographic conditions, 

etc. New fitnctionai knowledge cm oniy be developed by carryuig out experiments to test 

hypotheses through either experimentd research, experllnentai management or desk andysis 

(Dorcey and Hall, 1983). The later should precede experimentd management or experimentd 

research in order to develop new hypothesis and guide experimental design. Very o h ,  when 

experhentation is difncuit or unfeasrible, the comparative method of andysis has been empIoyed 

to acquire new hnctional knowledge of ecological pmcesses (Mayr, 1997). The two types of 

knowledge ate Luiked by the fact that new functionai lmowIedge is oniy obtained when the data 

produced by inventoryhg and monitoring are used to test hypothesis about systern processes. 

CharactaisticaiIy, research recommendations wilI have a longer thne M e  for mvolvbg the 

understanding of processes operathg at medium and long-term scaies (eg. oceanic regimes, 

recrtütment variabilityy cycles of hvestment, technobgical changes, etc.). 



Policy recommendations, on the other hanci, requk short-term responses fiom scientists who are 

compelled to explicitly confront and cornmunicate uncertainties to decision makers. There are 

usudy cornpethg hypothesis about the dynamics of a natual resource, and the outcomes of a 

given management decision may differ considerably according to which of the alternatives corne 

out to be true. Therefore when deciàons are made under uncertainty, managers are bound in 

effect to consider the nsks associated with their actions and the impacts of their choices on the 

'legacy of uncertainty' that their successon will face. The emphasis on the need to account for 

uncertainties when making decisions is however not often transparent. Morgan and Herion 

(L990) describe situations in which accounting for uncertainties is crucial for a decision analysis, 

e.g., when people's attitude towards risk is likely to be Unportant, such as in many hedth and 

environmental issues; when multiple uiformation sources and uncertainties must be combined; 

when a decision must be made on the aiiocation of resources to obtain additionai information on 

the probIem being anaîyzed; and in situations where the process of decision making involve 

muItiple actors making expikit and impiicit decisions over an extended period. ui these cases 

the anaiysis will be more useful if it treats the uncertainty explicitiy allowing users to evaluate its 

conclusions and Limitations better in the changing context of the ongoing decision process 

(Morgan and Herion, 1990). Taking account of uncertainties is on the other band a fundamental 

requirement for the adoption of sound precautionary measures in fisheries management (FAO, 

1997). 

Fisheries stocks assesment is usuaily faced with uncertainties on the biological production, and 

on the expected outcomes of hiuvest strategies and controls. Uncertainties on the biologicd 

production, and hence in the relationship between curent catches and the füture state of the 

stock, fkequently resuit from biases in fishery data as a descriptor of stock dynamics, samphg 

mors, and by process errors created by enviromentai effects on recruitment and production 

rates. Also, the ecosystems supporthg s m d  pelagic fish populations undergo productivity 

changes of decadd fÏequeacies, often cded  'regime shifts' (Steele, 1996; 1998). These 

systernatic shifts in productivity can be driven by a variety of factors mcIuding c h a t e  changes, 

variabiIity in the abundance of preys, cornpetitors, predators as weU as by changes in the mtemd 

stnicture of the stock (araitem, 1987). The lack of understanding of processes controlIing 

biological production and the mdti-interest natore of resources expIoitation generates 

uncertainties in the choice for management strategies and in the expected outcomes of a chosen 

fishing strategy. FinaiIy, the infornation required to achieve the objectives of a fishing strategy 



may inchde data on spatial distribution, temporai distriiution and abundance of the stock, and 

on fleet characteristics and movement on the fÏshing grormd. The information requirements for 

harvest control are best remembered as the answers to the questions, %hem, when and how 

many ?" (Mundy, 1985). Uncertainties in the outcomes of the irnplemented tactics &se whether 

the information on the state of the resource is poor or catch rates Vary hdependently of stock size 

as  a resuit of changes in catchability. 

Fishenes advisory work can be based on two types of rnodeling approaches: single-species and 

ecosystem or mdti-species models. Multi-species modeIs are m their infancy and have been 

fittle used to date. Multi-species models have been proposed as tools for guiding the 

implementation of ecosystem principies in fisheries management, but exactiy how the approach 

codd be used, and also what should be the role of single-species approaches ui this new 

paradigm is stiii unclear. Such cornparisons have no t been performed exp iicitly before. 

This thesis is organized in tour chapters. 

Chapier 2 uses trophic models to examine the ecosystem impacts of harvesting mail pelagic 

fishes in seIected marine ecosystems. Results are used to discuss three main questions: i) what 

are the general predicted ecosystem responses to fishing mail pelagics species?; ii) what is the 

roIe of trophic cascades in the replacement of species at the pelagic planktonic niche? and; iii) 

what are the characteristics of stabiiity of marine ecosystems when impacted by fishing at the 

mid-trophic Ievel groirps? The vdidity of the predicted results is evaiuated with published 

observations and limitations of the modehg approach. 

Chapter 3 anaiyzes the carrying capacity of marine sheif ecosystems in southern B k 1  for 

hamestable species by (1) qumtifying the amount of available primary production appropriated 

by fisheries catches, (2) evaiuatmg the trend in the mean trophic Ievel of fisheries, and (3) 

smiuIatÎng the ecosystem effects of 'fÏshing down the food web' in an intensively exploited sheif 

region. The andysis aims to forecast the 'fishnig d o m  marine food web' effects in BraziI, and 

to compare the footprint of fisheries in two of the most mtensively exploited regions of Brazü: 

the southern and southeasteru sheifecosystems. 



Chapter 4 reviews the status of fisheries assessment of the Brazilian sardine in the 

Southeastern shelfecosystem. The fishery was chosen as a case study because it exhibits 

many similanties with other pelagic fisheries worldwide, notably for its history of 

developrnent and coiIapse, as well as for its regional importance as one of the most 

productive and well studied marine fisheries resources in Brazil. Ecologicd and tisheries 

data are used to descnbe the changes in redtment ,  stock catchabiiity, and the structure 

of the Southeastem Brazilian Bight ecosystem. This information is used to formulate 

hypotheses about the resilience of the population and ecosystem when impacted by 

fisheries. 

Chapter 5 centers on the assessment of risks of management decisions in the sardine 

fishery with currentiy available information and according to two rnodeling approaches: a 

single-species and a mdti-species model. The aaaiysis aims to evaiuate the short and 

long term predictions of the impacts of harvest strategies and controls; to discuss the 

relative values of reducing current process uncertainties; to recommend the types of 

research that would moa Iikely provide the information needed to improve ihe quaiity of 

decisions; and to suggest the precautionary measurw that should be adopted in face of the 

eco logicai uncertainties. 

Findly, Chapter 6 s ~ ~ a r i z e s  the general conclusÏons oCthis work. 

The map in figure 1.2 identines the trophic modeIs used in each chapter to evduate the 

ecosystem responses to fishing s m d  peIagÏc fish species. 



Figure 1.2, Ecosystems for which trophic modeis were used to evduate the effects of khing srnali pehgic fish 
species. The boxes indicate the species hhed and the correspondent chapters w k  the modeIs were use& 



Chapter 2. Ecosystem impacts of harvesting smaU pelagic fishes. A 
comparative analysis using trophic mass-balance models' 

2-1, Introduction 

Fisheries management has been urged to consider the ecosystem impacts of fishing activities, 

given the signs of human dominance and impact on the oceans. Recent assesments of the 

worldwide status of marine capture fisheries revealed for instance that, fisheries done 

appropriate ca. 8% of the total marine primary production and up to one third of tempemte sheff 

systerns production (Pauly and Chnstenseu, 1995); over 60% of the most important fish stocks 

are either overexploited or at the verge of becoming overexploited by current fishing intensity 

(Garcia and Newton, 1997); and that approximateiy 27 miIIion tons of nontarget animais are 

discarded annually as b'trastrT fish (Aiverson et al., 1994). Also, present exploitation patterns are 

resuiting in a "fishing d o m  marine food webs" phenornenon, by which heavy commercial 

fisheries are causing a progressive simplification of ecosystems in favor of smaller, high- 

turnover, Iower-trophic-levei fish and invertebrate species that are adapted to withstand 

disturbance and habitat degradation (Pauly et ai., L998; Pitcher and Pauly, 1998). 

The effect of fisheries on ecosystems are usuaIIy classified in direct and indirect impacts 

(Botsford et ai., 1997; Goni, 1998). Direct impacts mclude overfishing, by-catch and discard of 

non-target species, changes in genetic diversity of stocks, physicai disturbances and habitat 

destruction by fishing gears. Fisheries, for instance, have the potentiai to affect the genetic 

diversity of populations by selectively removing older and larger mdividuds (Goni, L 998), and 

by depleting smaii reproductive stocks of metapopulations of species such as salmon and herring 

(Policansky and Magnuson, 1998). Ultimately, the decrease in genetic diversity by fishing c m  

cause loss of resiiience of fish populations to both human and naturai impacts. Fisheries are dso 

responsibIe for physicaiIy damaging important marine habitats, speciaily with towed gears (otter 

trawlers, beam trawlers, dredges). The effects of hliwhg on the sea bed Vary Eom destruction 

of suitabIe habitats for the settlement of juvede and aduk phases of diverse markte organisms, 

changes in abundance and species composition of benthic communities, and concomitant 

changes m the fish species composition associated with the physicai alterations of bottom 

structures (Goni, 1998). 



Indirect ecosystem impacts of fisheries are at Ieast partIy mediated through the food web, where 

the effects of fishing 'cascade' to other components of the system. The ecosystem-wide effects of 

catching fish attracted little attention and probabiy had minor importance before the advent of 

large-scale industnalized fisheries. But, today, the scale of fish production can considerably alter 

the structure of marine food webs. Heavy commercid Eshg has been often associated with 

drastic changes in species composition m marine communities. Examples of major changes in 

marine ecosystems with intense fishing are present in ahost  every region of the world (Goni. 

1998), dthough in many cases it has proved dificuit to separate the natlrral and anthropogenic 

causes of changes (Steele, 1998). Among the best documented examples are the cases of 

switches in dominance between sardines and anchovies in coastal upwelling systerns d e r  the 

activity of reductioa fisheries (Lluch-Belda et al., 1989; Baku., 1996). in the Bering Sea, human 

exploitation of whdes and other top predators is thought to be responsible for cascading effects 

on other components ofthe ecosystem, such as declines in sea lions and seais, and the dominance 

of groundfish species such as pollock, ï3eragru dalcogramrna. and large fi adishes (NRC, 1996; 

Trites et al., 1999). On Georges Bank, large scaie disturbances caused by intense fishing and 

habitat destruction were also associated with apparent repIacement of gadids and flounders by 

species of low commercial value, including dogfkh sharks and skates (Fogarty and Murawski, 

1998). 

Over the Iast 70 years a dramatic catalogue of stock collapses have involved small pelagic forage 

fish, but despite some p i o n e e ~ g  analyses (Beddington and May, 1977) there have been few 

rigorous attempts to mode1 and predict the potentiaily devastating ecosystem consequences of 

overfishing. in the case of the Pemvian ecosystem there is clear beiief, but Iittle evidence, that 

the Ioss of ca. 5 miIIion guano-producing birds with the collapse of the anchoveta stock w i H  have 

had profomd ecosystem impacts (Pady and Tsukayama, 1987). Beverton (1990) warned against 

the subtie consequences to the ecosystem that may resuit fkom the collapse of major smaU 

pelagic populations. He suggested that there was "'some inferentai evidence that the 

disappearance of some 10 million tonnes of Norwegian spring spawnihg h&g and 2 million 

tomes h m  the North Sea may have resuited in reorkntation of the fiow of production mto 

altemative stable states". Some beIieve this reorïentation of flow was responsibIe for the "gadoid 

ontbrnst7 (Cushing, 1980). In a review of cases of species replacement, Daan (1980) concIuded 

that for the North Sea some sort of repIacement was WceIy. However, under his rather strict 



criteria for replacement, ody one out of nine candidate cases (Pacific sardine and anchovy) could 

be considered as true replacement rather than coincident changes. 

W e  evidence of ecosystem impacts of fisheries accumulates throughout the world, we see the 

development of fisheries management principIes and guideluies which acknowledge the need to 

place fishenes in an ecosystem context (e.g. Mangel et al., 1996; FAO, 1997). ScientSc 

advisory work is now compeIIed to consider the more diverse as possible aspects or 

consequences of fishing activities to marine populations and ecosystems (Mangel et d., 1996). 

Aithough the need for ecosystern management has been widely recognized, scientific advice is 

ti11 hampered by the lack of understanding of the complex dynamics of ecosystems, and the Iack 

of consensus on which h e w o r k  shouid be used to account for the ecosystem effects of 

fisheries. Despite the reaiity that fisheries are generaily not restricted to affecthg one species 

alone, the development of single species models for fisheries management has centered around 

that very assumption. And, due to our Iack of ability to model complex systems, such 

methodology is still prevdent. 

Attention during the last decades fias been given to the development of tools that descrhe 

patterns of trophic interactions in the food web, mainly represented by multispecies Wnid 

population anaiysis, MSVPA (Sparre, 1991), and ecosystem mass-balance models such as 

Ecopath (Polovina, 1984; Christensen and Pauly, 1992). The ùnplementation of the nrst type of 

modehg tool has been hampered in part by the need for extensive thne series of catch-at-age 

data, difficult parameterization, the high degree of expertise requHed from the modeiier, and the 

ovedi  Iack of transparency in the estimation procedure (WaIters et ai., 1997). Ecopath offers, 

on the other hand, a simpIer approach for the reconstruction of trophic interactions in fished 

ecosystems, and has been widely applied to aqyatic ecosystems (more than 80 Ecopath models 

have been published wodd-wide descnbing upwebg, shelf, lake, rÎver, open ocean, and 

terrestriai fanning systems; see the Ecopath homepage at http:\\m.ecopath.org). The 

approach has some advantages over other existent trophic rnodels viz., it includes aii trophic 

Ievels m the analysis (fiom primary producers to top predators) as opposed to focusing oniy on 

the commerciaIIy miportant fish species; the emphasis on ecologicai relatiooships rnakes it 

mtuitively simple; it incorporates an standardize Iarge amounts of scattered infiormation, fkom 

data rontmely collected by fisheries scientists and marine biologists to the traditional ecological 

knowIedge (PauIy et al., 1998); and., more importandy, the widespread use of the approach 



creates opportunity for comparative studies of ecosystem's response to fisheries impact. 

Moreover, Mer developments of the mass-balance modei, which originaIIy focused on 

descnbing systems at steady-state conditions, has resulted in a dynamic ecosystem rnodel cded 

Ecosim (Wdters et ai., 1997) that is capable of answering "what-if' questions about poIicy and 

ecosystem changes that wodd cause shifls in the balance of trophic interactions. 

This chapter uses Ecosim to examine the ecosystem impacts of harvesting maII pelagic fishes in 

selected modeIs of marine ecosystems. Many marine ecosystems share a simiIar configuration of 

theu biologicd community structure9 characterïzed by a cruciaI intermediate trophic level ofien 

occupied by a small plankton-feedhg pelagic species (Rice, 1995; B a b ,  1996). Uniike typicd 

food webs where different types of predators feed upon different types of prey, in these 

ecosystems one prey type usually dominates as the primary channel of energy nom lower to 

higher trophic levels (Fig. 2.1). Trophic dynamics in these 'wasp-waist' ecosystems (sensu Rice, 

1995) is thought to be largely dependent on this mid-trophic level species, often represented by 

important fisheries resources of anchovy, sardines and herrhgs. Results of mode1 simulations 

are discussed around three main questions: i )  what are ihe general predicted ecosystem responses 

to fishing srnail pelagic species?; ü) what is the role of trophic cascades in the replacement of 

species in the pelagic planktivore niche? and; üi) what are the characteristics of stability of 

exploited marine ecosystems when impacted at the 'wasp-waist' species? Finally, the validity of 

results is evaiuated with published observations and the limitations of the model. The practical 

utifity of the resuits and approach for detuiing ecosystem objectives in fishenes management is 

discussed. 



Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of d e  food webs with waists at the mid-trophic Ievei. A waist is 
characterized by a srnail number o f  taxa that m e r  most of the energy between Iower and higher trophic Ievels. In 
owaspwaist' ecosystems oniy one or a few species at the intermediate trophic level transfer most of the production 
Eom al1 1ower Ieveis to predritors at the top of the food web. The flow diagram on the right shows a pehgic systern 
where a smaii pelagic species (anchovy) is the plasp-waist' species. The thickness of Iines is propomonal to the 
biomass flow between species; double-head arrows indicate exports tiom the systexn. 

2.2, Methods 

Ecosystern impacts of hmesting srnail pelagic fishes were examined with a dynamic trophic 

model, Ecosim (Wdters et al., I997), stnictured fiom mass-balance assessrnents with Ecopath 

(Polovina, 1984; Christensen and PauIy, 1992). Ecopath provides a static picture of the 

ecosystem trophic structure by estimating trophic flows and biomasses which satisfy growth and 

mortality coLlStraints. The model relies on the tnism that for each group ( i )  in the system, and to 

any time period: 

Production by (i) = AD predation on (i) - Fish& catches - Other mortulity - Losses to adjocnt 

systems 

This can dso be articuiated as 



where in a system of i=I ,...,n functionai groups; PB, is the production/biomass ratio of (i) (equal 

to the total mortality rate Zi under the assrmiption of equihirittt@; EEi is the ecotrophic 

efficiency, i.e. the hction of the production that is accotmted for by consumption within the 

system (predation) or harvested; Y, is the yield of (i), in weight, with Yi = FiBi, where Fi is the 

fishing rnortality; is other exports of (i) fiom the system; Bj is the biomass of the consumers 

or predators; (Q/B)j is food consumption per unit of biomass for consumer j, and DCji is the 

fiaction of i in the diet of j. ABi is biornass accumulation rate per t h e  in cases where the 

aoaiysis do not use data from an initial equilibrium situation. 

By re-expressing the system of hear  equations (1) as differential equations, Ecosim provides a 

dynamic mode1 suitable for simulation of the effects of F varying in tirne on the biomass of each 

group in the system. The rnodel provides dyoamic biornass predictions of each (i) as afTiected 

directly by fishing and predation on (i), changes in food avdable to (9, and indirectly by fishing 

or predation on other groups with which (i) interacts (Walters et al., 1997). Constnicting a 

dynamic rnodel fiom equation (1) involves three changes; a) replace the left side with a rate of 

change of biomass; b) provide a functiond relationship to predict changes in P l B i  with biomass 

Bi and consumption, and c) provide a functional relationships predicting how the consumption 

will change with changes in the biomasses of Bi and Bj (Walters et ai.. 1997). Thus equation (1) 

is re-expressed as 

where f (BJ is a hct ion  of Bi if (i) is a prMary producer or f(BJ = giz cji (Bi,Bj) if (0 is a 

consumer, where g, is the net growrh efficiency, and cij(Bi.Bj) is the function used to predict 

coflsumption rates fkom Bi to Bj. Ecosim uses a hct ion  for c, derived nom asstmhg possibk 

spatiahehaviod limitations in predation rates 

where 

Cn Ïs the trophic ffow, biomass per the, between prey ( i )  and predator 01 pools; 



Bi and Bj are the biomasses of prey and predators, respectively; 

a, is the rate of effective search for prey i by predator j; and 

vii and v', are prey vulnerability parameters 

Parameters vij and v', represent the rate of exchange of biomass between two prey behavioural 

states: a date vulnerable to predation and a state invulaerabfe to predation. The rationaie of this 

representation is that at a given moment in time not alI prey biomass is vuinerable to predators; 

predator-prey relationships in nature are often lùnited by behavioral and physical mechanisms, 

such as schooiing behavior and diel verticd migration patterns in chpeid fish or spatial refuges 

used by many reef 6sh that considerably b i t  exposure to predation. The model is designed so 

that the user can specify the type of trophic control in the food web by hypothesizing the 

maximum consimiption rates (and indirectly the rate of exchange of biomass vib that a predator 

c m  ever exert on food resources. For low predator biomass or high exchange rates (v,) the 

functional relationship approximates a mass-action flow, or Lotka-VoIterra type of model c = a 

Bi Bj, implying a strong top-down effect. For high consumer biomass or Iow exchange rates the 

fimctionai relationship approaches a donor-cootrolled (bottom-up) flow rate (c = vi,BJ, so vij can 

be interpreted as the maximum possible instantaneous mortaiity rate that j can cause on i. 

Generai Predicted Impacts 

The impact of fisheries on upwelling ecosystems was examined by comparing equilibrium 

biomass predictions provided by Eco& over a range of 6shing mortaiity rates for a mal1 

peIagic species in five different upwelling ecosystems off California, Namibia, Northwest 

M c a , ,  Peru and Venezuela. Details on each model are provided in table 2.1. Two contrasting 

trophic control hypotheses were tested by settiag the maximum instantaneous mortality rate (v$ 

that consu-mer j could ever exert on food cesource i. For a 'bottom-up' controI v, was fked as 4 

h e s  the basehe mortaIity rate; for a 'top-down' control v, was k e d  as 20 hmes the basehe 

mortaiity rate. 



Table 2.1- Trophic modek of u p w e h g  ecosystems used m the anaiysis of the impact of srnail pehgic üsheries, - - 

CaIifornia: ~ o & e  mackerel, ~rachzirus &nretrim; HaLe, ~eriucciÜs producius; ~ a c k m l ,  Scomber japnicus. 
Namibia: Macked, Scomber joponinû; Hone mackerei, Trachuw capenrir; Snoek, 7Rymire.v a L ;  HIke, 
Merluecius capen.sb, M. parado.rus. WAfncri: Anchovy, Engraulk encrasiculus; SardineIIa aurira; MackereI, 
Scomber japonim; Hotse mackerel, Trachurus trachum; Hake, Meduccitu meduccius. Penr: Sardine, Sardinops 
sagcrr; MackereI, Scomber japonictis; Hone mackerel, Trachum murphui; Bonito, Sarda chiliemir; Eiake, 
Merluccircs producnts; Pelican, Peiecam rhagrcs; Sea Lon, Otaria fl'escerts. Venezuela: S u d  peIagics, 
Enguaiidids and Clupeids; Groupers, Serrani*&; Cruakers, Cynoscion spp and Micropogonias fimien'; Squids, 

Systed F i e d  group No of C o m m e r d y  exploited Top predators Reference 
Period groups mW"= 
California Anchovy, 1 7 Anchovy, Horse MackereI, Marine Mammals Sarre-Teichman 
1965- 1972 Engrafliis Hake, Demersals Marine Buds and Christensen, 

moida 1998 
Catifornia Anchovy, L 7 ~ M a c k e r r l , - -  
1978-1985 Engrauiik Mackerei, Hdce, Demersais Marine Bfrds and Christensen, 

1998 
Monterey Omniv. h h  16 Cdvorous  nekton, Sea M.unmaIs Otiviera et al., 

Demersais, ûmnivorous Sea Birds 1993 
k h  Micronekton 

Namiiia Sardine, 17 Anchovy, Sardine, Marine birds Jarre-Teic hman 
197 1 - 1977 Sardinops Mackerei, Horse MackereI, Marine nmmmak and Christensen, 

ocellatus Snoek /Tuna, Other 1998 
pelagics, H&e, Other 
demersais 
p-v  

Namiiia Anchovy, 17 Anchovy, Sardine Marine birds Jme-Teichman 
Mackerei, Horse MackereI, Marine m a d  and Christensen, 
SnoeW Tuna, Other 1998 
pelagics, Hake, Other 

NWAfnca Sardine, 18 Anchovy, Sadinella sp, Msirine Birds Jarre-Teic hman 
f 970- 1979 Sardina Sardine, Mackerel, Horse Marine mamds and Christensen, 

piichardm mackefel Larg. Scombrids, 1998 
Other pefagics, Hake, 
Demersais 

______________________UYU_U_____________________________UYU_U_____________________________UYU_U_____________________________UYU_U_____________________________UYU_U_______ 

Peru Anchovy, 20 Macrobentho~~ Anchovy, Pelican J a r r e - T e k W  
1964-1971 EngrauiLs Sardine, Mackerei, Horse Sea lion 199 L 

Mackerei, Bonito, Hake, 
Other pelagics, 0th- 
demersais Other marmnals 

Pent Anchovy, 20 Macrobenthos, Anchovy, PeIican Jarre et al., 1991 
1973- 198 1 Engrmii~ Sardine, Mackerel, Horse S a  [ion 

rfngerts Mackerel, Bonito, Hake, 
O ther peragics, Other 
deme~afs ,~~ur  seais Other 
Krxmmak 

Venezuela S d  16 Sm* pciagics, SmalI Smatt sfiarks Mendoza, 1993 
pelagics sharksi ~combrick, Scombrids 

Cmgids, Groupers, Barracudas 
Sp-ci, Croakers, SIuimps Snappers Groupers 



Ecosystem Stabüity 

Fisheries exploithg the 'wasp-waist' populations have a potential disnipting effect on marine 

ecosystems communities with direct impact on dynamic stabiiity. There are three generaf views 

of ecosystem stability in the ecological fiterature (Hoiiing, 1973; Peterman et al., 1978): one 

assumes that ecosystems are globdy stable and tend to recover thek original structure after 

disturbance; a second view is that ecosystems are highiy unstable, and that disturbances wiU lead 

to system collapse; a third and intermediate view between the two extremes believes that 

ecosystems may have more than one equilibrium date which are separated by boundaries in the 

processes controlling the ability of the systern to respond to disturbance. in this section 

ecosystem models are used to analyze the lïrst type of stability, ix., the ability of system to 

retwn to an equilibrium state d e r  a temporary disturbance. The presence of nmow waists in 

food webs make it possible to compare the impact of disturbances on fiuictionaily sunilas groups 

in different ecosystems, which them allow us to denve stability properties from inter ecosystems 

comparisons. 

Stability comparisons were carried out with 23 models of marine ecosystems (Table 22 ) .  in 

each mode1 a group or species was selected using a set of criteria aiiowing direct cornparison of 

resuits among ecosystems. The criteria define the characteristic roIe of wasp-waist species, 

which must: (i) occupy an intermediate trophic level; (ii) provide an important Link between 

Iower and hÏgher trophic levels, indicated by a high energy throughput cornpared to other groups 

at similar trophic levefs, as well as by the species importance in the diet of higher trophic level 

groups; and (fi) aIready be fished Ïn the basehe Ecopath model. 

A fishmg pattern was chosen which generated a 5 fold increase in fishing moaality on the wasp- 

waist group. Simutations were nm with a bottom-up control se thg  (mean vij =40 over aU h j  

ffows). Throughout the work we tested different IeveIs of increase in F without noticing any 

substantid difference in redts ,  We decided for a 5 fold mcrease to create a situation where the 

group is severely depteted or displaced h m  its orighaI steady-state condition in a reIativeIy 

short pexiod of tirne- Such a extreme scenarîo is rontine1y applied to many s m d  pelagic fish 

popdations and very ofien associated with stock colIapse (Patterson, 1992). The higher F vdues 



were kept constant for IO years, then rehimed to the basehe, with the mode1 Rmning for m e r  

80 years (Fig. 2.2). This aüows estimation of the time it took the system to return to its original 

state after baving been impacted, that is, the time it takes the last impacted group to retum to its 

baseline biomass Ievel (Fig. 2.2). The recovery time was considered as a measure of the internai 

stability of the model and hence an index of ecosystem stability. 

- Fished group - Mers groups 
.-a Last group to recover 

Figure 2.2, Simulation of  system recovery of the Venezuela sheif model after fishg impact imposing a 5 times 
increase in &hing mortaIity. Top graph shows c h g e s  in biomass (B) by group; fished group: smaiI pehgics 
(SardineRa aurita); 1 s t  group to recover: croaker (Cynoscion spp. and Mieropogonias jhier]; start of 
simuiation with F basefine; intemai t, - t, sets the time the system was kept under bigher & h g  mortdi@ rates (here 
10 years); mtervai - t, corresponds to the system recovery rime or tlme it took the iast impacted g o u p  to recover 
to its ori- biomass, Tirme t, equals 100 years, 

To identify ecosystem attributes diiectiy related to stabiIity, a comparative analysis was cmïed 

out using a set of ecosystern goai fùnctions previousfy identined as representative of Odum's 

attrr'butes of ecosystem matunty (Christensen, I995a). The attriïutes were chosen to represent 



three different aspects of ecosystem development: i) complexity in community structure, ü) 

community energetics and iii) overall commtmity homeostasis. A more detailed description of 

the indices listed below can be fomd in Christensen and Pauly (1 992) and Christensen ( 1 995a). 

i) Complexity in community structure: 

- Total nmber of ECOPATHpooLF (Npools); 

- Connecrance Index (CI): The cornectance index represents the ratio between the number of 

actud trophic Iinks to the number of possible Links in the system. Ecosystems are expected 

to evolve kom hear to weblike trophic relationships as they mature; the more complex is the 

trophic structure the higher is the connectance index. 

- System Omnivory Index (SOI): The system omnivory is caiculated as the average omnivory 

of al1 consumers in the system, omnivory being defined as the variance of the trophic level of 

preys of a consumer. The SOI measures how the feeding interactions are distributed between 

trophic levels and can be used dong with the connectance index to descnie the food web 

structure of a system. 

ii) Community energetics: During the development of ecosystems towards a climax stage the 

reIationship between three energetic properties, namely production, respiration and biomass, 

are expected to change. In the early stages of development, and hence in immature systems, 

the total primary production is expected to exceed respiration, Ieaving an excess net 

production to accumulate as biomass in the system. As the system matures biomass is 

expected to increase and production will tend to balance respiration. Five indices are used 

here to descnie these changes in ecosystem energetics: the ratio between total primary 

production and totai system biomass (PpB); system biornass and production (BR); system 

respiration and biomass (WB); the system throughput (SThr), which measures the size or 

totai activity of the system; and the ratio between biornass and system throughput (BK). 

üi) Community ovedl  homeostasis: Ecosystems wilI tend to attain during the different stages of 

succession Iarge and diverse organic structures as a result of commtmity actions such as 

symbiosis, nutrient conservation, and the increase m the idionnation content of fl ows- These 

mechanisms &O are thought to increase the ecosystem stability. Four indices are used in the 

andysis of commmiity homeostasis. Ascendancy (Ascd) is a measure of the degee of 

development of an ecosystem, both in terms of size (throughput) and organization (mutuai 

mfomation) (UIanowicz and WuIff, 1991; Baird et al., 1991). The system m t d  ffow 

overhead (Iovh) measures the fiaction of the deveIopment capaciv that does not appear as 

organized structure due to the magnitude of au tmcertainty in the imports, exports and 



respiration flows, as weli as to redtmdancies in the pathways between organisms in the 

system. The cyciing index (FCI), developed by Finn (1976), measures the £?action of an 

ecosystem's throughput that is recycled. The degcee of recyciing of energy and nutrïents in 

an ecosystem is assumed to inmase as ecosystems mature and develop routes for nutrient 

conservation (Odum, 1969). The path Iength (Path) is defhed as  the average number of 

components or poofs that a unit of ffow passes through on its way fiom M o w  to outflow 

(Fuui, 1980). As diversity of Bows and cychg is expected to increase with maturity, and as 

these tendencies should result in an increased path length it is assumed that the path (en& 

will be highest for more mature systems (Christensen, 1995a). 



Tabk 22: Modeis used for aaalyses of ecosystem stabiIity. Group trophic IeveI is computed as I+(the weighted 
average of t6e prey's trophic Ievei) (Christensen and PauIy, 1992)- F B a s e h  (yeiü') refers to the wasp-waist 
group's fmg moaality estimated fiom the correspondhg ms-bdanced ECOPATH model. 
Modd Location Species/Croup Fished Trophic F Source 
Code ~ e i e i  Baseline 

C ~ P  

Cd65 

Ca178 

ce1 

GMx 

Lng 

M P ~  

MRY 

Nm71 

Nam78 

Nsea 

NWAfnca 

P m  60 

Peru 70 

Sch 

Thai 10 

mais0 

Thau 

- h 3  

Venz 

WMX 

Yct 

Brunei, Pelagic fish 
South China Sea 
Campeche Bank, 
Gulf of Mexico 
California system, 
1965 - 1973 
California system, 
1978 - 1985 
Celestun Lagoon, 
Gulf of Mexico 
Northm shelf, 
GuIfof Mexico 
Lingayen Gulf, 
Philippines 
Maputo Bay, 
Mozambique 
Monterey Bay, 
California 
Bcnguella system, 
1971 - 1977 
Bcnguella system, 
tg78 - 1983 
Nonh Sa 

Northwest Afnca, 
1970 - 1979 
Peru upwelling, 
1960 - 1969 
Pcm upweliing, 
tg73 - 1979 
Schlei Fjord 
G-Y 
GuIf of Thailand, 
1 0 - 5 0 m  
South China Sea 

Etang de Thau, 
France 
Kuala Trengganu, 
Malaysia 
Veneniefa shelf, 
10 -50 m 
Western Gulf of 
Mexico 
Yucatan shelf, 
Mexico 

Opisthonemrr oglintun 

Engraufis mordax 

Engraulis mordPr 

Eucinosfontus spp 

Pelagic fish 

Sergestids 

SmdI pelagics 

Omnivorous fish 

Sardinops ocefIa~w 

Engraulis capensis 

Sandeel, 
Ammodyres spp 
Sardina pifchardus 

Engrau fis ringens 

Engrauiis ringens 

PIanktivorous fish 

SmalI dernersd fish 

Srndl demersal f ~ h  

Atherinids 

Pelagic fish 

S d I  pelagics 

Eucinoslomus spp 

Herring, 
Opisthonema oglinum 

Silvestre et al. ( 1993) 

Vega-Cendejas et al. ( 1993) 

Jme-Teichman and Christensen 
( 1998) 
Ja r re -Te ich  and Christensen 
(1998) 
Chivez et al. ( 1993) 

Browder ( 1993) 

Pauly and Chnaensen ( 1993) 

Paula e Silva et al. ( 1993) 

Olivirei et ai. ( 1993) 

Jarre-Teichrnan and Christensen 
(1998) 
Jarre-Teichman and Christensen 
(1998) 
Christensen ( 199%) 

Jarre-Teichman and Christensen 
( I998) 
Jarre et al.( 199 L ) 

Jarreet ai. (1991) 

Christensen and Pauly ( 1992) 

Pauly and Christensen (1993) 

PauIy and Christensen ( 1993) 

PaIomares et al. ( 1993) 

Christensen ( 199 1) 

Mendoza ( 1993) 

Arreguin-Shchez et al- ( 1993a) 

Arreguin-Shchez et al. ( 1993 b) 



2.3. Results and Discussion 

Ecosystem responses to fishing 

Figures 2.3 to 2.1 1 show the predicted equilibrium effects of f i s h g  mortaüty rates on the 

biomass and yield of srnail peIagic species, and on the biomass of low, medium and hi& trophic 

level groups. Aitering the ecosystem control rnechanism between assumptions of top-dom and 

bottom-up control results in marked merence of the predicted biomass changes in ternis of both 

rate and magnitude; biomass changes are more extreme under assumptions of top-down control 

of trophic interactions. For al1 systems, corresponding with depletion of mal1 peIagics, biomass 

of food groups (specially zooplankton) tend to increase. At the mid-trophic Ievel, predictions of 

increase in biomass of a competing s m d  pelagic species (e.g. sardine, anchovy or micronekton) 

occur in ai i  but in the Penivian system during the 1970s (Peru7O model; Fig. 2.I0). The degree 

of replacement of one species by the other is more pronounced under assumptions of top-down 

control for the California system (Figures 2.3 and 2.4), the Namibian system (Figures 2.6 and 

2.9, and the Northwest Afnca system (Figure 2.8). In these cases it is the decrease in the 

biomw of a common predator, foiIowing the depletion of a forage species, that leads to a burst 

in the production of the competing mid-trophic level species. This is less apparent under bottom- 

up control, when cornpetition for food resources were k t i n g  interactions. Some of the models 

presented srnaII oscillations in the predicted equilrinum biomasses, speciaily in the top-down 

cases (Figs 2.6 and 2.8). These types of responses do not correspond to 'reai' predictions, as 

they result fiom an approximation pmblem caused by not nmning the model long enough to 

reach the actual equilibrïum. 
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Figure 2.3- Redicted equdiirlum biomass and catches of anchovy in the California System ( 1965-1972) under 
diffefent fihing rnodity rates (upper panel); Iower panels show the predicted percent change in biornass (refaave 
to the Ecopath basehe Ievel) of aii other groups in the system with the change in equÏIiirÏurn fidüng mortali*ty rates 
for anchovy- Ecopath groups are organized accordmg to thek position in the food web (hm Iower to bgher trophic 
leveis). 
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Figure 2.4. hedicted equiliirium biomass and catches of anchovy in the Crilifomia System (t978-1985) under 
different £Wng m o d i t y  rates (upper paneI); Iower paneis show the predicted percent change in biomass (refaavt 
to tfIe Ecopath basehe Ievei) of al1 other groups m ihe system with the change m e@brium nshmg mortality rates 
for anchovy, Ecopaih groups are organized accordmg to their position m the faod web (hm Iower to higher 
trophic 1eveis)- 
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Figure 2.5. Predicted e*'brium biomass and catches of omnivorous fïsh in the Monterey System under Mixent 
f S h g  mortality rates (upper panel); Iower panels show the predicted percent change in biornass (reIative to the 
Ecopath basehe IeveQ of aiI  other groups h the system with the change m e@'brium fihing mortaIity rates for 
omnlvorons fi& Ecopath groups are organized according to their position iu the food web (from Iower to higher 
trophic Ieveis). 
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Figure 26- Redicted e@brium biom;iss and catches of sardine in the Nmiia Systern (1971-1977) under 
different fishing mortality rates (upper panel); lower pane15 show the predicted percent change in biomass (relative 
to the Ecopath baseline levei) of al1 other groups in the system with the change m eqaici'brium f i s h g  mortality rates 
for sardine. Ecopath groups are oq&d according to their position m the food web (fiom iower to higher trophic 
Ieveis). 
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Figure 2.7- Predicted equilr'brium biomass and catches of anchovy in the Nmbia System (1978-1983) under 
different fishg moriaiity rates (upper panel); Iower panels show the predicted percent change m bionr;iss (reIative 
to the Ecopath baseLine IeveQ of ail other groaps m the system with the change m eqtdi'brmni nShing mortaiity rates 
for anchovy. Ecopath groups are organized accordmg CO their position in the food web (hm iower to Eiigher 
trophic Iwds). 



Figure 2.8. Predicted e@%rÏum biomass and catches of sardine m the Northwest Afnca System (1970-1979) 
under different khÏng mortdity rates (upper pancl); Iower panels show the predicted percent change in biomass 
(relative to the Ecopath basefine Ievei) of d o t h e r  grorrps m the system with the change in e q d ï b d  hhmg 
mortaiity rates for sardine. Ecopath groups are organized according to theg position in the food web (fiom Iower to 
higher trophic IeveIs), 



Figure 29,  Predicted equiti'brium biomass and catches of anchoveta in the Pmvian  Systern (L964- IWL)  under 
memt fishing mortaiity rates (upper panel); Iower panels show the predicted percent change in biomass (rehtive 
to the Ecopath baseüne feveI) of di oîher groups in the system with the change m e@'brium lishg mortality rates 
for anchoveta. Ecopath groqs are orgaaized according to their position in the food web (hm l o w n  to higher 
trophic levels). 
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Fi- 2.10. Predicted eqpih'brium biomass and catches of anchoveta m the Peruvian System (1973-1981) under 
different flshing mortality rates (upper panel); Iowa panels show the predicted percent change in biomass (reIative 
to the Ecopath baseh  Ievel) of  aiI other p q s  in the systm with the c h g e  m equiIr'briuni & h g  rnortdity rates 
for anchoveta. Ecopath groups are organized a c c o ~ g  to thek position m the food web (fkorn Iower to higher 
trophic kveb), 
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Figure 2.1 1. Predicted equiliriim biomass and catch of d pekgic fÏsh in the VenezueIa System under ciiffierem 
flshing mortaiïty rates (upper panei); Iowa paneh show the predicted percent c h g e  m bioxnass (reIamfe to the 
Ecopath baseline Ievei) o f  ai l  otfier groups m the system with the change m equiliirimn fishg mo- rates for 
d peiagic fi& Ecopath groups are organized accordhg to th& position ÏII the food web (hm Iower to 6igher 
trophic leveis), 



Responding to the depletion of smaii pelagic species, top predators display a decrease in biomass 

m aU but in the California system models (Figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). The degree to which 

predators are impacted M e r  depends upon the relative importance of the mal1 pelagic Fish in 

their diet. As wodd be expected, those piedators that rely soIeIy upon mal1 pelagics as their 

prey are impacted most heavily. On the other hand, predators that do not rely primarily on smaII 

peIagics, such as hone mackerel and mackerel in the Peruvian system of 1970s (Figures 2.10) 

and pelicans in the Peruvian systern of 1960s (Figure 2.9), tend not to be heavily impacted, the 

inmeasse in biomw of other species compensating theu diet loss. in some systems, cornpetitors 

of s m d  pelagics represent important food items in the diet of top predators and hence there are 

close LUiks between changes in biomass. For instance, while most top predators are negatively 

impacted by the depletion of smalI pelagics in the Pem, Namibia and Northwest Afnca models 

(Figs. 2.6 to 2.10), sea mammals and predatory fish in the California system models appear to 

benefit (Figs. 2.3 to 2.5), probably as a result of the increased biornass of other prey groups. 

Evidence does exist of top predators, specially seabirds, that have been able to successfÙlIy shift 

their diet between sardine and anchovy following collapse (Velarde et al., 1994). But, 

experience gained in the Penivian and Noahwest Afnca systems show undoubting evidence of 

cirastic impacts on predatory fish, marine mammals and birds following the colIapse of forage 

resources (Pauly and Tsukayama, 1987; Cury et ai., in press). Cury et al. (in press) used this 

information to Uifer that the dominant relationship between top-predator and prey in upwelling 

ecosystems is bottom-up. Smdl pelagics evolved He-history strategies in the form of schoohg 

and shoaiing behavior to reduce mortality nsks by predation, so it is expected that aggregation in 

the pelagic environment does Iùnit predation. in ail cases analyzed here, mode1 simulations 

suggest that changes m the biomass of top-predators folIowing the colIapse of their prey occurs 

under both assumptions, and are in fact more pronounced under assumptions of top-dom 

control, 

Much scientific debate on the causes of shifts m species composition m many marine ecosystems 

has focused on a 'bottom-up' perspective in which the effect of physicd forcing, mediated 

through chnatic-oceanographic processes, leads to changes m primary production and 

reproductive success of fish populations which in tmn wiü trigger changes in the food web 

@emÏsh, 1995; B h ,  1996). An aIternative 'top-down' perspective, mostly appiied in the 

study of Iakes, assats that predation affects directIy and indnectIy the structure of popdations 

and commrmities, and production processes at aIL trophic Ievels in the food web (KitcheU et aI., 



1994). Mode1 simulations aiIowed us to explore the effkcts of both assumptions on predicthg 

the changes in the food web accompanying the exploitation of srnail pelagic fish. Under top- 

down control the system responded with a marked increase in the biomass of a competitor 

species due to cascade effects up and down the food web. These results m e r  fiom the early 

emphasis placed on food competition as the driven force of species replacement (Cushing, 1980; 

Daan, 1980), and reinforce the potential role of predation mechanisms and trophic cascades 

effects in shaping the dynamics of mid-trophic Level, forage species. The hct that in the tour 

major upwelling ecosystems analyzed, natural mortaiity of small pelagic fish due to predation is 

much higher than theu fishing mortality (Jarre-Teichman and Christensen, 1998) corroborates 

the above hypothesis. 

The observed dyuamics demonstrate that mal1 pelagics play a central role in upwelling 

ecosystems. Their high throughput of energy, their intermediate trophic level, and the hi& 

connectivity to other components in the ecosystem indicate that depleting stocks of mal1 

pelagics through fishing is expected to have important consequences for other ecosystem 

components and for fishenes on other commerciaIIy important species. Where these other 

species are dominant predaton of the smaiI pelagics the likely outcome is a reduction in their 

biomass and catch. The converse may be tme when the target species is a competitor, the 

increased biomass of food sustahg greater biomass of the competitor. if vaiidated, these 

results indicate that one of the long term effects of intensive fisheries for srnaIl pelagics rnigbt be 

the intensification of the observed downward trend in the mean trophic level of fisheries (PauIy 

et ai., 1 W8), by both accelerating the deche of species at the top of the food chah and favoring 

the outburst of other mid-trophic level forage species. 

Predicted equiliirium yÎelds and fishing mortality at maximum sustainable yield (Fm) dso Vary 

signincantIy between the two control scenarÎos (upper panels in Figs. 2.3 to 2.1 1). Bottom-up 

controI generdy produces a catch c w e  that achieves an asymptote at higher Fs, predicting that 

stock can sustain much higher fishing pressure before it begins to decluie. This occurs because 

under bottom-up control, predation moictaIity rate (MT = Ci,&) tends to rem& more stable, while 

the consumption rate (CPJ of mal1 pelagics hcreases more, to make them more productive per 

biomass due to donor controL of total food eaten (CJ. Strong predation controI g e n d y  

prevents higher yieIds tmder topdown controi. F,, values predicted mder the two control 

scenarÏos are compared in Figure 2-12. As stated before, uusig a bottom-up contro1 predicted 
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higher F,, values. With the exception of two models (Namibia78-83 and P m  64-71), predicted 

F,, vaIues fall ui a consemative range of fishg mortality rates, below the sustahable 

exploitation rate of 0.4 suggested for maii pelagic fish stocks by Patterson (1992). 

O b m 1 - m w w w 1 J 

anch. anch. omn. fish sard, anch. sard. anch. anch. S. pef. 
Ca16572 Cal7745 Monterey Nam71-7ï Nam7883 NWAiiica Peru64-71 Peru73-81 Venezuela 

Figure 2.12, Uppa panel: Redicted fishing mortaiÏty at rmchmm yield (F-) under two contrasting asmrnpaons 
on the donimant type o f  trophic control m the food web. The x-axis mdicates the species fished in h e  respective 
modeis. Lower pmek reiatiomhip between F,, and the na& mo- rate of the d peIagic species fished m 
eacb modd. The doüed h e  represent the exptoitation rate (FIZ) of 0.4 suggested by Patterson (1992) as a 
snstamabIe f i shg rate for srnaII pelagic stocks. 



Eeosystem stability and resilience 

Of the 23 models andyzed, one (Thail0 model) did not recover the origind stable state after 

being perturbed. Waiters et ai. (1997) suggested that such unstable behavior is expected when 

Ecosim is used to extrapolate to a state fiu away fkom that d e s d e d  by a given Ecopath rnodel, 

or when diet composition data and group definitions are hadequate to represent actual trophic 

interactions among pooIs. Six out of the eight upwelling ecosystem models used in the analysis 

had not recovered completely theV original biomass Ievels 80 years after the end of the 

perturbation (Figure 2.13). The low stability of these models must reflect some characteristics of 

upwelling ecosystems, either in t m s  of the importance of the Ïrnpacted wasp-waist populations 

to other ecosystem components, or in terms of intrinsic properties of the food web captured in the 

models. One immediate concIusioo nom these resuits is that strategies of pulse fishuig, 

historicdy apptied to many mail pelagics, have a potentid destabilizing effect in upwelling 

ecosystems on time scaie responses fat nom most projections customarily provided by 

conventionai stock assessrnent research. On the other hand, resuits indicate an apparent lack of 

biologicai ' rne~ha~sms'  in these systems to cope with perturbations. That is explored below 

using ecosystem indexes caicuiated by Ecopath. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 More 
Recowry time (years) 

F i p  2-13. Recovery thne of the 23 moâek peatirbed by puise fishmg at the mid-trophic leveI, wasp-waist 
popuIations, The recovery thne of the modek of trpweiIÏng ecosystems is hi@-ghted, 



System recovery t h e  of the remairiing 15 models that recovered the baseiine equiiibrium 

biomasses was correlated against the m i r e n t  ecosystem attributes (Table 2.3). Ody Finn's 

indices of cychg and path Iength are statisticaily correlated to recovery time (r = -0.76 and - 
0.67, respectiveiy). On the other hand, the assurnption that ecosystem organization is a more 

important aspect of system stability (ülanowicz, 1986) was not confirmed: none of the attnbutes 

of trophic web organization (Relative ascendancy and Intemal flow Overhead) was correlated 

with recovery time- Community complexity and energetics attnbutes dso showed Iow 

correiation, as may perhaps have been expected (Begon et al., 1990; Hansen and Jorgensen, 

1990). May (1972) concluded that a simple relationship between stability and complexity may 

not be obtauied, and in some cases, complex systerns may fluctuate more than less complex ones. 

Here, we refbte the hypothesis that stability and complexity (enpressed in terms of cornectance, 

web structure (SOT) and trophic groups richaess) are correlated in the 15 models compared. 

Table 2.3: Correlation among the ecosystem attriiutes defined in the text, Numbers in bold indicate significance at 
the 5% Ievel ( d l .  = 13). Recovery time (Rec. t h e )  is the masure of stabiIity utilized in the d y s i s -  CI: 
connectance index; SOI: system omnivory index; Npools: totat nurnber of sysiem cornponents; FCI: Finn's cyciing 
index; Ascd: ascendancy; lovh: system internai flow overhead; EUB: respirrition/biomass ratio; @/B: primruy 
production/biomass ratio; BIT: biorn;isslthroughput ratio; BR: biomasdproduction ratio; SThr, totai system 
througirput, 
Attrfbute Complexity Homeostas& Energetics 

_m_____WUI_-....--. U_m_____wuI_____.u_m_____y._______________m_____wuI_____.u_m_____y._______________m_____wuI_____.u_m_____y._______________m_____wuI_____.u_m_____y.______________._m_____wuI_____.u_m_____y.______________ 

CI Sot Npook FCI Patfi Ascd IOvh F+--B/P, .z~ 
Rec time -0.10 -0.15 0.12 4-76 -0.67 0.09 4.32 -0.10 033 -0.13 -0-14 -0.28 
CI - 0.38 -0.57 0.13 -0.09 -0.47 0.53 -0.25 -0.23 -0.13 -0.06 -0.28 
SOI - - 0.29 0.23 0.48 -0.35 0.24 033 0.25 -0.45 -0.40 0.77 
NPOO~S - - - -0.14 -0.02 0.22 -0.51 -0.19 -0.05 -0.37 -0.16 -0.01 
FCI - - - - 0.80 0.27 -0.04 -0.26 -0.34 020  0.24 0.49 
Ascd - - - - - - -0.83 -0.46 -0.36 0.44 0.50 4.04 
tovh - - - - - - - 0.29 0.38 -0.23 -0.32 027 
RIB - - - - - - - - 0.63 -0.86 -0.83 -0.04 
WB - - - - - - - - - -0.55 -0.65 0.16 
BiT - - - - - - - - - - O94 0.06 
BIP -0.07 

Finn's cycluig index showed a consistent negative relation with system recovery time (Fig. 2.14). 

Systems with a Iow percentage of energy recycled, simple recychg structures and short average 

path length (e-g. the upwelling systems off Venezuela and Monterey Bay) exhibà 

characteristicaUy slow recovery time. On the o t '  hand, systems where recychg is important, 

nich as coastai lagoons and fjords (e-g. Schlei Fjord and Etang de Thau modeIs), appeared more 

stable. To test the hypothesls that stabiIity changes with recychg in a single system, we 

sÏmuIated the effect of an nicrease in the importance of detritus cycIing m the Venezuela shelf 

model. The steps were as foiIows: fÏrst we g r a d d y  mcreased the diet components of detritus 

for heterotrophic benthos O to 45% (thereby mcreasing the FCI hom O to 2.8%); then we 
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inaeased the diet component of detritus for zooplankton fiom O to 95% (the FCI thereby 

increased from 2.8 to 24.5%). Simulations were nm for each level of recychg, leading to the 

resuIts shown in Fig. 2.15. A negative relaîionship clearly emerges between the amount of 

detritus cycled and the recovery thne of the model. Mode1 stability does not appear very 

sensitive to iucreasing recychg up to a certain threshold kom which smaU changes in recycling 

Iead to substantid reductions in recovery time. 

a Thau 

a Sch 

Recovery the  (years) 

Figure 2.14. ReIation berneen F h ' s  index o f  detritus recycihg and system recovery tirne (-0.76; p=O.OO 1; 
d.E=I3). See Table I for modek descriptions. Empty squares indicate the recovery time of the modet of upwelling 
systems (Monterey and VenezueIa). 



Recovery time (years) 

Figure 2.15. Wect of innasing deaitus cycling on the stability of the Venezuela sheff model (see text For 
pmcedine). The square corresponds to the system recovery tune (t, on Fig. 1) for the baseline Finn cychg index 
vaiue (2.7%). 

A view of the roIe of recycling dinerent fkom the presented here was proposed by R. E. 

üianowin and CO-workers who argued that it is pemirbed systems which tend to do more 

recycluig (Ulanowicz, 1984; Lnmowîcz and Wuff, 199 1 ; Baird et al., 1 99 1 ); fkom this view, they 

concluded that recyciing is a measure of stress. indeed, Lnanowicz and WufY (1991) suggested 

that m ecosystem development, the number and length of recycling routes is a more important 

attnbute than the amount of recycling, since in some ecosystems recycling occur over short 

benthic cycles and do not involve Ioops through various trophic leveIs. Hence, the amount of 

energy and nutrÎents recycled may resuIt in overevduating the importance of recycling to the 

overd comrnunity. However, in the present study, recycling and path Iength were tignincantiy 

conelated (r = 0.80) (Table 2.3), pointing to the substantiat complexity and importance of the 

recycIing routes for the marine ecosystem modeIs andyzed. 

We believe that UIanowicz et ai. hterpretation of the role of demtus recychg as a result (and a 

measure) of stress to be due to they having selected a prÏori ascendancy as a strong and positive 

conelate of maturÎty, then evduating alI other system properties relative to ascendancy. This 

approach is probIematic because ascendancy (or at Ieast that of its two component meant to 

express the 'information content' of an ecosystem) is m fact negatively corrdated with matanty 



(Christensen, 1995a). On the other hand, relative overheads, a measure of stabrlity denved from 

Ulanowicz's theory does show a strong relationship with Finn's index (Christeosen and Pady, 

1993b). Thus we conclude that recycling does indeed have an important roIe in the maintenance 

of ecosystem stabiüty. Basicaliy, the higher the recycliug the more quickIy will the eEects of 

perturbations be e b a t e d  fÏom the system (O'Neill, 1976; DeAngelis, 1980). 

Traditional views of ecosystem development consider that succession culminates in a stabilized 

ecosystem in which biomass and symbiotic fwictions between organisms are maintained per unit 

of availabie energy (Odum, 1969). Odum Uiterpreted the strategy of succession as the one of 

increase control and or homeostasis with the physicd environment in the sense of achieving 

maximum protection nom its perturbations. The net result of community deveiopment would be 

symbiosis, nutrient conservation, stability, a decrease in entropy, and an increase in information. 

According to Odum, biotic control of m g ,  population density and nutrient cycling provide 

the chief positive feedback mechanisms that contniute to stability in mature systems by 

preventing overshoots and destructive oscillations. Ou. resuits are in agreement with the above 

theory to the extent it shows that systems with higher capacity to recycle detntus are systems 

with a higher ability to recover 6om perturbations. Taking, therefore, stability and recycling as 

directIy related attniutes during ecosystem development the r e d t s  of this analysis provide 

support to Odum's theory and to previous comparative studies of marine food webs (Christensen 

and Pauly, 1993b; Christensen, 1995a). 

Very often ecosystems develop what Odum caiIed puIse stability, where a more or Iess reguIar 

physicd perturbation can maintain an ecosystem at some intemiediate point in the deveIopment 

sequence toward maturity. C o ~ e l l  (1978) showed that in fact intermediate levels of 

disturbances are essentid for the maintenance of certain ecosystem characteristics, such as 

species diversity, even in highly mature systems. Evidence gained in ecologicai studies, mainIy 

of terrestriai ecosystems, has s h o w  that change during ecosystem development is not contmuous 

and gradnd, but it is episodic with slow accumulation of biomass and outnents pmctuated by 

sudden reIeases and reorganization (HoUmg et al, 1995). According to Holling, the structure of 

biologicd commmiities is therefore controued through the balance of destabilizing and 

stabilizmg forces. WhiIe destabiking forces are miportant Î n  maintainmg diversity, resilience 

and opportunity, stabilizhg forces, such as nutrient recycIui& are important in maintahhg 

productivity and biogeochemicd cycies. 
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The role of destabilieng forces may be particuiarty important in pelagic marine ecosystems. In 

the sea, short-tenu physicd variability is damped out by the very large heat capacity of the 

ocean. In tum, this large thermal capacity and the Iong period exchange rates between deep and 

near-surface waters Iead to relatively large-amplitude changes at the Iong t m  scales (Steele, 

1985). As a remit, less robust intemal ecosystem processes are needed to handie the srnailer 

amplitude variability at short periods. The possible absence of such rnechanisms, cornbined with 

increase variance with period, can mean that pelagic marine populations or ecosystems have to 

continudy adapt to physical variabiiity in the short as well as the long term (Holling et al., 

1995). The absence of well stnichued recycling routes, the Iow recycling and reduced stability 

of upwelling ecosystems (Figures 2.13 and 2.14) can be considered a result of a longer-term 

adaptation of biologicai commdty to the physical variability and transitory nature of these 

systems. in fact, taking fisheries yieid as an indicator, upwelhg ecosystems can be considered 

the most variable oceanic systerns (Stergiou, 1998). Bakun (1996) considered variability itself a 

key asset for the massive srnail pelagic wasp-waist populations inhabithg upwelling systems, 

which must reIy on pulsing its abundance to cope with the tempord and spatial patterns 

presented by their prey, while simuitaneously presenting pattems to their predators that 

overcome growth of intolerable Ievels of predation. 

Model limitations 

Notes of caution relating to the hterpretation of simulations were presented by Walters et ai. 

(I997), but will be summarized here. First, each Ecopath model may ciiffer in terms of the tirne 

span which the data represent, the nionber of groups used and the parameters which are 

estimated. It is difficdt to determine what effect Miences  in data puaiity have on the 

simdations but it has been suggested that poor data rnay Iead to modeis wi& a tendency for self- 

simpIification (Le., tow pdstence), through cornpetition or predatory exciusion of some groups 

after disturbance by fishing (Wdters et ai., 1997). Of the 40 Ecopath modeIs tested by Waiters et 

ai., those represenhg coastal and s h e I f m a ~ e  ecosysterns show a positive reiationship between 

persisteme and mode1 quaIity (Pauly et ai, in press; Figure 2-16; Table 2.4). In thÏs anaiysis 

model persistence was ranked according to the maximum fiow rate (mean va between predator- 

prey that led to persisteme of al1 gmups in the system a f k  a disturbance. Model q d t y  was 



ranked according to the accuracy and quality of data used as input in the construction of an 

Ecopath model. WaIters et ai. (1997) suggested that positive relationships between persistence 

and quality have two interrdated consequences; nrst, it indicates the possibility that strong 

trophic interactions do occur in nature and lead to a selective process such that "what persists to 

be studied as an 'equilibriumT in the field is a very peculiar or particular set of interaction 

parameter values"; second, and consequently, one c m  only estimate these interaction values in 

models built fiom data accurately measured. These resuits differ £tom the studies of trophic 

interactions in aquatic ecosystems (McCarthy et ai., 1995; Scheffer and de Boer, 1995) which 

show that the patchy distribution of organisms may lead to ratio dependence in predator-prey 

interactions, and consequently to relatively weak predator control (low vij) in aquatic food webs. 

ültimately, the reIationship between model quality and persistence indicates that resuits nom 

dynamic simuIations with Ecosim will depend in part on the quaiity of Uifomation used to 

constnict the onginal Ecopath model. 

Figure 2-16. Rank correIation between mode1 persistence and quaiity, for Ecopath models of (A) coastd (r=O.452) 
and (B) sheif ( r = O S 7 )  ecosystwis. 

Other Iimitations of the approach relate to its inherent simplifying assumptions, which ignores 

spatial processes, does not allow for nmmic responses, as opposed to biomass predictions only, 

and does not take into account environmental variability, a factor fkquently ignored in compIex 

food web modefs (Hunter and Price, 1992). Some of these limitations, which may as weU appiy 

for many single species modeIs were recentiy addressed by incorporating into Ecosim a deIay- 

differentiai model structure that is capable of tracking both nimibers of individuds and 

biomasses ofjwede and addt stages of key species m the ecosystem (Waiters et aI., in press a), 

and an interface that alIow for the representation of spatial processes (Wdters et al., in press b). 

Walters et aI. (1997) a h  warned about the ri& of lISiLlg Ecosim to extnipolate to circumstances 
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far Eom the equilibrium for which Ecopath data are available. However, if we only project a 

short tùne horizon and consider oniy short term dynamics long tenu effects are easiIy missed. 

Despite the resenrations expressed about long term simuiation periods, they stilI can be usefÛ1 in 

predicting the directions of biomass change, and serve as a warnuig to keep in mind potentid 

delayed responses, a point that shouid be emphasized especidy when considering complex and 

unstable ecosystems. 

Table 2.4. Trophic modek used in the regression between quaIity rank and persistence r d ,  
Sheff systems Quaiity rank Mar v,, persistence 
Brunei Danissaiam 5 20 
guif of Thailand, 10-50 m 4 5 
K d a  Terenganu, Maiaysia 
Northem Venezuela Sheif 
North Sea 
Northem GuIfof Mexico 
YuCataIl sbelf 
Coastai systems 
Campeche Bank, Mexico 
Celestun lagoon, Mexico 
Etaag de Thau, France 
Lingayen Guif', Philippines 
Maputo Bay, Mozambique 
Schlei Fjord, Germany 
Sballow m, South ChMa Sea 
Southwestern Gulf of Mexico Icoast) 

Management implications 

The comparative anaiysis of the ecosystem impacts of harvesting smaU pelagic fish using multi- 

species trophic models showed that: ï) srna11 pelagic fish pIay a centra1 roIe in upweIIÏng 

ecosystems; changes in their abtmdance c m  have considerabIe consequences to species both at 

the top and the bottom of the food web; iii obsenred patterns of species replacement at the 

peIagic niche can be expIained by the effect of EsherÏes and trophic mteractions done, behg 

more evident when the system is domhated by predatory controI, Le., top-down; ihi upwelling 

ecosystems have characteristics of imstabIe systems, l a c h g  bio1ogÏca.I mechanisms (e-g- nutrient 

recycling) to damp the impact of extemai forces created by f i s h g  and environmentai factors; 

and iv) qantitative prediction of the ecosystem effects of fisheries using mass-baiance 

ecosystem models is very sensitive to the type of dominant trophic con td  assimiptions, and may 

be probIematic for situations of poor data quality* However, these modeIs are capabIe of output 



robust qualitative responses which may guide the screening of fisheries policies under ecosystem 

principles. in this regard, results of the present work can have direct implications to the 

management of smaii pelagic fish with ecosystem goals. It indicates that as 'wasp-waist' species 

in upwehg  ecosystems, smaIi pelagic forage fish wilI sustain much more conservative 

exploitation rates than what has been historicdy applied in the cases of stock coIIapse. AIso, 

fisheries for smaU pelagics have a potential disruptiag eflect on ecosystem dynamics and rnay 

cause shifts in the species composition at the mid-trophic level. Zntimately, the characteristics of 

unstable systems wiiI mean that variability is a key asset for the resilience of upwelling 

ecosysterns, and management shouid in turn be prepared to cope with the unexpected changes 

resulting h m  both fishing and environmental effects. 

This chapter anaiyzes the ecosystem impacts of harvesting smail pelagic fish in upwelling 

systems comparing the resuIts of siinulations carried with trophic models. Results include the 

predicted responses of the system to fishing, in tems of changes in the biornass of srnail pelagic 

fish and other ecosystem components; the recovery t h e  of marine ecosystems when disturbed at 

the mid-trophic level, wq-waist  populations; and the characteristics of stability of upwelling 

systems. These results are used to drawn conclusions on the effect of fisheries and trophic 

cascades on species shift at the pelagic niche, and on the applications and limitations of multi- 

species trophic models in the design of ecosystern principIes and precautionary measures for 

srnaII pelagic fisheries. 



Chapter 3. Fishing down food webs and the carryhg capacity of marine 
ecosystems in southern B r d 2  

3.1, Introduction 

Recent assessments of the worldwide status of marine capture fisheries reveded alarming signs 

of human dominance and impact on the oceans, such as overfïshing of important stocks, by-catch 

and discard of non-target species, and the fishuig down of marine food webs (Botsford et ai., 

1997; Pady et al., 1998). in line with sorne of these global trends, marine capture fisheries of 

Brazil are in a state of crisis caused by the scarcity of resources, over-capitaiization of fishenes 

activities and the Iack of sound fishenes management policies. The crisis in Brazilian fishenes 

occurs concurrent with major efforts to assess the potentiai production of fishery resources in the 

Exclusive Economic Zone, triggered by the country's ratification to the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Seas. EarIy assessments of the fisheries resources dong the coast 

carried dining the I970s (Hempel, 1971; Neiva & Mol~ra, 1977) pointed at a potentia1 total 

catches over I million tondyear, when in tact, since the mid-1980s Iandings have stabilized 

around 700 thousand tondyear while many O P the traditional fish stocks have become either h1ly 

exploited or overexploited (Dias-Neto, 1 99 1 a; L 99 1 b; DAMA, L 994a; I 994b; 1 994~;  Reis et ai., 

L994; Cergole, 1995; Matsuura, 1995; Haimovici et al., 1997). The current situation raises 

concems on the Iimits of marine ecosystems carcying capacity Le., whether the level of 

exploitation c m  be sustained without iirtpauing the productivity and integrity of these 

ecosystems. 

BraziI has an extensive Coast lhe that extends from 5W to 34OS, includhg regions of tropicd 

and subtropical cha te .  Matsuura (1995) divided the Brazilian coast in tive regions with distinct 

enviromentaI characteristics and types of fkhing activities (Fig. 3.1). in the north biologicai 

production is high as a resdt of the continental nmoff nom the Amazon river (Teixeira and 

Tundisi, 1967). The wide conthentaI sheIf and the rich benthic community favored the 

deveIopment of trawhg activities in this region, mostly for shrimps and large catfishes. The 

nordeast and east regions present oligotrophic conditions due to the influence of tropicd waters 

fiom the Brazit Cunent. Rocky bottoms and a mostly narrow conthenta1 sheif induced the 

devetopment of hook-and-he and longluie fisheries for rocffishes, sharks and tunas. In the 



southeast, primary production is mainly driven by seasond upwelhg of nutrient-rich, cold 

subtropical waters pumped by dongshore winds and by cyclonic vortexes originated nom the 

Brazil Current (Bakun and Parrish, 1990; Matsuura, 1995). The southem part of the Brazilian 

Coast is under the innuence of the Subtropical Convergence between the southward and 

northward flowing Brazil and Maivinas currents. The confluence of water masses and the high 

volume of continental runoff provide physicai and chemicai conditions for high bioiogical 

production on the sheif(See1iger et al., 1997). Trawiing is the main type of fishing activity in the 

southeasteni and southem regions, although the presence of highly abundant pelagic stocks, 

mainly sardine, in the southeast has aIso lead to the development of an important p m e  seine 

fishery as early as 1 950. 

Figure 3.i- Sheifregions of Brazil. The souîheastem sheif is considered £iom Cabo de Sào Tome to Cabo de Santa 
Marta Grande, and the southern sheif h m  Cabo de Santa Marta Grande to Chiri, 

The regions also differ in the type of fisheries production. Whiie catches in the north, northeast 

and east regions are maidy mtï~mai (Diegues, 1995), in the southern regions it is the Ïndustniai 

Esheries that provide most of the fisheries production, accotmtlng for approximateIy haff of the 



totd Bradïan catches @AMA/IBGE, 1995). HistorÏcalIy, it was m the south and southeast that 

industrial fisheries were mostiy developed through a serÏes of govemment ùicentives, and it is 

where fisheries are best documented. 

This chapter presents a comparative anaiysis of fishenes in the southeastem and southem regions 

of Brazil which a h s  to assess the c a m g  capacity of the marine shelf ecosystems for 

harvestable species. Carrying capacity has been defhed as the maximum size of a population or 

activity that codd be indefinitely sustained without degrading the ecosystem's future 

productivity or suitability for that use (Odum, 1997). In the oceans, carrying capacity is usuaily 

referred to as the upper limit of biomass of organisms that can be supported by a set of primary 

production and food web structure (Christensen and Pady, 1998). Fisheries yield is dUectIy 

related to the carrying capacity of marine ecosystems, since there is a maximum sustainable rate 

of fish production associated to the total fish biornass at the carrying capacity. Aiso, overfkhing 

cm directiy afléct the carrying capacity of marine ecosystems by aitering the structure O€ food 

webs and changing their potential productivity. ih this chapter 1 anaiyze the carrying capacity of 

marine ecosystems in three ways. Firstiy by computing the total flux of energy @om primary 

producers available to different trophic Ievels in the food web, and the total primary production 

required to sustain fisheries catches (Pauly and Christensen, 1995). The ratio of these two 

quantities provides a straightforward mesure of the "appropriated carrying capacity" (sensu 

Rees, 1996) of ecosystems, i.e. the amount of the available energy in a ecosystem already 

appropriated by fîshenes catches. Secondly, 1 do a diagnosis of fisheries for the 'fishing down 

the food web' phenornenon using trophic level esthates and national and regional catch 

statistics. Finaiiy, 1 anaiyze how Esheries are kefy  to dter the species composition in 

ecosystems structured by trophic relationships. 1 explore this effect by simulating a 'fishing- 

down-the-food-web' scenarïo in the southern sheK region, where traditiond demenai fish stocks 

are overexpIoited and the prospects for increasing yield relies on exploithg abundant mai1  

peIagÏc forage fish. 

3.2, Methods 

The method used here to qnantify the appropriated canying capacity foiIows the approach 

deveroped by Pady and Christensen (1995) for the anaIysis of primary production required to 

sustain worId fisheries. Primary production required by fisheries (PPR) is estimated based on the 



trophic Ievel of the species caught, the energy t d e r  efficiency between trophic IeveIs, and on 

the primary productivity of the two shelf regions (Table 3.1). P r i m q  production estimates for 

the southeast and south were obtained fiom Brandini (1 990) and Odebrecht and Garcia (1997), 

respectively. Species trophic LeveIs (Table 3.2) were computed according to Odum and HeaId 

(1975) using available idormation on diet composition, and kom trophic models. In this 

andysis primary producers have trophic level 1, and each higher order consumers has trophic 

Ievel 1 + the weighted average trophic Ievel of its preys. Rocha et ai. (1998) constructed a 

simplified trophic model of the Ubatuba region in the southeastem sheff that is here used to 

estimate the mean trophic transfer efficiency for the region. Transfer efficiency for the southem 

shelf is calcuiated fiom the trophic model described below. PPR estimates are based on a 

conversion factor of 0.06 g Carbon = 1 g wet weight of catches (Walsh, 198 1) and on the mean 

transfer efficiency per trophic level, that is 

PPR = catchesa (TL - 1) 

where a = TE*', and TE is the mean trophic efficiency measured as the proportion of the energy 

trarisferred between consecutive trophic levels (TL). PPR is commonly expressed as  a 

percentage of the totai primary production (%PP). 

Table 3.I&a, primaty productivity and totai primary production of southern and soutfieastern sheff regions of 
BraziI, S e i f  arm were measured to the 200 rn depth Iine using phnimetry. 
Region Area PP Total PP 

mZ~1Of0 gC.cd.year-t gC.year"*fOf2 

Southeast 
South 

Catch statistics ob tained fiorn Haimovici et al.( 1 997), Haimovici(1998) and f?om the Instituto de 

Pesca de Santos, SZio Paulo, were used in the anaiysis of PPR for the two sheifregions. FA0 

catch statistics of reported BraziIian catches were used to compute the mean trophic level of 

landings m B d  fiom 1950 to 1 994. 



Table 3.2. Trophic leveI o f  the main species landed in B r d  Trophic IeveI esthnates are nom mode1 in figure 32. 
h m  diet composition studies (references in table footnote), andfor nom other published trophic modeis 
(ChrÏstensen and Pauiy, 1993). 

- 

Group Species Trophic Level 
ShrMrps Farfantepenaacs spp; 2 3  

2.6 
P 

S m d  and mid-size peiagics Sardinella brczsifiensiY 2.8 

Scornberomoncs 3.3 
*__m_.....-...+- 

Common squids Loligo spp 3.4 
Misceiianeous marine fihesb 

____C- 

Osteichthyes 3.5 
Micropugonias jümienrJ 
h b r i n a  canosui* 
Cynoscion sppq 
Macrodon ancylodon' 
Tbchiurus leplurd 

Mugilidae' 3.8 
Sharks, rays, skates 
-*-...-- 

EIasmo branchsu 
______I.-..Y 

3.4 -3.8 --........-- 
Groupers Epinephehs spp 3.7 

~ r u s c h r y n r n r r  .---_-____.____- 3.8 
Common doIphhfkh Coryphaena hippurus 

____)_--- 

39 - 
Skipjack tuna Karsuworrrc~ pelamis" 3.9 

' . .  -. ' , __. 

Large pehgic f s h w  Thnntis spp 3.9 

0th- Scombroidei 3.9 
a, Goiteia, 1983,Gasaiia & Otiveim, 1997; 6. VazzoIer et, ai. (in press); c. Gasda, 1995; 6. VazzoIer, 1975; e. 
Haimovici et ai., 1989; f. Vieira, 1990; g. Sinas and Yamaguti, 1985; h. Martuw and Haimovici 1997; i. Fmese and 
Pauly, 1998; j. Haimovici and Krug, 1992; k Araujo, 1984; 1. Soares et d., 1992; m. ViIeIa, 1990; nt ZavaiIa- 
Canin, 1982; o. Vaske. 1992; p. Vyaiov & Ovchiimikov, 1980. 

The ecosystem effects of 'fishing down the food web' for anchovy m the Southem sheif was 

explored with a sirnplined rnass-balance mode1 (ECOPATH, Christensen and Pauly, 1992) of the 

trophic interactions in the pelagic ecosystem (Tables 3.3 and 3.4; Fig. 3-21. The mode1 was 

constnicted based on the pelagic species association d e s d e d  by MeiIo et ai. (1992) for the 

winter and sprin& and depicts anchovy as the dominant pIanktivorous fis6 species, beuig 

responsible for most of the t d e r  of energy fiom lower trophic Ievels to higher order 

consumers (Figure 3.2). The system Ïs dehed by the coordinates 32"s - 430307S and 51°W - 



Table 33 .  Parameters of the trophic mode1 of the peiagic ecosystem off southern Brazil, Underlined vdues, trophic 
Ievek (TL), and omnivory index (01) were estimated by d e  modeL An omnivory index equals zero mdicates the 
predator feeds on a singie trophic IeveI. Cuhdish, Tn'chiurus lepiunis; Hake, Merluccius hubbsi, Weakfish, 
Cynoscion gumcupa; Mackerel, Scomber juponim; Jack mackerel, T r a c h m  lathami; Anchovy, Engraulis 
anchoita, 
SpeciedGroup TL O1 B PA3 Qm EE Yield 

tonsmKm-z year-' y ear- ' ton.~.Km-~ 
-vearq' 

Cutlassfish 425 0.259 0.240" 0.410' 2.050~ - 0.552 0.0 lSb 
Kake 4-11 0,126 - 0.085 0.355' 1 .750d O950 0.004~ 
S harks 334 1,172 - 0.342 0.400' 4.000' 0.950 0. 130b 
Other peiagics 4.02 1.080 0,748 0.570' 5.300' 0.950 0.405~ 
Weakfish 3.59 0.302 2,OOOY 0.480' 2.340' - 0.935 0.306~ 
Mac keref 3.11 0,000 1.329 0.340' 2.71 o3 0.950 0.033~ 
Jack MackereI 3.11 0,000 0,300h 0.350" 3 .OOod - 0.958 0.054~ 
Anchovy 3.00 0.111 13.710' 1.2901 5.155" - 0.240 - 
Squids 3.32 0.185 0.20OL 1.500' 3230' - 0.894 - 
Marine shrimps 3-00 0.000 0.298 3,930' 19. 130' 0.950 0.040' 
Zaoplankton 2.11 0,111 8.000" 64.920" 324.600 0.6 19 - 
PhytopIankton 1.00 0.000 16.700" 100.000" - 0.965 - 
Detritus 1.00 0.179 150.000° - - - 1.148 - 
a Martius and Haimovici ( 1997); b. Kaimovici (1998); c, based on Peterson and WrobIewski ( 1984); d, based on 
Pdomares and Pady (1989); e, based on other trophic modeIs (Christensen and Pady, 1993); f. Haimovici et ai. 
(1997); g, IBAMA (t993a); hg Saccardo (t98O); i, Lima and Casteiio (1995); j. Freire (rmpubl.); k Haimovici 
(1997); 1. D'hcao (199 t); m. Resgalfa Ir. (qub1.); a Odebrecht and Garcia (1997); o.according to Pauiy et aI, 
(1993). 

Table 3.4, Diet ma& of the modet of the pelagic ecosystem off southern Brazil . Vdues represent the proportion of 
the diet of a predator (coIumn) made of a @ven prey (row). Some of the groups (mninly sharks, weakfih, and other 
pelagics) have several feeding habitats such as the outer sheifand benthic habitats, For thest groups an Import was 
mchded as a "prey" in the diet composition. 
Prev \ Predator t 2 3 3 5 6 7 8 9 IO LI 

6. MackereLd - - - 0.100 - - - - - - - 
7, Jack ~ackere f~  0.030 0.030 0.020 - - - - - - - - 

mort 0-050 0.040 0.500 0,450 0,100 - - - - - - 
a h k t h ~  (1992); b. Hakovici et aL(1993); c- Casteno et aL (1997); CL Casteiio (1997); e, Vieira (1990); C. 
Sch-gel and Casteno (1995); g. Hahovici (1997); h, based on other trophic modeh (Chnstensen and Pady, 
1993). 



Figtm 32. Flowchart of trophic ~lationships m the pelagic association off southern Brazii. It describes the fïows 
between groups (boxes), the biornass of each group ( a m  of boxes proportional to the log of biornass), and the 
respective tropbic Ieveis. Oniy the constmption fïows are shown. For fui1 parameter descriptions see tables 3 and 4. 

'Fishing d o m  the food web' was simulated by increasing fishing mortality (F) for anchovy from 

O to 1 year*', while rnaintaining F constant for other exploited groups. As some of the high 

trophic level species (e.g. sharks, weakfish and pelagics) are already hIly exploited or 

overexploited (Haimovici et ai., 1997), I considered fishing for anchovy as the most Likely 

continuation of the 'fishing down the food web' effect in this systern. Ecosim (Walters et al., 

1997) was used to caiculate the predicted changes h equiltbrium biomasses of specieslgroup and 

the total catch fkom the system over the range of F values for anchovy. The mode1 provides 

biomass predictions of each group in the system as affécted directly by fishing and predation, 

changes m food avdability, and indirectly by fishnig or predation on other groups ui the system 

(Wdters et al., 1997). SimuIations were nm under two contrasting trophic contrai hypothesis, 

bottom-up and topdown, as desmied m Chapter 2. 



PPR and Trophic Levels 

PPR estimates by sheIf region and species landed are show in tables 3.5,3.6 and 3.7. Fisheries 

in southem B d  aiready use a large proportion of the productive capacity of the shelf 

ecosystems. In the south, ptimary production required io sustain catches has chauged Little nom 

the 1970s to the 1990s, behg in the order of 25% of the totai primary production. Little change 

is dso observed in the mean trophic IeveI of fisheries in the south which have been targeting 

mostIy high trophic Ievel species (Table 3.5). An increase in catches of tunas and sharks was 

observed in the southem sheff in the early 1990s accompanying the depietion of important 

demersai fish stocks, such as Umbrina canosai, bhcrodon ancylodon and catfish species, 

Nenrma spp (Table 3.5). However, this altemation of species in the catches did not result in 

major changes in the PPR and in the mean trophic leveI of iandings between the two periods. 

Landings in the Southeast are on the other hand dominated by low trophic Ievel species, sardine 

and marine shrimps being the most Unportant stocks in ternis of catch volume (Table 3.6). With 

the coIIapse of the BraziIian sardine during the Iate 1980s and early 1990s, and the increase in 

tuna and sharks catches, there was an increase in the mean trophic Ievel of fishenes fiorn 2.8 1 to 

2.93. Despite the fact that catches were considerably lower in the Iatter period, the change in 

relative importance of the species Ianded resuited in an increase in PPR nom 25.8 to 33.4 % of 

the totai sheff primary production. Aithough substantially higher fishing fields are obtained in 

the southeast than in the south, the footplint of Bsheries is rdatively the same between the two 

regions as  a redt  of ciifferences m the mean trophic level of Iandmgs and the mean trophic 

efficiency (Table 3 -7). 



Table 3.5. Trophic IeveI, mean catch and PPR esthates for the southern shdt 
Species 1975 - 1979 2990 - 1994 

Trophic Catches PPR Catches PPR 
tevel tons gC 10qa tons gC iO1° 

Micmpogonias fumreri 3.5 14,308 42.0 14,709 43.2 
Umbniia canosai 
Cynoscion guatacupa 
Macrodon ancylodon 
Miscellaneous teteostean9 
Netuma spp 
fnchiums leptunrs 
Demersal s h a h b  
Rhinobatus horkelli 
Rays and skates 
Marine shn'rnps 
Small and mid-ske pelagicsc 
Pomatomus saltatn'x 
Mugit spp 
Katsuwonus pelamis 
Pelagic sharks 3.7 182 0.9 547 2.9 
a, Pogunias crornis; Mer1ucciu.r Inrbbsc Paralichthys spp., Pagrur pugrus: Prionotus purrctam; Urop-cis 
brdiemis and Poliprion amerkanus. b. mostiy Galeorhinus gaieus; Musrelta schrnitti and Squatina spp. c. 
Brevoortta pectinuta; Scomber japonicrcs and Trachum lathami. 

TabIe 3.6: Trophic Ievel, mean catch and PPR estimates for the southeastern sheK 
Species 197T - 1980 1990 - i995 

Trophic Catches PPR Catches PPR 
~ e v e i  (tons) gC I O t 0  (tons) gC q0l0 

Micmpogonias fumien' 3.4 7,126 62.6 4,541 39.9 
Macmdon ancyCodon 
Cynoscion jamaiscencis 
Balistes capnscus 
Sardineila brasiliensis 
Rays and skates 
Marine shnmps 
Sharks 
Katswonus pelamb 

Table 3.7. Stmmary statïstÏcs of the mean catch, mean trophic levef (TL), mean tramfier efficiency (TE), the 
primary production required by %hmerres catches (PPR), and the percentage of the totai primiq production 
appropnated by kheries (% PP) in the southem and southeastern shdves. 
Region Catch TL TE PPR %PP 

(toar.ye& % % 
Southern 

19 754979 65,510 3-63 8 487 26.7 
1990-1994 68, IO 1 3.64 471 25.8 

SorrtheaStexl 
1977-1980 176,888 2.81 5 443 25.8 
1990-1995 89,055 233  572 33 -4 

The increasing trend m the mean trophic lever of catches observed m the southeasteni sheif is 

ais0 obsewed m the FA0 fishaies statistics for Brazil (FÏg. 33). Fisheries m B d  had a 



relativeIy constant mean trophic IeveI of the species landed nom 1950 to the earIy 1980s, but 

show a recent increase in mean trophic level caused by the combined effect of the coiiapse of 

maiI and mid-size pelagics (mostiy sardine), and the increasing landings of large pelagic Bshes 

(tunas and sharks) with the development of offshore 6sheries. Another factor that contributes to 

the increase in the mean trophic level of Iandings is the steady increase in teleost catches. 

Teleosts are characterized by high trophic leveIs (fkom 3.2 to 4.3, Table 3.2), and represent the 

most important group in totai Brazilian fisheries Ianduigs. However, the proper evaluation of the 

contribution of the gmup to the average trophic level will require higher resolution in the species 

catch composition statistics, which currentiy aggregate a large part of teleosts species into 

Osteichthys (TabIe 3 -2). 



Figure 33.  Mean trophic Ievd (A), and species composition (B and C)of total BraPlian landmgs. Source FAO. 



Fishing Down the Food Web 

A strategy very often proposed to increase catches in exploited ecosystem is to fish down the 

food web for highly abundant, smaii pelagic planktivorous fishes after larger species are 

depleted. Simulation results of a fishing down Food web scenario for anchovy in the southem 

sheif are shown in figures 3 -4 and 3.5. Figures 3.4 represents the predicted equilibrium yield and 

biomass of anchovy, and the percentage change in biomass of all other groups in the system 

under "top-down" and 'bbottom-up" contro 1 of trophic interactions. The mode1 predicts 

considerably smaller yields and optimal fishing mortality rates for anchovy under top-dom 

controI (F-top-down - O. 1 year *' ; Fm bottom-up - 0 3  year ") . Both hypotheses generate a 

nmilar pattern of decrease in biomass of higher trophic Ievel species, inmase in biomass of mid- 

trophic level groups and increase in zooplankton biomass with increasing F for anchovy. 

Predictions of biomass changes at the mid-trophic Ievel are more pronounced under top-down 

control, where the release in predation mortality due to the depressed biomass of top predators 

Ieads to a sharp increase of jack mackerel abundance. 



O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

F- anchay (yeai') 

Figrne 3.4. Eqtdi'brium siwilation of i n d g  f i h g  mortaiity for anchovyvy Upper panel represents the 
predicted equilbriam yield and absolute biornass of anchovy- Lower panels b w  the predicted relative change in 
biomass of alI other grorrps in the system, 



t topdown 
+ bottom-up 

3.1 [ 1 I 1 I l 1 

0.0 0 -5 1 -0 1 -5 2.0 2-5 3 .O 

Total catch (tkm'2yeai') 

+ topdown 
+ bottom-up 

0.0 O .5 1 -0 1 -5 2.0 2.5 3 -0 
Total catch (t. krrf2-year-') 

Figure 3 5. ReIationship between (A) total catch fiom the system and the mean trophic IeveL of catches; and (B) 
total catch and the mean traphic Ievel of the system (detritus acIuded) with bcreasmg trshing mortaMy for 
aochovy, The arrows mdicate the direction of bcrease m F, and the dots comspond to 0.01 mments  m & h g  
m o r t .  (hm O to I year-'). 

Figure 3.5a shows the changes in the totd production (catches nom aII groups) at trophic Ievel 

with increasing eqyiki%ritrm fTshhg mortdity for anchovy. Fishmg d o m  the food web has the 



effect of mcredng yield up to a threshold fishing mortaiity rate for anchovy (F-) beyond which 

fishenes production becomes gradudy impaired by overfishing and by divergence or complete 

interruption of major energy pathways to the higher trophic levels. With the overfÏshing of 

anchovy, totai catches decrease and the mean trophic level of catches increases (less catch of low 

trophic level species). The backward bending curve between the mean trophic level of catches 

and total catch suggests that production at trophic Ievel becomes considerably smaiier when 

anchovy is ovefished, Le. the system is unable to capitalize the energy previously available for 

fishenes and other orgauisms at the higher trophic Ievels. The depressed abundance and 

productivity of top-predators in turn impedes the complete recovery of the mean hophic Ievel of 

catches, whÎch becornes composed mady  by mÏd-trophic level groups aiso targeted by fisheries. 

Parailel changes occur in the rnean trophic level of the system (Fig. 3.5.b). The mean trophic 

IeveI of the system is smder than that of fisheries catches (due to the contribution of 

zooplankton and phytoplankton), and show a progressive decrease with the increase in anchovy 

exploitation. With "'bottom-up" control, totai system production at the end of the simulation is 

smailer than that originaiIy obtained before fishing down the food web. These genenc effects are 

attenuated under Ytopdown" control when the mode1 predicts that total catch may remah high 

&er anchovy depletion as a result of the sharp increase in abundance of other mid-trophic levei 

species (e-g. jack mackerel, Figure 3.4) aiso targeted by fisheries. 

3.4. Discussion 

The primary production required to sustain marine capture fisheries in southem Brazil is 

estimated to vary between 25 and 33% of the totai shelf prbary production. Results indicate a 

leveI of fisheries impact in this pomon of the Brazilian Coast comparable to the most kitensively 

expIoited temperate sheIf ecosystems of the world (Pady and Christensen, 1995). Our estimates 

rnay be conservative considering that discards were not included in the calcuiations, and that part 

of the catches may remain mireported in officÎal fÏsheries statistics (GasaiIa and T'omis, 1998). 

HamiovÏci et aI. (1997), for instance, suggested that discads may represent ca 25% of total 

annual catches m the southem shelf. uicIuduig discards in our estimates for this region, with the 

same mean trophic Ievel of the species Ianded, wodd increase the expected PPR for the d y  

1990s eom 471 to 666 x IO'" gC.yeafL and fiom 25.8 to 36.5% of the total primary production. 



The high PPR values in the southem shelf conoborate to the belief that most commercialIy 

important estuarine, coastaI, and shelf stocks are either Mly or overexploited in the region, and 

landings are expect to decrease with current fishmg pressure (Haimovici et al., 1997). The 

prospect of inmeashg catches in the region bas to corne nom two non-exclusive strategies: i) by 

better utiIizing or r e c o v e ~ g  stocks which are currently ovedished, such as most demersal stocks 

(Table 3 .9 ,  d o r  ii) by "fishing down the food web" for alternative resources not yet utilized, 

mostly anchovy and jack mackerel (Haimovici et al., 1997). 

Fishing down the food web has been shown to increase catches up to some threshold fishing 

intensity, beyond which fisheries production may become impaired by shifis in major energy 

pathways in the system (Figure 3.5). Can this type of fisheries-induced change in the ecosystem 

happen? Fishing d o m  the food web is not an observed phenomenon in BraziI. hstead, fisheries 

have been targeting high trophic Ievel species, with the exception of sardine in the Southeast, and 

show a recent increasing trend due to the development of offshore fishenes for high trophic IeveI 

species such as tunas and pelagic sharks. This increasing trend of rnean trophic level of fisheries 

landuigs was also obtaïned by Pauly et al. (1 998) for the Southwest Atlantic, and attniuted to the 

deveiopment of new fisheries, which, according to the authors tend to mask the Eshing down the 

food web phenomenon. in Brazil, both national (FAO) and regional data indicates that a1thoug.h 

fisheries expanded into areadstocks not previously exploited there is no underlying domward 

trend in the mean trophic level of catches. 

Regional experknce with intensive f i s h g  for a forage species in southeastem BraziI has 

apparentiy shifted a system that once supported a large fishery for sardine into one occupied by 

an abundant popuIation of anchovy, Engraulis anchoita, that is not commerciaLIy harvested 

(CastelIo et al., 199 1). Nonetheless, the extent to which the collapse of sardine fishery and the 

switch to an anchovy dominated system was due to human or naturai factors is stiU inconclusive 

(Rossi-Wongtschowski et ai., 1996). Many marine ecosystems have shown major 'regmie shifts' 

or changes in species compositions and production rates apparentiy tnggered by environmenta1 

Extors but interrsified by the effect of fisherks (Steele, 1996). Among the best documented 

examples are the sardinelanchovy switches in coastaI upwelhg systems (LIuch-BeIda et ai., 

1989). the gadoid outbursts m the North Sea (Cushing, 1980; Daan, 1980). and the deche of 

marine mammds and outbinst of poUock in the Bering Sea (Trites et aI., 1999). Aiso, recent 

global assessment of the trophic leveI of marine fishaies (Pauiy et aI., 1998) provide evidence of 



the fishhg-dom-food-web phenornenon and of associateci fisheries-induced changes in the food 

webs similar to that predicted in Figure 3.5. 

Mode1 simulations dowed the exploration of the effects of tmphic control assumptions on 

predicting the changes in the food web accompanying the exploitation of anchovy. Under top- 

down control the system responded with a marked increase in the biomass of a cornpetitor 

species due to cascade effects up and down the food web. This pattern was less marked under 

bottom-up control, where cornpetition for food resources Iimits interactions. These resdts, also 

obtained for other systems (see Chapter 2), again differs @om the early emphasis placed on food 

cornpetition as the driving force of species replacement (Cushing, 1980; Daan, 1980), but 

reinforces the potential role of predation rnechanisrns and trophic cascade effects in shaping the 

dynamics of mid-trophic level, forage species. As observed in other trophic models, the 

predicted F,, for anchovy is very sensitive to the asçumed type of control of trophic interactions, 

being twice as high under bottom-up assumptions. Considering the evidence that F,, for smaH 

pelagics is in the order of 0.6 M (Patterson, 1992), model predictions indicate that top-down 

control can be relatively important in marine pelagic food webs. 

Results Eom this study indicate that fishenes in southem Brazil aiready appropriate a large 

proportion of the marine shelf ecosystems carrying capacity. Ln h e  with recent stock 

assessrnent reports, it is suggested that the prospect of inmasing catches and rebuilding stocks 

must rely on better management of the stocks currentiy overfished, fishing for offshore resources 

currentiy rnoderately expIoited, a d o r  fishing down the food web for abundaut short-lived, 

planktivorous fishes. It is showed, however, that in an intensively exploited ecosystem the 

proposal for increasing fisheries production by hanresting at lower Ievels in the food web has the 

potentid rÏsk of aggravating the depIetion of high trophic level species besides altering the 

structure of the ecosystem, and thus needs to be approached with caution. The adoption of 

precautionary meamres and ecosystem principles in fisheries poiicy decisions has been, at Ieast 

theoreticdy, unanhnous m fisheries Iiterahne and government agendas worIdwide (see FA0 

Code of Conduct for Respomble Fisheries (FAO, 1995); Oceans Act Canada; GESPE, 1997). 

One such principIes states that 'kgdation of the use of IÎving resources must be based on 

undef~fanding the structure and dynamics of the ecosystem of which the resource is a part and 

must take mto account the ecoIogicaI [...] hfIuences that directly and m M y  affect resource 

use" (Mangel et al., 1996). If ecosystem prEicEples and precautionary measmes are to be 



effectively implernented, managers and decision rnakers have to take the possibility of such 

ecosystem impacts of fishing d o m  the food web for granted when designhg poiicies for the 

exploitation of mariue resources. 

The canying capacity of marine shelf ecosystems in southem B d  for hamestable species is 

anaiyzed by (1) quantimg the amount of available primary production appropriated by fisheries 

catches, (2) evaluating the trend in the mean trophic Ievel of fishenes, and (3) simdating the 

ecosystem effects of 'xshing down the food web" in an intensively exploited shelf region. 

Fishenes aLIocate between 25 an 33% oftotai primary production in the southem shelfregions of 

Brazil. Overall, fisheries Iandings do not dispIay a trend of decreasing trophic Ievel with the,  

due to the coiiapse of the sardine fishery and the ment increasing of offshore fishlng for higher 

trophic Ievel species, mainiy tunas and sharks. However, the simulations show that fishing down 

the food web through fisheries that target srnail pelagic planktivorous fishes, while at first 

increasing catches in intensively expIoited regions, has the potential of actuaily decreasing 

fields, by intemrpting major energy pathway s to exploited high-trophic Ievel species. This 

generic effect, corroborated by global assessments of fisheries-induced changes in marine 

ecosystems, provides support for the design of precautionary measures for future f i s h g  policies. 



Chapter 4. The sardine fishery in the Southeastern Brazilian Bight 

4.1. Introduction 

chapter reviews the statu5 of fisheries assessrnent of the BraPlian sardine, and characterizes 

the sources of uncertainties on ecosystem, population and harvest processes of relevance for 

curent management practice. 

SardineT Sardinella brasiliensis. inhabits the coastd bight (Southeastern Brazilian Bight) that 

extends fiom Cabo Frio in the north to Cabo de Santa Marta Grande in the south, encompassing 

the coastal waters of four states, Rio de Janeiro (RJ), Sao Paulo (SP), P m a  (PR) and Santa 

Catarina (SC) (Figure 4.1). The main oceanographic characteristic of the region is the seasonai 

presence of cold. nutrient-rich South Atlantic Centrai Water (SACW) on the inner shelf, Le. 10 to 

50 m deep (Pires-Vanin and Matsuura, 1993). Being on the western side of the ocean, the large 

scale boundary current (Brazii Current) flows poleward. Large scaie, dongshore wfnd stress is 

in the same direction, particularly during austral spring and summer, which favors the upwelling 

of the SACW into the coastal region. The two major centers of wind induced cos ta l  upwelling 

are in Cabo Frio and Cabo de Santa Marta Grande (Figure 4.1). Bakun and Pmkh (1990) round 

the spawning strategy of the Braziliau sardine to be Like that of the California sardine in the 

Southeni California Bight: sardine spawnhg occurs mainly durhg s p ~ g  and m e r ,  in the 

enriched environment formed downstream of the upwehg center of Cabo Frio (Bakun and 

Parrïsh, 1990). In this period, retention and concentration mechanisms are favored by the coastal 

configuration which sheIters the inshore regions from the strong dongshore winds and, as a 

resdt, turbulent mixing is decreased to a minimum Within the bight, as is the offshore Ekman 

transport. An enclosed gyral circulation tends to form inside the Bight interior, which M e r  

prevents the advection of eggs and Iarvae to offshore regions. 

The mtensky of the upwehg decreases in autumn and it is absent in winter when the water 

colimin is more homogeneoos. Verticai minng durhg this season is controlied by the fiequency 

and btensiîy of coId h n t s  which put nutnents back in suspension to be otiIized by 

phytoplankton. Cyclonic vortexes are dso observed in the region, onginating fkom the 

meandering of the Brad current on the shelf break (Pires-Vanh and Matsunra, 1993). Their 



presence is associated with localized (5 to 10 nm) subsurface upwehg  of SACW into the 

euphotic zone and enhanced primary production. Two oceanographic processes are therefore 

responsible for controlhg the productivity of Southeastem Bnzi1ia.n sheif ecosystem: the 

penetration of the SACW and the formation of fiontal vortexes. The fh t  has seasonal Eequency 

but show marked interannud variation in intensity. The vortexes, on the other hand were 

registered in 3 out of 7 years of observations and seem to lack penodicity. 

Figure 4.1. Detail of the Southeasteru B d a n  Bight, which encompasses the distn'bution area of sardine, 
SardineMa bradiensis, and the hhing area of the purse seine fi eet, Sardine distribution area mcludes the c o a d  
region of four States, Rio de Janeiro (RJ), Sb Pado (SP), Parani (PR) and Santa Canrina (SC). Depth in meters. 

The seasonal penetration of the SACW in the coastal region has a direct infIuence on the 

variabaty of prirnary production and on the quantitative and qualitative composition of the 

pelagic and benthic conxnunity (Pues-Vanin et ai., 1993). Oceanographic conditions prevaient 

during summer create conditions for localized new primary production by diatoms. However, 

nano and picopladiton are charactenstically more abundant due to general oligotrophic 

conditions encountered in the bight Sdps are particuIarIy abondant during nmimer. Sdps 

consume considerable amormts of phytopfankton and are apparently not important m the diet of 

higher order consumers (fishes). TheU- presence and dominance in the pelagic ecosystem dranig 

the summer thus represent an alternative trophic Bow to the cfastic phyto-zoo-fish structure 

nomaUy present ni these systems. Pires Vanin et al (1993) dso emphasize the roIe of sdps m 
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exporting organic matter (in the fom of fecai pellets) to the benthic community. In the pelagic 

system the most abundant fish species besides sardine are the anchovy, Engrmilis anchoita, and 
T 

the jack mackeret, T r a c h m  lathami. 

In the benthos, the organic matter exported fiom the pelagic and other adjacent systems is 

processed by a diverse community of bactena and benthic organisms. Assesment of species 

diversity in the region indicated the presence of 195 megafauna and 424 macrofauna species in 

the benthos, and more than 180 demersai fish species (Rocha et al., 1998) which show 

remarkabte variation in dominance as a result of seasonal variability of food sources (Pires-Vanin 

et ai., 1993). Pires Vanin et al. (1993) divide the benthic community hto 6 trophic groups, with 

occurrence and abundance varying seasonally. The groups are suspension feeders, surface 

detntivores, sub-surface detritivores, camivorous genedists, camivorous specialists and 

omnivorous. in summer the organic matter settled from the pelagic system is rnainly utilized by 

omnivorous suspension feeders and d a c e  detritivores. in winter, turbulent mixing of the 

bottom associated with the fiequent passage of cold Eionts is responsible for disnrpthg the 

suspension feeders and d a c e  detritivore fauna, and for benefiting the sub-dace detritivores 

and carnivores. 

The demersai fish community has 4 main trophic groups: pelagic feeding fishes (eating mostly 

fishes and crustaceans); and benthic Feeding fishes, which are divided among the species that eat 

mostiy bottom surface invertebrates, sub-surface invertebrates and demersai fishes. The majority 

of species utilize the d a c e  invertebrates as the main food source. However, during the summer 

there is an mcrease in importance of fish species that utilize the pelagic system as major trophic 

pathway. 

The presence of demerd fish stocks and the relatively smooth, sandy-muddy bottom favored the 

early deveIoprnent of trawhg activities in the Southeastem BraziIian Bight. The main demersal 

stocks exploited in the region are the white croaker Mimopogoniar jùmieri7 king weakfish 

Macrodon uncylodon7 weaknsh Cynoscion jmafscencis. higgerfïsh Buiistes capriScus and the 

marine shrimps Xfpfiopenaeus kroyerti. Fmfantepenaeus OrasiIiensrS and E paulenss. The 

presence of Iarge pelagic stocks, mainly sardine, has aIso Muenced the development of an 

miportant purse se& fishery as early as 1950. New offshore fisherÏes for twias, sharks and 

rocknshes were developed dinùig the Iast two decades folIowing the depletion of many 



traditional stocks. Tunas and sharks are mainly caught with longlines and pole-and-he, whiIe 

bottom ionglines are ernployed in the rocknsh fisheries (Gasalia and Tom&, 1998). 

Sardine fishery development 

Until the beginning of the century sardine catches were mainly used for subsistence of coastd 

communities. This artisanal fishery still exists in most States, catching sardines in bays and 

estuaries dong the coast, using cast nets and seine nets. More recently, a fishery based on mail 

purse seiners targeting juvenile sardines in inshore areas has developed to supply live-bait for 

boaito pole-and-line f i s b g  boats. However, today, most of the sardine catches corne lrom the 

industrial fishery based on purse seiners. 

The nrst purse seiners appeared c a  1910 and gradudy diverged fiom the artisanal and srnall 

scaie sector (Diegues, 1995), particularly during the 1930's with the introduction of power 

engines. The first vessels were constnicted by Portuguese, Spanish and Italian immigrants using 

traditional models from their homeland. The nets were origindy made of Cotton, demanding a 

great amount of effort for maintenance, but this was substituted by nylon during the 1960s 

Piegues, 1995). The present day industrial fishery utilizes rectangutar pune seine nets 700 to 

900 meters long, 50 to 60 m high and a mesh size of 12 mm (Valentini and Cardoso, 199 1). 

P m e  seiners u s d y  fish in areas up to 60 m deep, aithough sardines may occur in areas up to 

100 m deep. The fishery was originaily rnainly carried out at night, during darker periods of the 

Imar cycle, approxmiately 18 days per month. Fisbing tirne was then still detennined by a visuaI 

search; shoaIs migxating to the d a c e  waters during dusk excite the phosphorescence of diatoms 

and d o w  visuaikation experienced fishers. Catch volume and handling t h e  made the fishing 

operation considerably slow (up to 6 hours to complete a set) and determined that IandÏngs took 

piace in ports close to the catching areas. In fact that aIso determined a positive relationship 

between the areas of sardine concentration and the Ianding volume m ports dong the coast 

(Vaientmi and Cardoso, 199 1). 

During the late 1960's governrnent tax incentives (C6digo de Pesca, Lei 221, 1967) attracted a 

considerable amount of resources to the fiskng sector which expanded the nimiber of m d d e s  

for catchmg and processihg fÏsh products for export. Goveaunent mcentives lasted fÏom 1967 to 



1978, and resuIted in rmprecedented changes in the fishery. Sardine then became the main 

Bmzilia. fishery resource in terms of volume9 with total annual catches increasing fiom c a  38 

thousand tons in 1964 to a historical peak of 228 thousands tons in 1973 (Fig. 42). The average 

landings during 1983-1987 penod were 124 thousand tons.yeait and accolmted for 3 1.8 % of the 

total fish catches in the region and for about 25 % of the national marine catches (BAMA, 

1995). 

64 67 70 73 76 79 82 85 88 91 94 
Year 

Figure 4.2. Sardine Iandings by the three main state fleets in Rio de Janeiro (RJ), Sâo Paulo (SP), and Santa Catarina 
(SC). 

Another program of governent incentives aimed at the modernkation of the fleet lasted from 

1983 to 1985. It resulted in an increase in fleet capacity (tonnage) of approxhately 300% 

compared to the 19707s, a doubling of the nurnber of fishg vessels, and the introduction of 

technological innovations (e-g. sonar and power block) that considerably increased the Eshg  

power of pune seiners (Valenthi and Cardoso, 1991). The fishery then experienced a marked 

decrease in catches, r n a y  nom L987 to 1990, which cuIminated with the coliapse of the stock 

and a crisis in the cornmerciaVindu~tn*ai sector @AM& 1995). Wit6 the deche  of the stock 

and the low catches in 1990. the canning industry started relybg on miported sardines and some 

fishing vesseis shifted their target to other less productive stocks, m a y  Mugillidae, jack 

mackerd (Trachinu lattami), mackerel (Scomberjaponicus) and bonito (Krrtswonus pelarnb). 

Since the coIIapse o f  the fishery there is no indication of stock recovery (R Habiaga, pers. 



corn.), although catches in the southem distribution range of the stock have been increasing 

dwbg ment years (Fig. 4.2). Today, economic recovery is also hampered by the higher pnce of 

sardine compared to imported fi&, which in turn increases the intenial pressure for more 

government subsidies to the fishing and processing sectors. 

The coUapse of the fishery was attniuted to diverse causes (Valentini and Cardoso, 1991; 

CastelIo, 1992, Matsuura et al., 1992), here divided between proximate and uItimate causes 

following Clark and Munro (1997). Arnong the proximate causes of coiiapse are i) the excessive 

fishing effort exerted by h o s t  500 boats (licensed and illegal), ü) intense fishing on juvenile 

fish (length less than 17 cm) ail over the area of occurrence of the stock, and iii) alterations in the 

oceanographic system which resulted in higher mortality of larvae in 1986, decrease in 

recruitment in 1987, and low stock biornass in 1988. Short-term economic htemts, govemment 

incentives driven by the same Uiterests, and the Iack of cornpliance with regulations al1 may have 

acted together as uïtimate causes of collapse. 

Overview of Management Context 

The management of marine fkheries in Brazil is executed mostiy by the federai government, 

which is responsible for assessing the status of the stocks and for sethg and eriforcing 

regulations on the use of marine resources in the Exclusive Economic Zone. Govemmentd 

institutionai arrangements for regulating fisheries activities has been changing over the years. 

Until 1989 fisherk were under the agenda of a federal sub-secretary for fisheries developrnent 

(SUDEPE). From 1989 to 1997, fisheries became one of the agendas of a federal Institute for the 

Environment and RenewabIe Resources (BAMA), subsidiary of the Ministry of Environment. 

IBAMA was created by the tusion of four federaI agencies responsible for issues on 

environmental protection (SEMA), forestry (iBDF), fisheries (SUDEPE) and nibber production 

(SUDHEVEA). Recent institutionai changes have rnodined the governmentd involvement with 

fisheries management. The recentIy established Department of FisherÏes and Aquacuiture 

@FA), a subsidiary of the Ministry of Agricuitnre, is now responsible for denning the policies 

and programs to foster the deveIopment of fkheries and aquaculture activities m freshwater and 

marine areas. The s p e s c  attn'butons of DFA in reIation tu fishaies management are: 



to promote the implementation and assesment of policies and projects that support the 

development of artisanal, industrial and recreational fisheries; 

to develop studies, procedures and niles for the proper exploitation of fisheries resources; 

to identifL and indicate the need for new scienhnc knowledge necessary for the development 

of fishenes and aquaculture; 

to d e h e  and implement programs that incentive regionai and de-centralized foms of 

management, based on princip les of institutional interaction, community participation and 

cooperation. 

In this new arrangement, IBAMA is responsible for the implementation or enforcement of the 

policies deked  by the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture. Poticy execution is ideaily 

canied out in cooperation with regional and municipal agencies of fishenes. 

Fisheries assessment research also went through distinct phases over the years (Castel10 and 

Kaimovici, 199 1). The nrçt strategy for assessllig fish stocks was implemented in the late 1950's 

with the establishment of a nationd system of fisheries statistics and assessment of industrial 

f i shg  fleets. A next stage, initiated during the l97O9s, aimed at the sweying and assessment 

of the productive potential of fish stocks dong the Coast (Neiva and Moura, 1977). During the 

1980's a systern of expert consuitation 'Gmpo Permanente de Estudo' (GPE) was established for 

each of the main fisheries resources, Le., shrimps, demenai fishes, sardine, Iobsters, snappers and 

nuias. The objective of the GPEs was to provide recommendations for both management and 

research based on the analysis of biological, technologicai and socio-economic information on 

these major resources. However, management recommendations produced in the GPEs were 

very often ignored or not effectively implemented due to the fack of politicai decisions, usually 

restranied by confiicting interests, and fack of enforcemeot. 

OveralI, fisheries assessment and management have degraded considerably dimng the 1st years 

as reveaied by the status of overexploitation of many resources, the Iack of updated information 

on stocks and fishenes caused by the interruption of statisticd samphg programs, and the lack 

of resources for research and enforcement (btituto de Pesca, 1993). Since the Earth Sromnit in 

1992, an inter-institutionai Fishing Sector Executke Group (GESPE) was created to implement a 

National Fishmg and Fish Fannuig Poky plan aimed at fosterùig a better integration among 

institutions @ubIic and private) for the reorganhtion of fisheries management m B e 1  

(CFESPE, L997). The foUow up of this pian is stilI uncertain and beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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The plan recognizes as dtimate goal of fisheries management to ordinate and foster the 

sustainable use of fisheries resources, which is dehed as the maintenance of the equilibrium of 

ecosystems and preservation of the species tmder exploitation; economic profitabiIity of 6 s h g  

activities; generation ofjobs and a fair work compensation (GESPE, 1997). 

The current regdatory mechanisms adopted in Brazil to manage fisheries activities include 

(CasteHo, 1992): limits on mesh size; lixnits on size of fish landed; Iimits on fishing effort by 

License control; temporal fishuig closures; control of the type of gear allowed; and catch Limits. 

The fishery for sardine is mostly regulated by temporal fishing closures and iimit on the size of 

fish caught Policies adopted ftom 1976 to 1990 included: i) a three months fishing closure 

during the spawning period (December to February); ii) minimum size in the catch of 17 cm (size 

of nrst maturation), with a toIerance of 15% of catch weight below the minimum size; and iii) 

Limit of the number of E s h g  iicenses. In 1991, with the evidence of stock coiiapse, policies 

were refomuiated to include another fishing closure durhg the recmitrnent period (lune to 

August), to restnct the amount of illegai size fish in the catch to 5% of total weight, and more 

rigid control of licensing of fishing boats. The recruitment closure was revoked in 1995 given 

the relative recuperation in the totai catch volume to ca 80 thousand tons in 1994. 

Overcapitaiization created by repeated government incentives, and the lack of long term planning 

and enforcement, resulted in an overgrown fishery with a fleet capable of catching more sardines 

than the most optimistic assessments of stock production. Debate on the Iegal size of fish 

caught, and the Iength of fishing closutes petmeates the discussions on the current fishihg 

regdatory mechanisms. At the same the  evidence of changes in oceanographic conditions m 

the bight, and associated variations Ui 1arva.i suMvai and recruitment success, suggest a volatile 

fishery prone to periodic "boom and bust" cycles. Firrther, the marked uicrease in anchovy 

biomass during the decline of sardine stock awakens concerns on the impact of sardine fishery on 

the ecosystern of the Southeastem BraPlian Bight, and on the ability of the stock to recover 

given a possible shift m the ecosystem (Castello et ai., 1991). In this scenario, fisheries 

management r e m s  ecoIogÏcaI uifomation to predict the effects of fÏshing on the short and 

long term ecoIogÎcaI sustainability of the system. EcoIogicaI mfonnation wouid, m prihciple, 

provide the basis for discussing the foilowing management questions: 



1. in the long tem, what type of regdatory mechanism would be more appropriate for 

managing the fishery, and what is the expected outcome (catches, chances of collapse, 

etc.) under different levels of exp Ioitation? 

II. in the short term, what type of strategies wouid be required to foster the rehabilitation 

of the stock? 

The fishery is also the target of scientSc questions which aim to understand the causes of 

recniitment fluctuations and ecosystem changes, such as: 

1. are fluctuations in sardine catches related to global-scale clMate changes (Rossi- 

Wongtschowski et al., I996)? 

II. what are the bioIogical-oceanographic factors responsible for the success or failure in 

sardine spawning and recnlltment (Saccardo and Rossi-Wongtsc howski, 1 99 1 ; 

DAMA, 1995) 

III. can the apparent shift between sardine and anchovy result from fishing-induced 

changes in the ecosystem (Castel10 et al., 199 I)? 

Scient& recommendations produced by the GPUSardhe d h g  the early 90's 

(IBAMA, 1991; 1992; 1993b; 1994d) pointed to a List of ecological research activities to 

be explicitiy undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge for managing the fishery. 

Research priorities included: 

to obtain independent estimates of stock size using either acoustic surveys or egg 

production rnethods; 

to conhue the coiIection of fisheries data and biologicai sampling of the catches 

dong the coast; 

to update the infiormation on Licemes and boats currentiy fishing; 

to monitor oceanographic conditions through surveys and m o t e  sensmg; 

to anaiyze temporal oceanographic anomalies off the coast. 

Research priorities are m d y  aimed at increashg the descriptive knowledge about the status of 

the stock and fishery and hproving the understanding of the oceanography of the Southeastem 

BraziIian Bight Few attempts have been made to design research programs to improve the 

hctionai knowIedge of processes affecthg the Eshery, and to evaiuate how the understandmg 
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of these processes wodd -ove the management practice for sardine. Among the processes 

scientists are uncertain about, those controhg biologicd production and those directiy 

infhencing harvest control deserve a closer attention in order to improve the quality of harvest 

decisioas. 

StudÏes on Sardndta brasilensis carried suice 1950 provided substantial information on the 

reproductive biology of the species, early life history, estimation of population parameten and 

stock assessrnent (Saccardo and Rossi-Wongtschowski, L99 1 ; IBAMA, 1995). But monitoring 

of stock biomass during the last decades has been quite erratic. The lack of updated information 

on the stock and the confounding effect of environmental s igs  and overfishùig complicates the 

understanding of criticai processes for management, This chapter reviews the statu of sardine 

stock assessrnent and chamcterize the sources of tmcertainties on ecosystem, population and 

harvesting processes of relevance for current management practice. 

4.2. Methods 

The anaiysis is divided in three sections. The 6rst descnies the structure and dynamics of the 

Southeastem shelf ecosystem and andyzes the changes that Followed the collapse of the sardine 

fishery. The second section anaiyzes the observed changes ui the sardine population with data on 

stock and recruitrnent Finally, the third section anaIyzes how the catchability coefficient has 

changed with Ume and stock size, and what the like1y consequences are for harvest control. 

Ecosystem structure and dynamirs 

The Southeastern Brazilian Bight encompasses an area of distinct environmenta1 characteristics 

and types of activities, and defines an appropriate unit for ecosystem management purposes 

(Matsuura, 1995). In this section, the anaiysis of the structure and dynamics of the Southeastern 

BraPlian shelf ecosystem is based on a trophic mass-balance mode1 adapted fiom Rocha et aI. 

(1998). Rocha et ai. (1998) constcucted a trophic rnodel (Ecopath) of the Ubatuba sheif 

ecosystem, Ïn the Southeasteni BraziIian Bi* which descn'bes the structure of the system at 

Summer conditions during the Iate 1980s. The mode1 was b 3 t  with ten hc t iond  p u p s  

representmg organisms with a s i d a r  roIe in the food web, plus detritus @ox 4.1). This mode[ 



was adapted as follows to refiect annual conditions in the Bight, to represent m detail the main 

harvested species in the system and, as modifie& bas 22 boxes. 

1) Primary production, biomasses, P/B ratios and catches of aiI groups in the system were 

adjusted to a one year period. Annual primary productivity in the Southeastem Bight was 

obtained nom Brandini (1990). Biomass of plankton and benthic organisms were adjusted 

according to their seasonal abundance desmied in Pires-Vanin (1993). Catches of fish and 

shellnsh groups were adjusted to one year according to data Erom the uistituto de Pesca, Santos 

(çee table 3.6, Chapter 3). 

2) The box S d  pelagk fish in Rocha et ai. (1998) was split among Sardine, Anchovy. and 

0 t h ~  forage fi'h. The latter represents small and rnÏddIe-sized pelagic species nich as 

Opisthmema oglintim, Harengda clrrpeola, Brevoortia spp, Trachurus spp, and 

Chloroscombnu c h v v s .  Biomass and P B  data for sardine was obtained nom VPA (section 

2) and Eorn Cergole (1 995). Sardine was split between adult and juvenile pools to explore the 

effect of harvest on recniihnent rates in the dynamic simulations (parameter details on TabIe 

4.1). Anchovy biomass is from direct acoustic assessments (Castel10 et ai., 1991), and 

production estimate is Ekom the southernmost stock and anchovy in Brazil (K. Freire? 

unpublished). Sardine and anchovy diets were obtained nom Goiten (1 983) and Schwingel 

(1996), respectively. Biomass of Other foragefirh was considered the difference between the 

biomass of S d l  pelagic fish in Rocha et ai. (1998), and the sum of Sardine and Anchovy 

biomasses. 

3) The box Benthicfeedingfish in Rocha et ai. (1998) was split among individuai demersai 

stocks of white croaker, Micropogonias funiieri, king weaknsh, Macrodon ancylodon, 

higgex-fïsh, Balistes caprisctcs, Ray dskates, and O ther Benthic feedingfish. Parameters PB and 

Q/B for the demersai stocks were obtained Eorn data on growth and mortality in FrShBase 

(Froese and Pauiy, 1998). Diets were obtained fiom Juras and Yamaguti (1985), GasalIa 

(I995), Soares et ai. (1992) and FishBase. Triggerfish was sptit between aduIt and jwede 

pools to represent differences in feeding habits and distribution of the species during its He 

cycte; whiIe aduits are mostiy demersd and benthic feeders, juveniIes are pelagic 

zooplankiivores (Zavda-Camin and Lemos, 1997; FidiBase, 1998). Parameters PA3 and QIB 

for j w e d e  ûiggeriish were assumed similm to the fast grownlg species m the mode1 (Le. maII 

forage fish). Ecotrophic efficiencies were considered 0.9 for aII mdividual pools fOr which 
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biomass data was not available. This assumption, which implies that 90% of the production is 

either consumed or exported @arvested) fkom the system, can be expected for groups that have 

abundant consumers or are fully exploited. Biomass of the box Benthic feediing fish was 

considered the difference between the sum of estimated biomasses of dl demersai pools, and 

the biomass of the original Benthic feedingfish group in Rocha et ai. (1998). 

4) The box Pelagicfëedingfish in Rocha et ai. (1998) was split between weakfish, Cposcion 

spp., and other Pelagic feeding fish. To represent the trophic ontogeny reported for weakfish 

stocks (Haimovici, 19971, the group was sp lit between Adult and Juvenile weu@isli. Parameters 

(PB and Q/B) for Aduit weaknsh were caiculated fkom growth and mortaiity data in FishBase 

(Froese and Pauly, 1998). Juvenile weaknsh P/B and Q/B rates were considered the same 

estimated for mal1 forage fish. Diets for adult and juvenile weaknsh were obtained fkom 

GasalIa (1996) and Haimovici (1997), respectively. Ecotrophic efficiencies of both groups 

were assumed 0.9. Biomass of the box PeLagic feeding fuh was considered the difference 

between the sum of estimated biomasses of Adult and Juvenile weakfish, and the biornass of 

the original pelagic feeding fish group in Rocha et al. (1 998). 

5) A box representing bonito, Katswnus pelamis, was added to the model. Bonito diet is from 

ViIela (1990), biornass estimates fkom Jablonski and Matsuura ( L985), and parameters Q/B and 

P/B derived fiom growth and mortality estimates for the species in FishBase ( 1998). 

6) The box Omnivorour benthos in Rocha et ai. (1998) was split between marine shrimps and 

other Omnivorous benthos. Marine shrimps inchde stocks of Farfmtepenaeus brasi~imrsis, F. 

pauIenszs, and Xipltopenaeus kroymi. Parameters PA3 and QiB of Penaeid shrimps were 

obtahed fkom growth and mortaiity estimates on D'hcao (1991). Ecotrophic Efnciency was 

considered 0.9. Biornass of the box Omnivorous benthos was considered the difference 

between the estimated biomass of Mmne shrimps, and the biomass of the origind Omnivorous 

benthos group m Rocha et ai. (1998). 

7) FinaIIy, harvest Xormation was aggregated m three fishg ffeet types according to GasaIIa 

and Tomas (1998): Purse seiners, catching mostiy sardine; Bottom trbvf, catchmg weaktish, 

RaydSkates, white croaker, king weaknsh and h i g g d h ;  S7trimp nmul, catching marine 

shrimps; and Pole-and-lbze catching bonito. 



-- 

1. Phytophktofl: composed by phytofiagellates and j 1. Phytophkton 
diatoms 1 2. zooplanlcron 

2. Zoophkton: & calanoid copepods f 3- Wps 
3- SaIps: mainly Tlialfa ddemocratica i 4. Omnivorons ben&os 
4. Bacterioptankton= domÏuated by net bacteria feeding on 5. Marine s h h p s  

deûitus 6. Canrivorous benthos 
5. ûxxmivomtts bathas: Penaeid shrimps, chitons and 7. Detritivorous benthos 

echinoids E 8- 0th~ Benthic feeding nsh 
6. Carnivorous benthos: Crabs, asteroids, poIychaetes and [ 9. King weaknsh 

some gastropods i 10. Croaker 
7. Detritivmus benthos: Polychaetes, gastropods, 1 1. Raydskates 

bivdves, ophimoi&, cumaceansT il~llph@ods and t2. Tngge- 
rtmicates t 3. Juveniîe triggernsh 

8. Benthic ffeedùig nsh: SciaenkkT Rajidae, S--&t, 14. Otha forage nsh 
Tngfidae, Batrachoididae, EaemnIinIi&e, f 15. Anchovy 
Paralichthyidae, GenxGht B o t h i k  Lophù'dae, 16. Aduit sardine 
Rhiuobatidae, Spedae aiid Mdidae. L7. Iuvenüt sardine 

9. Pelagic feeding nsb; Cynosci'ort guatucuptr, C i i 8. ûther peiagic feeding ash 
jamaicertsrs and Mèrlucntcs iiubsir' 19. Amiit wealmsh 

10. Sm& peiagic nshr Sardine, SardnteCIa &rd&,  20. Iuveniie weaknsh 
anct Anchovy, Engrau& anchoita i 21. ~onito 

L 1. Detritus, 22. Detritus 

Parameter adjustments had to be made in order to balance the model, Le., to make estimates of 

biomass and fluxes among groups consistent with bioIogicai and ecologica1 constraints. In 

particuiar, two groups showed Ecotrophic Efficiencies (EE) Iarger than 1 after the itention: 

Benthos Detntivores, and the DeMius box, To baiance the mode1 biomass of Benthos 

Defritivores was increased by 50%. The final biomass (30 t ~ u n e s . ~ ~ )  is Iower than the value 

of 40.3 tonnesJbf2 used m the summer mode1 (Rocha et al., 1998), and it is consistent with the 

Iower abundance of benthos detritivores observed in the other seasons (Pires-Vanin, 1993). The 

major probfem in makùig the rate of detritus accumulation balance detritus connmiption in the 

system was due to the large consumption rates of bacteria Chnstensen and Pady (1996) wamed 

of the difnculties m representing flows associated with bacteria m Ecopath, which tend to 

completely overshadow the other fi ows m the system. One option suggested by the authors, and 

adopted here, was to excfude bacteria nom the mode1 since m the present anaiysis no s p e d  

emphasis needed to be given to the microbid food web (Le., the microbiaI food web is 

considered as  an adjacent ecosystem (Chnstensen and Pauiy, 1996)). The importance of bacterîa 

Î n  the diet of organisms in the system was then transferred to detritus- Fm-, to make the 

Ecotrophic Efficiency of Defritus Iess than 1, the importance of dehitus m the dÏet of Mmine 



shrimps, Benthos omnivores and Benthos detnh7tivores was lowered and compensated by a 

proportional inmase in the importance of otha prey in the diet of these groups. Also, the gross 

efficiency of Benthos detriiores was also hcreased h m  0.09 to 0.1 1. 

Model and catch data were used to reevaluate the total flux of energy, originated from primary 

producers, avdable to Merent trophic Ievels in the food web, and the total primary production 

required to sustain fisheries catches in two t h e  periods: nom 1977 to 1980, before the 

overfishing of sardine and other demersai stocks; and fiom 1990 to 1995, after the sardine stock 

CO IIapse. 

The trophic model was also used to examine hypotheses about the dynamic responses of the 

system to changes in fishing rates. For this purpose, simulations were carrkd with Ecosim 

(Walten et al., 1997) following methodology descnied in detail in chapter 2. Recent 

improvements in Ecosim (Wdters et al., in press) alIow for a more realistic representation of 

linkages between split pool pairs Ouvenile and adult stages), through fiow of biomass and 

nurnbers of Uidividuals, ushg a delay difference mode1 for each split pool case in Ecopath. 

Parameterkation of the delay diffaence model is carried by the user enterhg Somation on 

growth, age and weight at transition nom juvenile to adult stage (see table 4.1 for some 

examples). Ecosystem Mages  such as changes in predation and consumption rates by juvenile 

and aduit pools can therefore be caphired in a age-stnictured population dynamics model 

embedded in the trophic model. 

Table 4.1. Parameters of the spiit pools in Ecopath used by the deIay difference mode1 in Ecosim, K is the von 
BenaIanfS growth parameter (year-'1, w, is the weight (g) a< the age 4, (years) fish graduate to the aduit POOL 
Parameters for sardine were obtained h m  CergoIe (1995). Parameter values for weaknsh and triggerfish are tiom 
F i i a s e  (1998)- 
Split pool K wk tk 
Weakfish 0.3 100 2.0 
Triggerfish 0.5 128 1 .O 
SardMe O S  44 1.5 

The model aIso dows  for explicit representation of hypotheses about changes in growth rates, 

foraging thne and time at risk to predation with increasing (decreasïng) feeding opportunity. 

These assuraptions are &cal to the form of implied 'stock-recruitment' relationship generated 

for each spIit species by the modeL Much of the dynamics of trophic interactions m a aquatic 

system has been shown to depend on how time spent feeding varîes with foragiug opportunities 



in Iimited spatial refirges from predation (Wdters and Juanes, 1993; Walters and Koman, L 999); 

foraging t h e  by an individual fish must balance growth and predation risk in order to increase 

the chances of sunrivai. That is phularIy  me during the eariy Iife stages most vuinerable to 

predation. The Ecosim interface aiiows for the Ïnput of constraints on time spent feeding by any 

gcoup in the system by asking the user to enter the maximum relative increase in tirne spent 

foraglig when food intake is low (F""). T h e  spend foraging innuence both the rate of effective 

search (a,,) and the time spent vuIrterable to predation (vij) fiom equation 3, Chapter 2 (see details 

aiso in Waiters et al., in press). In çummary, setting high F aiiow for ample change in thne 

foraging so as to compensate any decrease in food availability and consumption (relative to the 

basehe consumption estimated by Ecopath). Low Fm constrains the rates of effective search 

and represents the hypothesis that individuais aiready spend most of their t h e  foraging (Wdters 

et al., in press). 

Spawning Stock and Recruitment 

in this section, data nom sardine stock assesment is used to describe changes in stock biomass 

and recntîtment. Cergole (1995) used a VVtuai Population Anaiysis (VPA) to reconstnict the 

popdation abundance of sardine from catch at age data obtained from 1977 to 1990 (Table 4.2). 

in this part of the anaiysis direct biomass estimates Eom acoustic surveys and egg abtmdance 

data are used to 'tune ' the VPA previously done by Cergole (1995). Mode1 trming aims to obtain 

biomass and naturai mortaiity estimates that are consistent with independent indexes of stock 

abundance. 



Table 4,2, Catch (millions of fish) at age data used in the reconstruction of sardine population abundance with VPA (source! Cergole, 1995). B, stands for survey biomass 
estimatus (tons), Eggs represent sardine egg density (mean number of  eggs.rn.'). considered as an index of spawning stock biomass. 
Aee 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 



To simplify the cdcdations it was assumed that the fishery takes pIace in a relatively short 

period of time during which the popdation is subjected ody to f i s h g  mortaiity. The basic 

reconstruction equation for any cohort in a discrete fishery is (Hilborn and Waiters, 1992): 

where N,, accounts for the number of fish of age a alive at time t, s is the annual sunrivaI rate (= 

eM), M is the naturai mortality rate, and C,, is the observed catch of age a fish at tirne r. It was 

also assumed that no fish are lef? aiive after age 3.5. Fishing mortality is expressed in ternis of 

La,t 
age-the specific exploitation rates u,,, = - ,which represent the fraction of individuals 

&*f 

captured during the fishery. To initialize the backward recursion calcuiations, terminai 

exploitation rates were assigned for the last age in all years accordhg to the procedure in Box 

4.2, 

1. set R~ (the exploitation rate for the firtly vuînerabIe ages in the last year T of datai) equall tlT; 
2. calctïiate the fuIiy vttinerable hiuvest rate (a in cach year (1 ta T-1) as tfie average expfoitation rate of 

the ages 2 and 3 (considemi fully Mfncrable to the fishery); 
3- set N3.,, = C3.,(u, for di 
4. for ages not completely vuberable m the Iast year T, dcuIate NL+&/(v,,,k), where v,, are the 

t e r n i d  relative vtiliicrabilities. Relative Vutnerabilities at age fot the hst year of data were estimatecl as 
the average VtlinerabiIities CaicuIated for eady years in the assesment, 

FinalIy, the probability disaibution for each possible terminat exploitation rate (UT) and natural 

rnortality rate (M) were obtained by tuning the VPA with biomass acoustic assessments and 

indexes of egg density, considered proportional to the spawning stock biomass (Table 4.2). 

Sardine biomass in 1977 (388,000 tons) was considered the average estimation of acoustic 

m e y s  carrÎed out between 1974 and 1980 (Johannesson, 1975; Rijavec and Amaral, 1971; 

Saccardo, 1983). The 1988 biomass (77,000 tons) refers to the upper Lmiit of the acoustic 

estimation obtained by Casteno et aI. (1991). Monitoring o f  sardine spawnhg in the 

Sontheastern BraPlian Bight (Matsuura, 1995) pmvided measines of qawning mtensity (eggsm- 

3, that were used as relative mdexes of spawning stock biomass. 



Bayes posterior probabiiity distriiutions were assigned to each parameter cornbmation: 

where p(u&l,LD) is the posterior probability of terminai fishing mortality and naturai mortality 

rates given the abundance time series data @), L(D/kJdJ is the likeiihood of the data given that 

parameter combination is tme, and P(u&iJ is the pnor probability of the parameters. Uniforni 

prior probability distniiution were assigned to UT (U(0,l)) and M (U(O.W,l.36). Pauly's (1980) 

empiricai equation was used to compute the range of naturai mortality values expected for the 

Brazilian sardine, based on growth parameters and water temperature vaiues suggested by 

Cergole (I995), and on a correction factor of 0.8 suggested by Pauly (1980) for schoohg fishes. 

The likelihood for the relative spawaing stock biomass index (y3 with log-normal mor  (y, = q 

SSB, e 3  was cdculated according to Walters and Ludwig (1994) and Wdters and Punt (1994) 

-ln41 

Yt where SS = (2, - Z) ' , Zr = log(-) and SSB, is the spawning stock biomass in year t 
C SsB, 

fkom VPA. Sardine biomass assessments nom acoustic surveys were considered direct 

measurements of absolute biomass of adult fish (age 1+) with normal error. The iikeiihood for 

m e y  biomass (BJ was caiculated as 

where is the adult stock biomass fiom VPA and d is the variance of the obsewation 

uncertahty. The totd Iikelihood of parameters t+ and M was obtained by combiriuig the two 

likelihood fimctions, that is 

L(D/ UT, M )  = L(y /u l ,  M).L(BI u&f) 



Stock distribution, effort dynamies and catchability change 

The reconstnicted time series of population abundance also provides information usefil for the 

analysis of biases on fishery-dependent index of abundance (cpue), and for the evduation of 

stock catchability changes with the, temperature, stock size and distn'bution. Stock catchability 

(q) was computed based on the relationshrp between fishing effort (0 and the effective fishing 

mortality rate (F) nom VPA, i.e. F=q.f. Effort data was obtained h m  log-book information 

from 1977 to 1983 in the three main state fleets (Rio de Janeiro, SiIo Paulo and Santa Catarina). 

infiormation on fleet characteristics, effort allocation and stock distribution were used to analyze 

the observed changes in stock catchability. Effort allocation data was used to test the hypothesis 

that purse seiners aflocate effort spatidy according to an Ideal Free Distribution (HiIboni, 1985; 

GilIis et al., 1993). The Ideal Free Distniution predicts that the foraging benefits in an area will 

be proportional to the availability of resources divided by the number of foragers in the same 

area. If an individual is Eee to move so as to maximize its own benefits, the result is an 

equiIibrium effort distribution where foragers (vessels) in different areas have the same profit 

rate (cpue). The test for the [deal Free Distrr3ution is therefore used as an indicator of the 

efficiency of pune seiners in allocating effort spatiaily across the stock distribution area. 

Following Giflis et ai. (1993), we tested for the equaIization of cpue among f i s h g  areas in the 

southern pm of Bight (Fig. 4.3) using effort allocation data l5om the Santa Catarina purse seine 

fleet. The proportion of the total sardine catch in each area within each month is regressed 

agallist the proportion of the total effort in the same area during the same month. If effort is 

allocated so that cpue is equalized among areas, then 

where Ci andx are the catch and effort in area i, and cpue is the value equabed among aif areas 

in the month considered. In this anaiysis que is expressed as tons of Bsh catch per thne 

searchhg. By rearranging the eguation above, we have 



which is a hear regession with intercept O and dope I. If the Ideai Free Distniution appiies to 

the data, ail points should fa dong a h e  of dope 1, regardess of the rnonthiy cpue value. 

Figure 4 3 .  Fishing areas (shaded) of the Santa Catarina aeet used in the analysis of effort docation. 



4.3. Resuits and Discussion 

Ecosystem structure and dynamics 

Figure 4.4 shows the flow diagram representing the major componen its and trophic flows in the 

Southeastern shelf ecosystem. Mode1 parameters are shown in tables 4.3 and 4.4. The model 

depicts phytoplankton and detritus at trophic level 1, as primary producers, planktonic and 

benthic consumers at trophic Ievel2, SM& pelagics, juvenile stages of weakfish and triggerfïsh, 

and benthos carnivores at intermediate trophic IeveIs, and ail demersd and peIagic feeding fish 

groups at the top of the food web. 

Table 4.3. Parameters of the Ecopath trophic mode1 of the Southeastern shdf ecosystem, Underiiued values, trophic 

Phytoplankton 
Demtus 
Salps 
Zooplankton 
Benthos omniv. 
Marine shrimps 
Benthos deîrit. 
Anchovy 
Benthos c d v .  
Sardine 
Iuveniie sardine 
Other forage fish 
Juv. Weakfkh 
Juv, Tn'ggdish 
Croaker 
Raydskates 
Triggerfkh 
Other Bent- fish 
Otfier Pei, fi& 
Bonito 
King WeaHTsh 
AduIt Weakflsh 

levek and omnivory index were estuaated by the model. 
SpeciedGroup Trophic Omnivory Biomass P/B Qm EE Catches 

IeveI index tons. Km" yearL year" tom. 
Km". 

0.000 24.00 70.00 - - 0.93 



--# Flow 
* Connootor * i-iarveet 

Figure 4.4. Trophic flows diagram of the Soulheastern Brazilian shelf ecosysiem. Only consumption and harvest flows iuc shown. Box area is  proportional to 
the biomass, Groups dafined as Phytoplankton (Phyt.); Deaitus (Dei.); Salps; Benthos omnivores (B, omnv,); Zooplankton (Zoo); Benthos deû-itivores (B. 
deîrit.); Anchovy (Anch.); Bcnthos camivorous (B. camv.); Sardine (Sard.); Juvcnile Sardine (J. Sard); Oiher forage fish (O. S. for.); Juvenile weakfish (J, 
weak.); Triggerfish (Trig,); Juvanilc Triggerfish (J. Trig.); White croaker (Croac.); RaysfSkates (Rays); Other benthic feeding fish (O. b. f.); King weakfish 
(King); Adwlt weakfish (Weak); Bonito; and Other pelagic feeding fish (0.p.f.). The shaded boxes depict split pool groups that are linked by stock-recruitment 
relationships during simulations, (Mode1 adapted Froni Rocha et al,, 1998). 





Three peculiar featmes of the ecosystem are represented in the modeI. First the partition of the 

system between pelagic and benthic food chains at Iower trophic Ievels (1 to 3) representing 

energy pathways onginated fiom phytopIanldon and f?om detritus. Benthic and peiagic food 

chains are rnainly linked at the top of the food web by predators, such as  weakfish, that optirnize 

foraging benefits by feeding nom both systems, and by the juveniie stages of demersal species 

that are active pelagic plaaktonic feeders (e.g. weakfish and triggerfish). Second, the mode1 

depicts the partition of the mid-trophic level pelagic niche among Sardine, Anchovy, Other 

foragefish, and juveniles of top predator groups. Findly, the mode1 represents the relatively high 

abundance of Sdps noticed by Pires-Vanin et ai. (1993) as major primary consumers that are 

apparently not utilized by higher order consumers in the system. 

Table 4.5 compares severai ecosystem attributes obtained with network analyàs in Ecopath. 

Cornparisons are made with the original mode1 of Rocha et ai. (1998) and with 9 other trophic 

models of upweiling ecosystems listed on Chapter 2. Inter-ecosystem comparkons are 

particuiarly relevant for global attnlbutes, considered cornmon to ai1 upwelling systems (Jarre- 

Teichman and Christensen, 1998). These are ecosystem characteristics relative to ascendency, 

recychg, path length, trophic transfer efnciency, and dso fishery reIated attniutes. such as the 

mean trophic level of catches. For instance, the Southeastern shelf ecosystem share common 

characteristics with other upwehg systems, such as the low recychg of nutrients, low relative 

ascendancy, low trophic transfer efficiency, and fisheries that target mostly low trophic IeveI 

species. Local characteristics, such as the primary production and total catches, are more 

dinicult to compare since almost aLI upwelring systems for which modeIs were available 

represent very productive eastem boundary curent ecosystems. Dsecences between the 

modified mode1 of the Southeastem sheif ecosystem and the onginal model of Rocha et ai. are 

mainIy reiated to ihe size, activity and utilizittion of the system. The modified muai  mode1 

reflects a smailer system (lower primary production and system throughput) with higher catches 

of lower trophic level groups. Also, recycling was relatively higher in Rocha's model and may 

possibly resdt fiom the authors includhg bacteria as one explicit group in the model. The 

models otherwise have similar attn'brrtes within the range of vaIues expected for upwelüng 

systems, 



Table 4.5 Ecosystem attrriutes used in the comgarison of trophic modeIs of upwefling ecosystems. Upwelling 
modeis refer to the trophic modek descn'bed in Chapter 2. 
Attributes Rocha et al, 1998 ModXed mode1 UpweiIing modeis 
GIobai characteristics Average k g e  
Ascendency 
S y stem Omnivory 
Connectance index 
Fi's Cychg index 
Mean Path Length 
Mean Transfer Efficiency 
Fisheries Mean Trophic Ievel 
Locai characteristics 
Total system throughput 
Net Primar)F Production 
Total Catches 

Ecopath calculates the transfer efficiencies behKeen the successive dismete trophic levels in an 

ecosystem as the ratio between the s u m  of the exports plus the flow that is transferred Eom one 

trophic level to the next, and the throughput on the trophic level. The transfer eficiencies 

between trophic levels II and V (herbivores and third level carnivores) are shown in table 4.6. A 

pattern emerges where lower trophic levels, speciaily herbivoreddetritivores, have a higher 

tramfer efficiency than groups at higher trophic levels. This pattern was also observed in other 

models of marine food webs (Christensen and Pauly, 1993) and it is consistent with higher 

respiration losses expected for long lived and more active groups at the top of the food chab. 

The mean trophic transfer efficiency of ail flows in the system is 5.1 %, which is below the mean 

transfer efnciency of 10% estllnated by Pady and Christensen (1995) across different types of 

marine ecosystems, but in Iine with their estimates for upwelling systems. Upwehg  

ecosystems are considered relatively inefficient in transferrkg energy up the food web. Their 

energetic inefficiency seems to be related to the characteristics of primary productivity and food 

web organization. The high and variable new primary production characteristic of upwebg  

systems yields a higher export of carbon compared to more stable and l e s  productive systems, 

where most of the primary production is regenerated (Berger et al., 1989). The variability of 

upwehg systems involves a contmuous change in conditions that resuIt Ïn simpIer food webs 

that Iack M y  CO-adapted autotrophs, heterotrophs, and decomposers. Thus spotadic and 

seasonal nutrient injection stimulates rapid growth of phytopIanldon which w2.I bloom not being 

grazed 6 c i e n t i y  to prevent exponentiai increase; a Iarge part of this unutilized prhary 

production wiIl end up being exported fiom the euphotic zone towards the seafioor. Part of the 

detritus exported h m  the peIagic systan Ïs recycled back into the food web by the activit/ of 



benthos detritivores and omnivores. It is estimated that in the Southeastem shelf about 34% of 

the fl ows originates nom detritus, aithough recycling (including detritus recycling) represents 

ody 7.33% of the total system throughput. 

Table 4.6- Trader efficiencies between trophic Ievels caiculated using the trophic aggregation routine in 
ECOPATH, 

T r o p h i c  Ievel 
Source 11 ru IV V 
Producers 115 3.9 2.4 4.6 
Detritus 6.7 2.4 3.5 4.1 

Estimates of the total primary production required to sustain catches (PPR) during the 1970s and 

1990s are shown in table 4.7. PPR estimates for the 1970s were obtained by changing the 

catches in the trophic model with the values observed fkom 1977 to 1980 (as in Chapter 3). 

Notably low PPR values (4%) are h a t e d  for fisheries in the Southeastem shelf in both time 

periods, compared to values between 25 and 33% estimated in Chapter 3 using a diKerent 

method. Ecopath calculates the PPR of catches of a given group by fb t  identifying ail the paths 

in the trophic network that lead primary production (or detritus) to the harvested group. For each 

path, the catches are then raised to the primary production equivdents usllig the product of the 

catch, the gross growth eficiency of each path element (=production/consumption), and the 

proportion the next element of the path contributes to the diet of a given path efement 

(Christensen and Pauly, 1996). At each consecutive step down the path, the caiculated flow is 

divided by the ecotrophic efticiency of the path element (so that the resultaat PPR reflects the 

fact that not al1 biofogical production is utilized at consecutive trophic levels). Ecopath thus 

offérs a more ngorous method to calculate PPRs, compared to the approach used in Chapter 3 

where the mean trophic efficiency between trophic levels is used to raise catch vdues to the 

primary production equivdents. Assirming an average trophic efficiency of 5% causes, for 

instance, an overestimation of the PPR of low trophic level species ( that make up the buik of the 

catches) for which t d e r  efficiencies are substantidy higher (Table 4.6). 

The relatively low footprint of fisfieries k the region is on the other hand expected fiom the low 

trophic level of catches, and may be consemative considering that discards were not hcluded m 

the cdcdations, peIagic sharks were not mcluded m the model, and that part of the catches may 

main unreported in officia1 fisheries statistics (GasalIa and Tomas, 1998). 



Changes m the catch composition between the two periods are related to a modest increase in 

catches of triggerfïsh and rayslskates, decrease in catches of croaker, sardine and marine sh-ps, 

and an increase in landmgs of bonito, Katwonus pelmnis, which resulted in an hcrease in the 

mean trophic level of fisheries from 2.81 to 2.86. 

Table 4.7. Trophic level, mean catch and PPR estimates for the main species Ianded m southeasteru Brazil. 
Species 1977 - 1980 1990 - 1995 

Trophic Catches PPR Catches PPR 
Level tom tons*WZmyear" tom tonw Kniz.year-' 

Bonito 3 -73 1,380 4.35 7,197 23 .O9 
White croaker 3.32 7,126 24.43 434 t 15.95 
King weakfish 3 .74 2,053 18.10 1,870 18.42 
Weaknsh 3.80 1,921 13.26 2,245 16.68 
Triggerfish 3.37 - - 2,144 3.70 
Sardine 2.84 L46$20 20.79 54,4 14 7-72 
Rays and skates 3.4 t - - 504 2.59 
Marine shrimps 2.00 17,37 t 0.47 13.997 038 
_ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ P  

Totai Catch and PPR t 7499 1 6 L -70 863 f 2 68.38 
%PP 3.67 4.07 
Fisheries Mean TL 2.8 1 2.86 

in terms of ecosystem change between the two time periods a question rernains on whether the 

energy previously avaiIabIe at lower trophic Ievels in the fom of sardine biomass was loss due to 

stock overfishing, was reahcated to other species in the ecosystem (e.g. anchovy, tnggerfish), or 

simply reflect a decrease in the productivity of the system. And aiso whether this new system 

configuration is in a stabiIity domain that would impede the recovery of the sardine stock. 

Simply put, can the current system codïguration support a Iarger biornass of sardine? 

The understanding of how ecosystems are structured and how they change in response to human 

impact has at its core the understanding of the dynamics ofecosystems succession and resilience. 

HoIIhg (1986, 1992, 1995) suggested four primary phases in an ecosystem succession cycIe 

which synthesize common features observed in both terrestria1 and aquatic systems (Fig. 4.5). 

The phases are: erploitation, in which capid colonization of recently disturbed areas by 

opportunist species (r-strate& occur and Iead to a growth in the size of the system (stored 

cqitd); cornervation, m wwhich the system sIowIy accumulates and stores energy and material, 

and develop a more compIex structure (increase m comectedness) until a c h a x  is attained. 

Characteristics of this phase is the highly efficient processes of energy utüization and 

conservation, and the presence of K-strategy species; releepe, m whÏch the tightly bound 



accwnulation of biomass and nutrients becomes uimasingiy hgi le  (overconnected) mti1 it is 

sudddy released by physicd or biologicd disturbances and unexpected events nich as forest 

hes, stonns, insect pests, intense puises of grazing, etc.; and reorgankatr'on, in which processes 

of nutrient mobilization minimi7e Iosses and reorganize nutrients to become available for the 

next phase of exploitation. The model depicts two aspects of stability. First the ability and speed 

with which systerns recover nom perturbations which, according to the inter-ecosystem 

cornparison carried in Chapter 2, is rnostiy influenced by mechanistus of nutrient recycling in the 

food web. The second aspect, that of the resilience of ecosystems, is represented by an mow in 

the top Ieft corner of the mode1 which suggests that changes into another ecosystem structure 

perturbation is most 1ikeIy to occur during the release and reorganization 
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Figure 4.5, Holhg's four phase rnodei of ecosystem dynarnics, Dtrring the cycle of expfoitation, conservation, 
reIease and reorghtion, bioIogid time ffows unevedy. it is s1ow fiom the wcpIoitation CO the conservaaon 
phase? then very rapid to the nIease (when the overcomiected systcm îrïggers sudden changes by agents such as Cire, 
disease, etc.), rapidy to reorgdtion and back to the expIoitation phase- ResÎIiencc and recovery are detennined 
by the fast release and reorganization sequence, whereas stabüity and productivity are detemiined by the slow 
expIoitation and conservation sequence. The anow m the top Ieft corner of the mode1 suggests the phase where 
change hto another ecosystem structure fouowing perturbation is most likery to occur (source H o b g ,  1995). 

The four phases mode1 considers that the dynamics of ecosystems is organized across scales in 

h e  and space around the operation of a smaU number of nested cycles of exploitation, 

conservation, reIease and reorganization, each driven by a few dominant variables (plants, 

anmiaIs and abiotic processes) ( H o h g  1992). ExampIes of regiond resource management 

(Gunderson et aI. 1995) also suggest that institutions and societies achieve periodic advancw in 

undersfaadmg and Ieaming through simiIar cycles of growth, production (greatest efficiency), 

reIease (crisis) and renewd that shape the spatiaI and temporal dynamics of ecosystems. 



Hohg ' s  four phases mode1 thus provides a W e w o r k  that is useN for understanding both the 

dynamics of ecosystems (its structure and change) and the fùnctiouing of uistitutiom bound to 

resilience. 

The study of the shricture and dynamics of the Southeastern Brazilian shelf ecosystem (Pires- 

Vanin, 1993) uidicates that this system is conditioned by cyciical physicai events that control 

seasonai changes in the trophic structure and in the patterns of energy flow in the biotogicai 

commmities. The seasonal upwelling cycle is in fact nested in a hierarchy of cycles of diffaent 

speeds, or t h e  scaies, as suggested in table 4.8. At faster speeds there are bacteria and 

phytoplankton organisms, which have characteristically higher turnover rates. individual 

phytopIankton Iive for a few days and succession of populations in a patch or bloom can change 

signincantly in the same time scde. Physicd processes such as pulses of favorable wind stress, 

storms, mai1 scale vortexes of Iow residence time, and transient upwelling events caused by 

internai waves and fionts can d influence bio logicd succession at this scaie. Aidar et al. (1 993) 

showed that phytoplankton biomass in the Southeastern bight is usually limited by the Iack of 

nutrients, specidIy nitrogen, and it is mostly dominated by species of the nano-plankton which 

are better adapted, with a higher surface-volume ratio, to explore the general oligotrophic 

conditions. Once the system is disturbed by the intrusion of nutrient nch South Atlantic Centrai 

Water (SAC W), species of the nano-plankton are substituted b y O ther Iarger phytoplankton 

species benet adapted to the new conditions. PhysicaI processes operate at faster speeds to 

control smd-scaie water turbulence and influence the rate of encounter between planktonic 

predators and their prey (Mann and Lazier, 199 1). ZoopIankton and benthic invertebrates occupy 

an intermediate level in the thne-scde hierarchy between phytoplankton and fishes. The 

structure of benthic communities in the southeastan sheif is rnaidy iduenced by the seasonai 

cycles of u p w e h g  which favor distinct types of organisms during sumrner and winter (Pires- 

Vanin, 1993). 



Tabte 4.8, Tbe-scaie hierarchy of  physicai and biological variables contraihg the dynamics of the Souttieastern 
shelf ecosystem, 
Speed of change VariabIes Time SC& Equïvaient physical force 
Fast Bacteria Hours - Days Turbdent mixing, tides, 

~hytqp~ankton brreze, storms, vinexes 
,......P 

intermediate Zooplankton Days - Months Seasonai cycles of upweüing 
Bentbic organisms 

P 

Slow Mid-trophic level nsh Years - Decades CycIes in upweUing intensity 
Higher trophic Ievel fïsh and EL Nino (ENSO) 
Marine mamxds Clnnatic-oceanographic 
Management institutions regimes 
pro+ of economic incentives ~GabiIity in oc- 

- u n d e r s t a n r i i n g  ciradation 
Very slow Large Marine Ecosystems Decades -Centuries Global wanning 

Human myth of natute 

Most fish species fit into the category of slower variables, with turnover rates in the order of 

years and cycles in production in the order of years and decades. CycIes in marine fish 

populations bear close correspondence to the long term clhatic-oceanographic regimes of the 

oceans. Characteristic of the sea is the "red noise" type of variability specûum, in which the 

variance of physicd processes increases significantIy with the t h e  scaie fiom hotus to decades 

(Steele, 1985). This UIherent dynamics of the oceans is thought to duence  marine fish 

populations in two ways: ht, the damped short and medium time scale variabiiity create 

conditions that favor reproductive strategies such as high fecundity and absence of parental care, 

that rely on a relatively predictable combmation of enrichment, concentration and dispend 

mechanisms at these scdes. Second, the absence of mechanisms to cope with the short-term 

variability may make marine fish populations susceptible and adaptable to variability at longer 

thne scales. Examples of fish populations that show decadai oscilIations in abundance are found 

in aImost every marine systern. Bakun (1996), for instance, compiled examples of synchronous 

osciIIations in several fish popdations geographicdy isolated h m  each other, but apparentiy 

drïven by a common environmentai property. niese Iow-fiequency population cycles varied 

among species, but were gend ly  chmicterized by a period of rapid population growth in the 

decade nom the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s fofiowed by stock deciines after the mid-1980s 

(Fig. 4.6). According to B a h  the Brazilian sardine followed the pattern of "crashing" after the 
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Figure 4.6. Pattern of variation observed in maay marine fih populations accordhg tu the "Dome-shaped" 
hypothesis (source Bakun, t 996). 

Management institutions, such as fishing policies, programs of economic incentives to tisheries 

development, and the scientinc understanding of ecological phenornena, aiso present 

characteristics of slow change, as has been the case with the development of the sardine fishery 

in BraziI. At even slower speeds there are the changes in the configuration of Large M a ~ e  

Ecosystems, both in terms of structure (number of species, trophic organization) and functioning 

(processes controlhg production, recychg, etc.). That correspond to the speed of long term 

events sach as those accompanying giobai warming effects. For instance, it is saspected that an 

increase in greenhouse effect wouId enhance the land-oceanic temperature contrast and mtens* 

the upwehg dong continentaI marghs (Bakun, 1992). This phenornenon fias been aiready 

reported for several regions of the worId using mdti-decade data on the mtensity of upwehg- 

producing whd stress (Bakun, I992), aithough its Eely effects on smaII pelagic fish popuIations 

and marine ecosystems is still debatabk. At the human dimension, that is dso the scde at which 

myths about nature endure, as stated by Light et al. (1995) m the case of water management Ïn  



the Everglades: "[tlhe myth of "quest for controi" has persevered through the past cenhrry and is 

characterized by a rational decision maker mode1 that assumes that institutions cm solve 

resource problems based on "objective knowledge" and the expIoitation of technology in the 

name of progress". 

Accompanying the increase in the time scaie up the food web there is also an increase in area 

occupied by an individual species during its We cycle. For instance, certain fish species swim 

hundreds of kilometers during their tife span, while most phytoplankton and zooplankton 

organisms have a distribution range confÏned to patches of a few kilometers. The combination of 

time and space hierarchies in the processes controlhg biological variability result in a genenc 

pattern in which larger organisms mooth out the effects of fluctuations in the mialler prey 

popuIations (Mann and Lazier, 199 1). 

Connections do exist between processes at different scales . A criticai feature of such hierarchies 

is that larger, slower Ievels usudly maintain coostraints within which faster Ievels operate, in 

other words, slower variables contro 1 faster ones (Holling, 1992). Holling ( 1 995) aiso suggests 

that at certain conditions slower and larger levels in ecosystems may become briefly vulnerable 

to mail events and fast processes. In forest systerns, for example, fast variables cm dominate 

slow ones particularly at climax stages when the system is so overcomected that it lacks the 

resilience necessary to cope with forest 6res or insect outbreaks (Holling, 1995). AIso, during the 

phase of reorganization, when the systern is underco~ected and with weak regulation, there are 

oppoarmities for the establishment of a dive& of pioneer species which cm result in 

completely different final ecosystem co~gurations (HolIing, 1995). Therefore, somehmes fast 

variables can control slower ones. The analog of this process in the sea c m  be represented by the 

concept of Lasker windows. The success of a year class of a fish population depends on a 

diverse array of events that Muence the suMvaI of an individuai fish Eom the egg stage to the 

recmitment size. Lasker (1975, 1980) and collaboratorr suggested that recruitment wouId be 

Iargely determÎned diiring a criticai period in the early life history when the fbt  feeding larvae 

have to h d  food of appropriate concentration and quaIity to avoid starvation. The formation of 

tmexaIe patches of highIy concentrated food particles depends on the existence of a temporal 

window, typically in the order of 5 days, during which turbulent &g energy by the whd 

remaius low so that particles cm accumdate. The fkquency of these calm periods of short thne 

scde, called Lasker windows (Baknn, 1996), is thought to be responsibIe for most variability m 



anchovy larvae survivd and recruitrnent success in the CaIifom-a Current systern, with potentid 

consequences to the population size and to other species in the ecosystem. 

A centrai question for fÏshenes management is whether the switches in species composition 

observed in heavily exploited marine ecosystems represent a natural and revemile change 

caused by oceanic regùnes or do they reflect a loss of resilience of ecosystems and a change of 

state caused by excessive exploitation. Severat biologicaI-oceanographic processes may be at 

play to cause the obsenred regime shifts in marine ecosystems following disturbance by fisheries 

and naturai events. A review of the last 18 years of publications (referenced in the Aquatic 

Sciences & Fishenes Abstracts, ASFA) on the causes of fluctuations in smaii pelagics showed 

that the majority of the papers (30 out of 52) associate changes to direct fishery and 

environmental effects. These include processes such as long term changes in temperature, wind 

intensity, and food enrichment rnechanisms, such as the ones proposed by Bakun and CO-authors, 

that directly affects redtment  success of fish populations. in the following section 1 used 

Ecosim to examine the effect of long term changes in food enrichment, food cornpetition and 

predation on srnail pelagic forage fkh (sardine) production. The ecosystem mode1 was best 

suited to investigate possible relationships between changes in sardine recnlltrnent rates and 

these ecosystem processes, specificdy the interactions between sardine and anchovy. The 

simulation consisted of a d h g  to the trophic mode1 of the southeastern sheIf a t h e  forcing 

function that generates a 10 year cycle in pcimary productivity, a s  suggested in figure 4.6. 

During this time period, sardine fishing rate was maintained constant at twice the baseline fishing 

mortaiity. Figure 4.7 shows the predicted changes in the biomass of phytoplankton, sardine and 

anchovy, as well as in sardine reauiûnent. ResuIts mdicate that relativeiy small changes in 

prirnary production (+-50% the basehe prhary productivity) can lead to Iarger changes m 6sh 

biomass. Sardine and anchovy are equaIIy affected by changes in food enrichment, aithough 

sardine biomass deches faster than anchovy when food conditions woaen, due to the high 

fishing mortality. The combined effect of food enrichent and fÏshing generates a cycIic non- 

stationary pattern in sardme recruitment rates that culmmates with the coUapse of the stock. 
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Figure 4.7. Output predicted by Ecosim with a cycjic regime in prtmary productivity (PP). Simulation nm under a 
bottom-up trophic control. Not a i i  groups in the system are represented, A fihing rate for sardine twict as hi@ as 
the baseline vaiue was appiied dirnng the simulation. The pane1 on the cight represent the refatioaship between stock 
md recfuiûnent for sardine obtahed with the simulations on the IeR 

Trophic rnechanisms are aiso used to explain apparent regime shifts in the productivity of midl 

pelagics. The most fkequently visited hypotheses are food competition, and predation of aduit 

anchovy/sardine on the early iife stages of the competing species (Santander et ai. 1983; Aheit, 

1986; Butler and Picken, 1988; Butler, 199 1; Vaidez Szeinfeld, 199 1). Cury et ai. (in press) also 

point at behaviorai causes such as the "school trap" phenornenon commody observed in mail 

pelagics. The "school trap" is caused by behaviour mechanisms that drives sardines, anchovies 

aud sardmeUas species to schooI together with other species when their reIative abundance is 

diminishhg. By doing so they subordinate theu specinc needs to a different set of 

environmentai preferences, such as migration paths, habitat types, etc., not necessady optimal 

for the species. Under these conditions stock productivity is expected to remain Iow for Ionger 

penods. 

The hypothesis of species repIacernent by food competition has been dso used to exphin shifts 

m species composition 0 t h  than sardine-anchovy. Caverivieri (1991) and B a b  (1996), for 

instance, suggest that the colIapse of sardine7 SirdineDa amIta7 in the upwehg system of the 



Gulfof Guinea led to a rapid increase in the abundance of triggerfïsh, Balistes capriscus, which 

is a semi-pelagic species as addt and pelagic planktonic feeders as juvenile. The apparent shift 

in dominance may remit fiom c h a t i c  changes (more specincally to changes in continental 

runoff) but it is also considered that juveI.de triggdsh effectively replaced the coiiapsed sardine 

at the mid-trophic Ievel pelagic niche. Paralle1 changes have been observed in the Southeastern 

Brazilian Bight, where an inverse relations hip between Balistes copriscus and Sardineih 

brasiiiensis is noted in catch data nom 1977 to 1995 (Table 4.6; Zavalla-Carnui and Lemos, 

1997). The hypothesis of repIacement by food competition implies two interrelated assumptions: 

first that the mid-trophic Ievel pelagic niche is occupied by a dominant species, and that a 

competing species may "fiII the environmental void" created by the depletion of the dominant 

one (Tunier and Bencherifi, 1983); second that food is Iimiting production, so that even in the 

absence of fishery the depIeted popuIation wouId not recover its biomass. In many cases, the 

hypothesis of food competition between sardine and anchovy has been refuted by considerable 

differences between the diets of the two species. [n the BengueLla system, for instance, 

competition between the two species seems to be limited by differences in the size composition 

of the diet, where sardine usually consume smailer prey that anchovy (Louw et al., 1998). 

Evidence of predation of adult sardmelanchovy on eggs and Iarvae of the competing species 

would point to the existence of "ûophic triangles" in the pelagic niche. In this case aduits of 

sardine and anchovy share a cornmon prey pool, while aiso feeding on the early iife stages of the 

other. Thus reducing the biornass of one species of the pair would lead to an increase in prey 

avaiIabiIity and in the abundance of the competing species, which in tum wouId cause an 

increase in Iarvae and juvenile mortality due to predation. More common in marine and 

fkeshwater systms are however the "trophic triangles" among ad& and juvenile stages of top 

predators and a third forage species that is both competitor/predator of jweniles and prey of 

aduit stages (WaIters and Kitchen, in press). A classic exampie is the cod-clupeid system in the 

Baitic sea (Rudstam et aI., 1994 in Bax, 1998), where addt cod activeIy preys on addt and 

juvenile herring. whiIe duit henhg has cod eggs and Iarvae as a major food source. Therefore 

the depIetion of aduit cod may Iead to pIanktivorous fish dominance that may prevent cod 

recruitment- Waiters and KitcheiI (in press) suggest that this type of trophic mechanian may be 

responsibIe for depensatory recnlltment changes obsewed m marine fish popdations that have 

been subjected to ovdshnig, hcIudÏng m a y  clupeid species. The authoa dso noted the 

possibiIity of "trophic cpadrmgies" in zoopIanktivorous fish, where ad& feed seIectiveIy on 



Iarger zooplankton than juveniles; reductions m adult fish biomass wodd cause an increase in 

large zooplankton that feed on smaiIer zooplankton groups dso utiIized by juvenile fish. 

There are two reasons to not support the hypothesis of predation relationships between sardine 

and anchovy in the Southeastern Brazilian sheK FUst, the Iack of evidence of eggs and larvae in 

stomach contents of both species (Goiten, 1983; Scwingel, 1996) . Second, which corroborates 

the f i t ,  is that although sardine and anchovy inhabit the same region, spawning behavior ciiffers 

between species (Matsuura et al., 1992). While sardine spawning occurs io the surface warm 

mixed layer during spring and summer, anchovy spawos all year round rnainly beneath the 

termocbe, inside the coId SACW which is present in the shelfbottom Iayers during spring and 

SUIILmer. Eggs and larvae of both species are found mainly above the termoche in the coastal 

regions. Therefore adults and early Me stages seems to be spatially segregated during the peak 

spawning season. There is also no evidence of marked changes in food (zooplankton) selection 

with size between juvenile and adult stages of sardine (S accardo and Rossi- Wongtschowski, 

1991) which wodd make the case for "trophic quadrangles" at the bottom of the food web. 

Dynamic simulations with Ecosim were used to evduate the effect of changing purse seine 

fishing rates on sardine biomass. in the followhg scenario it is assumed that most sardine 

predation mortality occurs during the species earty Iife stages. Aduit and juvenik sardine 

compete for food with other mail forage fish as well as with juvenile stages of some apex 

predators (weakfish). Simulations were nm under different hypotheses on the type of trophic 

control in the system and on the maximum relative foraging time of apex predators. The 6shing 

scenario contisted of imposing high fishing rates on sardine €or 4 years and then havhg the 

6shery closed to let the stock rebuild (Fig. 4.8). When the system is bottom-up controlled or 

when the maximum foraging time of apex predators is Iow (F" = 1) sardine promptiy (withui 2 

years) recovers its basehe biomass once the fishery is closed. Consequently, food does not 

apparentiy k t  production and any decrease in fishing mortaiity wodd be expected to resuit in 

the stock recovery. However when predation is controhg production at lower trophic IeveIs 

and higher relative foraging time is assigned to apex predators p - 2 )  sardine biomass is 

maintabled at a depressed IeveI even d e r  the fishery is closed; the popdation usuaIIy takes up to 

IO years to recover its baseLine biomass. Figure 4.8 represents the two types of responses 

obtained with Ecosîm; the depensation scmarÎo results flom aiiowing apex predators (specidy 

Peiugicfeeddgfish) to mcrease substantidly its feeding time and consequently its collsumption 
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rates to compensate for the decrease in sardine biomass; the high consumptioo rates in tum 

impede the prompt recover of the depresseci popuIation by imposing high mortality rates on 

juvenile fish. In the Szmuiations mcrease in the biomass of competing forage fÏsh with a decrease 

in sardine biomass was never observed. Resuits however imply that apparent regirnes of Iow 

productivity in smaU pelagic fish couid be explained as weli by increasing predation mortality 

and consequent depensation in recnritment rates following stock collapse. Myers et al. (1995) 

found some evidence of depensation in 5 out of 128 marine fish populations for which time 

series of stock and recniitment data were avaiiable. Among them there are three clupeid fish 

stocks, the Spring spawning Icelandic herring, Pacific sardine and Georges Bank herring, which 

were severely overfished and remained cornmerciaily extinct for decades. The authors consider 

as  possible causes of depensation multispecies effects such as nonlinear leeding responses of 

predators to changes in abundance of preys, as well as reduced reproductive success at Iow 

population densities (Mee effect). 
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Figure 4.8. Output predicted by Ecosim with selective predation mortdity on juveniie sardine. Not all groups in the 
system are represented The mode[ inchdes a Delay-ciifference representation of changes in niunbers and biomass 
of sardine, w&h and triggerfish. The paners on the nght represent the relationshp between stock and 
r ed tmen t  for sardine obtained with the smiuiations on the le& after 4 years of heavy exploitation (2 times the 
basehe Ievei) the sardine purse seine fieet is shut down to Iet the stock recover. Dotted lines represent the change 
m foraging time of pehgic feeding fish. 

Waitea et ai. (m pressa) wamed about the possibiiity of strong depensatory effects, and muItipIe 

equilibria in commmîty structure, when predators in the system are assigned higher limits to the 

t h e  spend feeding (Fm) with decreasing food avdability. That creates, according to the 

authors, resuits analog to the effect of mcludmg a Type II hctional cespoose of predators to the 

availability of preys. Empiricd and theoreticai studies of predator-prey systems have tended to 

identify thtee types of bc t i ond  responses (types 1, II or iII as in HoIlhg 1959) reIating 

predation mort- rate and prey density. Type 1 response assumes that search by predaton is 

randorn, and that the number of prey eaten by a predator wouid be dnectly proportional to prey 

density- Converseiy, types II and III assume non-linear responses of predaton to prey deasity as 

a resuIt of behaviom processes, e-g. when predaton are able to aggregate to areas where prey 



nunibers are high, as weiI as for the result of handling and satiation. In both cases predation rates 

may in effect increase with the decrease in prey density to cause depensation in production rates 

at low prey popdation size and multiple stability states. Field and laboratory studies have been 

able to demonstrate the existence of the latter two types of responses in both terrestrial (Holling, 

1959; 1973) and aquatic systems (Peterrnan, 1977; Peterman and Gato, 1978; Peterman et ai., 

1978). In these systems resilience seems to be conditioned by lower thresholds, e.g. in tish stock 

abundance, beyond which distrrrbance will lead to completely different system stable states. 

V e r m g  this hypothesis in the field is however very diffictdt because it will require estimahg 

how predation mortaliiy changes with the biomass of consumers and preys mder uncontrolled 

and variable conditions determined by other environmentai factors. Aitematively, the 

depensation hypothesis can be checked against the reconstnicted time series of sardine spawning 

biomass and recniitrnent fkorn VPA (Table 4.9; Fig. 4.9). Several processes can influence the 

productivity of an exploited fish population. EIiIborn and Waiters (1992) argued that sum of 

environmentai and multispecies effects on a stock are likely to be most important during the fish 

early life stages, when larvae and juveniles are more vuinerable to sub-optimal environmental 

conditions, predation and cornpetition for food. For convenience, in a population analysis the net 

effect of juvenile niMvai  (i.e., recruitment) is usually represented by a stock-recniitment 

relatiooship. The focus on stock-recntitment relationships has also a practicai reason, shce it 

directly Links a control variable (stock) and a rate of future stock production (recruitment). 



Table 4,9, Biomass at age estimated from VPA with M of  0% ( natural moriality rate with the highest probability given the observed data, see figure 4.10) and temiinal 
exploitation rate (u,) of 1 ,  Total stock biomss in a given par is calculated as half che sum of biomasses at age, since age data was stnictured in half year intervals, 

Total 360566 375290 290129 247998 192731 262306 336681 3641 1 1  278580 237519 162539 158418 82885 30747 

ut 0,40 0,38 0.5 I 0.59 0.60 0.38 0.4 1 0.38 0.44 0.55 0.56 0.4 1 0.94 - 
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Figure 49. Reconstniaed time-series of sardine biomass Ekom VPA with annuaI naturai tnortality rate (M) of 0.95 
year-' (parameter value with maximum LikeIihood). Aiso showa in the graph are the enimated spawuing stock 
biolnass (SSB) and the obsenred egg densities and stock biomass fiom surveys. 

Figure 4.10. Bayes marghi posterior pmbabiIity distribution of naturai mortaIity rate (M) £?om VPA suialysis. 
Shaded bars between dashed hes qresent the range of M vaiues expected for sardine ushg Pauiy (1980) equation. 

Stock and recmitment data obtahd nom VPA supports equdy weII three different hypothesis 

that explain the changes m sardine production observed during the 1970s and 1980s. These 



hypotheses are represented below by functions reIating stock size and recruitment (Figs. 4.1 1 and 

4.12): 

Hypothesis 1: Recruimient decreased in response to a gradlual decline of the spavning stock 

biomass due to ovifishing. in this case recmitment can be properly descriied as a function of 

stock size. EnWonmentd processes impose an interannuai recmitment variabil* descriied by a 

log-normal statistical distriibution. This hypothesis is consistent with the decrease in recnutment 

that accornpanied the decrease in spawning biomass fiom 1977 and 1990 (Fig. 4.1 1). In this time 

period it is estùnated that the total stock biomass declined from c a  350,000 tons to 80,000 tons, 

with an average exploitation rate of 0.5 (Table 4.8). 

Hypothesis 2: Recruimtent declined in response to ove@shing and is forced to stay at tow Ievets 

due to depensatory rnechanisms Recntitment is modeled as a fwlction of stock size and according 

to different degrees of depensation in the average stock-recmitment relationship (Fig. 4.1 1). 

intemual  recniimient variability is aIso assumed to have a log-nomai statistical distribution. 

Severai processes can conhibute to depensation in stock production including cornpetitive 

exclusion at the pelagic niche, increased predation mortaiity at low stock sue, reduction of 

intraspecifïc diversity, or even behaviourai processes such as the "schoo1 trap" phenornenon. 

Hypotheses 1 and 2 are represented by a Beverton-Holt stock recruitrnent function modified to 

include depensatory effects (Myers er al., 1995): 

l+- 
K 

where parameter a is the maximum recruits per spawning stock biomass (SSB) as SSB 

approaches 0, the product amK is the maximum number of recruïts, and x controls depensation in 

the recruitment curve (depensation occurs when xH). AU recmitment variabiIity is descnbed by 

a Iog-normal e m r  (v). 

Mode1 parameterkation was carried as foiIows. For both hypothesis, the maximum number of 

recnrits was considered known h m  the historicai experience, bemg set to l2.LO9, thus 

e[iminatmg one unknown parameter (4. Parameter x was set to 1 to represent the hypothesis of 

no depensatory mortaiity (Hypothesis 1) and to a vaIue of 2 to represent strong depensatioa 



(Hypothesis 2). Model parameterkation was completed by fkding the maximum Iikeiihood 

estimator of parameter a, Le. the maximum recruitment rate at 1ow spawning stock biomass. The 

kemel of the likelihood bction with log-noma1 error was calculated according to Walters and 

Ludwig (1 994). Final mode1 parameterization is show in table 4.10. 

Table 4.10. Parameters used in the representation of density-dependent hypothesis of stock-rdtment 
relationships. 
Parameters Hypothesis 1 : no-depensation Hypothesis 2: depensation 

* 

replacement 
lin8 
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Figure 4. t 1, Graphic repmentation of the two hypothesis used to desmie the relationship between spawnùig stock 
biomass and rerruitment, The replacement iine represent the number of recruits needed CO replace the 
correspondent spawning stock biomass. 

Hypothesis 3: Remitment dedined as a tesuh of ovetfistihg and remitment fahees c m e d  by 

long-term. low-fiequency envr'ronrnental flets, accordhg to B a h  's "dome-shaped" regime 

hypottresis. According to B a h  (1996) the Brazilian sardine showed a pattern of ''c~ashing" 

fouowing the mid4980s which is consistent with synchronous oscillations obsenred m s e v d  

other marine populations from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s (see Fig. 4.6). h this case, 

recruitment is d e s d e d  by a no~l~fationary relatiomhip between stock and remtïtment driven by 

low-hquency environmental cycles (Fig. 4-12]. Recruitment time series present a decadai 

signai superÏmposed on the interannuai variabiEty. 



Hypothesis 3 was represented by a modification of  the Beverton and HoIt mode1 accordhg to 

Waiters and Parma (1 996): 

where parameters a and K are expressed as function of  density-independent and deasity- 

dependent mortality risks. Accorduigiy, tz=eqf"t and K = Mt , where M, represents 
M ,  (exp - 1) 

density-independent mortality risk and M2 density dependent rnortaiity risk. M, Muences both 

a (maximum recruitdspawner) and K (maximum recniihnent) and hence was considered the 

parameter subjected to extemal environmental cycles. The mode1 was parameterized by fixing 

the density-dependent mortality risk and making M,, the density-independent mortality risk, 

follows a sinusoidai trend with penod of 10 years and maximum and minimum value of -3.576 

and -4.576 (range = I), i.e. 

t e x  
Ml,l = Ml frange* Sin(-) 

IO 

Optimal environmentai conditions were assigned to the mid-1980's to make the mode[ consistent 

with B a h ' s  "dome-shapeci" regime hypo thesis (Figure 4.1 2). 
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Figure 4.12. Graphic representation of the "dome-shaped" reg& hypothesis (hypothesis 3). Upper panel shows the 
two extteme stock-recruitment reIationships modeled to represent a "goocï' and a "bad" environmental regime. The 
mode1 is used to genemte a smusoidai trend in the m a ~ e  c;urying capatity wfuch resuits m a dome-shaped 
dationship of remCMtrnent with rime (Iower panel). 

Stock distribution, effort dynamics and catchabüity change 

Table 4.1 1 lists the totaI effort (nrnnber of trips), conected by the average vesse1 tonnage m each 

state, and the cdculated catchability coefficient obtained fiom the cornparison between fishing 

effort and the effective fishmg mortaiity rate. Effort data was obtained f?om log-book systems 

effective fiom tg77 to 1983 in three state fl eets. 



Table 4.1 1, Effort, hshing mortaiity and catchability of sardine stock to purse semers off Rio de Janeiro (EU), S b  
Pau10 (SP) and Santa Catarina (SC). Number of trips was considered a diable effort mdex for this time period, 
considering that there were no signincant changes m the nurnber of Ehing days per trip, and that ttips were usually 
of short duration (average 1 &y). 
Year EU SE' SC Total F 9 

Effort 
Effort" tonnageb Effort? Efforts t i p s  .tons yeur-' (mps.rons. year)-' 

1983 2.495 20.2 5,728 2.479 3992 0.984 0,00246 
a Source: PDP - Doc- Tec., 1~07; instituto de Pesa de Sao Paulo - Divisiio de Pesca Maritma; Relatorio do Sistem 
de Mapa de Bordo. 
b. Mean tonnage was used as a factor to compensate for changes m effort eficiency dut to changes in boat size off 
RJ. The mean tonnage of the boats off SP and SC was assurned constant (42.5 tons) during the perïod (SUDEPE, 
1986). 

DurUig this bnef penod of t h e  the catchability coefficient did not show a clear increasing trend, 

as one wouId expect as the result of technologicai innovations to locate and capture fish. This is, 

however, consistent with the fact that the major technologicai innovations occurred in the sardine 

fishery &er 1985 with govemment incentives to renovate the fleet (IBAMA, 1995). The 

catchability coefficient does show an inverse relationship with stock biomass (Fig. 4.13). 

Saccardo (1983) dso emphasized the role of the oceanographic configuration in conditionhg the 

catchability of the stock to pune seinen. For mstance, temperatures below normal off Rio de 

Janeiro in 1979 an 198 1 seerns to have caused the dispIacement and concentration of sardine 

shoaIs to the south thus increasing the catchability of the stock to the operathg ffeet (Fig. 4.14). 

It is therefore possible that the correIation between stock biomass and catchability is in fact 

conditioned by a third variable (e.g. Sea Surface Temperature). To isolate the effect of 

temperature on catchability, a partiai correIation anaiysis (B Iaiock, 1972) between biomass and 

catchabihty was doae aiIowing the mean sea surface temperature in the Bight explain aIi it cm of 

both variables. Partiai correlation coefficients (Table 4.12) indicate that temperature has ody a 

slightiy effect on the correlation between B and q, which are strongIy negatively correlated. 

Smiilar trends have been observed m other mall peIagic species (MacCaII, 1976; Csirke, 1989), 

and expiahed as a resdt of three Ïnteracting processes (MacCd, 1990; Pitcher and Parriih, 

1993; Pitcher, 1995). First, schoohg and shoaIing, which are behaviornal adaptations evoIved 

to cope with the volatility of the peiagic environmen& cause fish to maintain a roughly constant 

shod size by niterchange of individual fish fiom depleted shods to intact ones. Second, shoaIs 



tend to occupy preferably the areas of the sea with high habitat suitabiIity. so that as the number 

of fish and shoais decrease, the area occupied by the species is aiso reduced (range collapse). 

The third factor, which is technologicd, involve the fact that purse seiners are very efficient in 

Iocating and capturing fish shoaIs, so that individual fish in an area become more catchabte as 

stock density decreases. 

O 0 
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Figure 4.13. Relatiomhip between catchability to the pune seine fieet and sardine stock biomass. Data points 
Iabeled with years. 

Figure 4-14 Changes in the catchabiIity of sardine with stock prit and the mean sea surface tempaatwe in the 
Soathemtem BraziInn Bight. Temperature w u  obtained fiom the COADS database and the average computed for 
ttie whole Saelfana 



Table 4.12- Resdts of partiai correlation anatysis between catchability, stock size and sea d a c e  temperature. 
Variab les Correiation 
Catchabüity vs, Stock biomass -0.887 
Catchability vs- Temperature -0.459 
Temperatine vs. Stock biomass 0.335 
Partiai Correlation of Catchabiiity and Stock biomass -0.877 

- -  - - - 

In the case of the BraziIian sardine, the decrease in stock biomass observed fiom the mid-1970s 

to the early 1990s appeared to be foIIowed by a substantial reduction in the distribution range of 

the species (Fig- 4-15), which tended to concentrate in smailer areas on the southern and central 

parts of the bight. This decrease in spatial range is aiso consistent with the changes in the 

regional distribution of landings (Fig. 4.16) which became highly concentrated in the south aller 

the mid-1980s. However, it is still unclear whether the collapse in distribution range was due 

exclusively to the interaction between environmental and behavioural mechanisms, or a result of 

a depletion of geographicaily separated stocks. The hypothetis of two separated groups of 

sardine in the Southeastem Bight is supported by differences in sue composition, spawning 

locations and time (Rossi-Wongtschowski, I977), and protein biochemical types (Vazzoler and 

Phan, 1976), which ail indicate the existence of one group in the north, between 22' and 25' S, 

that spawns during spring and summer, and a second group in the south (26" to 28O S) spawning 

mainIy in spring. On the other hand, resuits of egg and larvae surveys indicate that spawning has 

taking place in different Locations throughout the years and seems to be mostly deterniined by 

oceanographic conditions (Matsuura, L988). in this sense, the observed concentration of sardine 

tu the south would be a resuit of better oceanographic conditions in the area, and the depressed 

total biomass, which would force shoals to occupy a faVly restncted geographicd range. 

The effect that the collapse in distr.ibution range had on stock catchability is still unknown given 

the Iack of Uiformation on fishing effort by each state ff eet since the mid4980 ITltimateIy, the 

increase in stock catchability depends on how efficient are pune seiners in following the fish 

with the range colIapse, that is, on how fishing effort is aiiocated. This question is addressed in 

the next sections by Iookmg at the fleet characteristics and movement over the Bight. 

The purse seme fleet is basicaily divided among tkree states, Rio de Janeiro 0, S5o PauIo (SP)  

and Santa Catarina (SC). 



Rio de Janeiro 

In 1977 a total of 300 boats was fishing sardine in the Southeastem Brazilian Bight Wiefels & 

Jablonski (1979) concluded Eom sarnplùig 2/3 of this total that ca. 52 % of the boats were 

fishing on waters o n  RI. From the sampled boats, 14.5 % had less than 15 m, 60.5 % between 

15 and 22 m and 25 % between 22 and 27 m. Purse seiners targeted sardine and other pelagic 

species, speciaiiy mackerel Scornber japonincî. The importance of mackerel in the catches 

became more important after 1982. when the species made up to 70% of the total catches. From 

1982 to 1985 the fIeet was composed by an average of 167 boats constantly in activity and by 

123 boats eventuaily in activity for Iess than 3 months per year. By 1985 ca. 40% of this fleet 

had more than 20 tons (average size 18.6 m) and 60% had Iess than 20 tons (average sue 12.3 

m). Most of the sardine catches came from the "constant" boats and kom those with tonnage 

Iarger than 20 tons. Both fleet components aiso fished on alternative species, although this 

activity was more important for the smaller boats usually restncted to nearshore areas (les than 

50 m). At that thne there were at Ieast 8 major landing ports dong the coast. Variations in the 

oceanographic conditions and fish distribution determined the importance of each of the landing 

ports, as boats were highly mobile in the search for the most productive sites within the state 

waters (SUDEPE, 1986). Larger boats (tonnage larger than 20 tons) were at Ieast 3 times more 

eficient in h d h g  and captitring fish shoals than smaller boats (SUDEPE, I986). 





Figure 4.16. Proportion of total sardine landmgs by f i h g  area. South refm to landings in Santa Catarina, cenaal 
ta Sao Paulo, and north to Rio de Janeiro (source IBAMA, 1995). 

Ln 1987 the nimiber of boats with tonnage superior to 20 tons decrease to 69 (Vaientini and 

Cardoso, L 99 1). This decrease was baIanced by an incrwe m the nurnber of smaller boats, who 

had sardine as one of the target species. Part of the larger boats that used to tish sardines were 

adapted to fish bonito, Katswonur pelamis. Vdentini and Cardoso (1991) suggested that the 

number of purse seiners licensed on RI remained reIative1y high even after the decrease of the 

sardine catches after 1981, since sardine was not anymore the mainly eIected species in the 

fishery, but one of the aitemative peIagic fishes. The fht  attempt to regdate the number of 

fishing licenses came in 1989 with the P ortmia R?AM 134 7/89. At that cime there were a total 

of IO5 licensed boats and about 180 iUegai boats fishing for sardine off RJ. Vesse1 numbers and 

characteristics did not change significantiy until 1992, aithough a decrease in the n m b e r  of 

active boats with the decrease in catches was observed. Of the 162 Licensed boats, 13 1 were 

considered artisanal due to their smd  size and tonnage (c 20 tons), and the Iack of technologicai 

- devices. The 31 remaining boats were more equipped (sonar and power biock), with tonnage 

between 20 and 81 tons and power between 1 10 and 150 HP. Even after the efforts to Iegaiize aiî 

the purse semers there are stiII boats fishing sardine without Iicense. 



sao Paulo 

The number of purse seiners in Sâo Paulo increased fiom 55 in 1973 to 120 boats in 1988 

(Valenthi and Cardoso, 199 1). With the collapse of the fishery in the late 1980s and early 

1 9 9 0 ~ ~  there was a decrease in the number of boats actively fishing. In 1989, ody 77 of the 113 

Iicensed vessels were active; 47 in 1990; 35 in 1991; and almost ai1 fieet was inactive in 1992 

(IBAMA, l99 1; 1992; 1993; 1994). Lllegal boats were also observed in SP, making up to 34 

boats in 1989 and o d y  6 in 1990. Overall, boat characteristics rernained similar dong the years, 

mean size of 19 meters, mean tonnage of ca 55 tons and 260 HP power. However, some of the 

vessels acquired technoIogicaI innovations such as sonar and power blocks d e r  government 

mcentives for fleet modemization d h g  the 1980s. 

Santa Catarina 

Since the eariy 1970s the Santa Catarina's fleet was charactensticaiIy the most technologically 

equipped and with larger vessels among the thm States. The number of boats increased fiom 54 

to 105 between 1973 and 1988. neet mean characteristics were: size 2 lmetea, tonnage 73 tons 

and 262 HP of power. The SC fieet significaatly increased fishing power d e r  1985, folIowing 

the govemment incentives, with the introduction of sonar and power-btock. Technologicai 

Unprovements to Iocate and catch Bsh were parûcularly improved m 1988. With the cotlapse of 

the stock in the Iate 1980s the nurnber of active boats progressively deched. Only 74 of the 107 

licensed boats were actively fishing in L991. A total of 12 boats still remained illegal in the 

fishery in 1991. 

FIeet rnovernent and @art allocation 

TypicaIIy, dshing operation by purse seiners is very sIow, invoIving sometimes up to 6 hours to 

complete a set Catch volume and the long handling time detennine that tandings take piace in 

ports dose to the catchmg areas, thus creatuig a straight relationslip between areas of sardine 

concentration and the landmg voIume m différent ports dong the coast (Vdentini and Cardoso, 

1991). Therefore, data on the origin of purse seiners at different Ianding ports dong the coast can 
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provide information devant for uuderstanding ffeet movement in the fishing ground. Figure 

4.17 descnbes, for each state ffeet, the proportion of Iicensed vessels that landed sardine in the 

Werent states between 1989 and 1991. The nrst concIusion nom this analysis is that fishing 

boats distriiute differentiy according to theu origin; boats fiom RI maintain a fairly restricted 

fishing area, rnostly concentrated in their own state waters; boats fkom SP appear to utilize ports 

fiom the other two states more regularly; and the SC fi eet landed sardines either in SP or in SC. 

The second conclusion refers to changes in ffeet distribution with tirne, where the two most 

mobile ffeets (SP and SC) seemed to concentrate theu activiv (landings) to the southem part of 

the stock distnïution during the penod anaiyzed . Ln 1989 c a  65% of the SP Beet were activeIy 

fishing in the waters of both SP and SC, while in 1991 this proportion was more than 80%. As 

for the SC fleet, the southenimost state, the proportion of the fleet landing exclusively in the state 

waters increased Eom 30 to ca. 65% between 1989 and 199 1. This information is consistent with 

the observed inmase in the proportion of catches fiom the south (Fig. 4.16), and seems to 

corroborate to the hypothesis that purse seiners (at les t  those from SP and SC) followed sardines 

with the collapse in distr-ibution range to the south in thk t h e  period. Results also indicate the 

possibility that the collapse in the distribution range k t e d  access to the stock to roughIy one 

third of the fleet, that from Rio de Janeiro, which is mostly composed by d l e r  and less 

technologicaily equipped boats that operate aixnost exclusively in the northem end of the species 

distribution area, 
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Figure 4-17. Fleet distn'bution by landhg place. Landuig places were grouped in 6 categocies: restricted to Rio de 
Janeiro (RI); ocauring in both Rio de Janeiro and S8o Paulo (RYSP); restricted to S3o Paulo (SP); occuring in both 
S30 Paulo and Santa Catarina (SPISC); restricted to Santa Camrina (SC); occuring in the three mites (R/S/S). 

Another ükeIy consequence of an efficient process of search and effort allocation is that boats 

wiIl move to equaIize catch per unit of effort across the stock distribution area according to an 

Ideai Free Distrhution (tiilbom, 1985; Gillis et ai., 1993). Figure 4-18 shows the resuits of the 

regession of the proportion of catch in area i (c/C) on the proportion of the effort in area i (VF) 

durhg 1990 and 199 1. The ideai fiee distribution appears to be a good approximation to the 

dynamics of pmse seiners off the coast of Santa Catarina, aithough dopes smailer than 1 were 

observed in the two years andyzed. That mdicates higher than average retum rates when 

proportionai effort is hi& and smaiIer than average r e m  rates when proportional effort if Iow. 

Such srnaII deviations from the IFD h e  can be explained by diverse factors, UicIudEig increasing 

mformation exchange between boats with inmashg effort, and by patterns of exploratory 

behaviour adopted by skippers, which by searchg areas with Iow q u e  for better fishing 

opportunities May cause a decrease in average r e m  rates m areas wÏth Iow proportional effort 

(GiKs et al., 1993). û v e d ,  d t s  confkm that purse semers are highly efncient in foiIoWmg 



shoaf distributions, and that ffeet dynamics may play an important role in creating the observed 

increase in catchabiIity with decrease stock size and range. 

Figure 4.18. Test for the equaIization of cpue among khing areas off Santa Catarina (see map on figure 3).c/C is 
the proportion of the total catch m area i, and VF is t&e proportion of the total effort in area i. Regression dopes are 
statisacaiiy Herent Corn 1 (1990: df= 26; t = 3-69; P=O.OOl; 1991: di% 17; ~ 2 . 3 3 ;  P=0.032). 

The andysis of stock catchabiiity, range coiiapse and effort allocation has two general 

consequences for sardine stock assesment. First it indicates that q u e  and other fishery 

dependent indexes of abundance are potentidy biased by the behaviour of fish and by the 

characteristic non-random search of fishing vessels. Second, it questions the e ffectiveness of 

harvest controf by effort limitation in preventing stock overfishing specidly with the 

overcapacity of the fieet Besides being affiected by the increasing catchabifity, tactics of effort 

control by f i s h g  closures are particularly inefncient when fishers reaiiocate effort temporally 

(Fig. 4.19). For instance, up to 1990 effort was controiIed by one fishing closure during the 

spawning season. With the prospect of stock colIapse in 199 1, a second nshing closure was 

established during the recmitment rnonths. As a consequence, effort (measured by the rider of 

trips of the SC fleet) was h p l y  redocated to the other months of the year, total effort being 

aImost the same between the two years. These redts bdicate that much insight can stiU be 

gained in controlhg harvest by understanding fishers dyna111ics m ailocating effort in space and 

time. 
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Figure 4.19. Monthiy effort docation by the Santa Catarina fleet before ( t 990) and after ( 199 t ) the establishment 
of a recruitment closure, 

This chapter reviews the status of sardine stock assessrnent and anaiyze the current ecological 

uncertainties in the management of the fishery. The ecosystem of the Southeastem Brazilian 

sheff is stnictured around the operation of p hysical-biologicd cycles of different speeds, the most 

documented ones being the seasonai upweüing cycle, and the decadai regimes detemüned by 

multi-year variability in the intensity of phymcal forces controlling bioIogicd production. ïhe 

latter is particularly important for the management of fishery resources because it operates at the 

time scde cornmensurate with the iife span of most marine fish populations. Fisfieries in the 

Southeastem shelf have been targeting mostiy Iow trophic Ievel species and have suice the Iate 

1970s experienced an increase in the mea.  trophic Ievel of Iandings. The scaie of tisheries 

impact and the effect of environmentai regmies are often associated to changes m the structure of 

the ecosystem and to a decrease in recruîtment rates of the sardine population. The combined 

effect of fishery and naturai processes make it difncuit however to characterize the pmductivity 

of the population and to predia the resnlts of rehabilitation measures for the sardine stock. Aiso, 

given the current regdatory mechm*smst the impIementation of any rneasure to control harvest 

wilI encounter difncuIties created by the behavior of the fish and the dynamics of the fÏshing 

ffeet, which seems to be mponsibie for changes in the stock catchability. 



Chapter 5. Andysis of harvest decisions and information needs in the 
management of the Brazüian sardine. Comparing muiti-species and single- 
species modehg approaches 

5.1, Introduction 

This chapter aims to evaiuate the shon and Iong term predictions of the impacts of harvest 

strategies and coatcols for the Bmzilian sardine? and to discuss the relative values of reducing 

currmt uncertainties on ecological processes. Results are used to recommend on the types of 

research that would most likely provide the type of information needed to improve the quality of 

decisions, and on the precautionary measures that should be adopted in face of the ecological 

uncertainties. 

One the major tasks of fisheries assessment is to estimate the tradeoffs of management choices. 

Aiso, as a scientinc activity, fisheries research hvolves a process of Ieamuig about nature in 

which alternative ideas, or hypotheses, are contrasted against observations and experiences, so 

that a better understanding of the potential responses of systems being managed can be achieved 

through the .  ui these activities models are usually employed as tools to test our understanding 

of the mechani-srns in the system, to pmvide the basis for bath understandhg of known patterns 

and prediction about situations not yet encountered and to provide the means for evaIuatÏng the 

potential effects of various h d s  of decisioas @boni and MangeI, 199'7). 

Fisheries assessment can be based on two types of modeling approaches: single-species and 

ecosystem or multi-species models. Ecosystem modeIs are m their mfancy and have been Iittle 

used to date. Single-species models are based soIeIy on the andysis of population processes such 

as growth, mortality and recnritmen& and has been the most wideIy applied approach to provide 

advice on the consequences of fishery regdatory tactics. By definition, muiti-specïes modeIs 

consider not oniy the bioIogicaI processes of the target popdation but aiso the ecoIogicaI (e.g 

predation, collsumption, cornpetition) and technoIogicaI (e-g. b y catch) interactions with other 

speci-es in the ecosystem. Ecosystem impacts of fisheries has become an important concern m 

fisheries management and one of the most important issues m fisherÏes science. Therefore, a 



centrai question for fisheries assessrnent today is on how to evduate and communicate the 

impacts of alternative f i s h g  policies on marine resources and ecosystems. Mdti-species 

rnodels have been proposeci as tooIs for guiding the implementation of ecosystem principles in 

fisheries management, but exactIy how the approach could be used, and also what should be the 

d e  of singIe-species approaches in this new paradigm, are still unclear. Such cornparisons have 

not been performed explicitiy before. 

Following the h e w o r k  outlined in chapter 1, this chapter anaiyzes how management decisions 

in the sardine fishery cm be made under current ecologicd uncertainties, and how 

recommendations differ accorduig to two modeiing approaches: a single species and a multi- 

species model. Models are employed in this analysis to evduate two types of decisions. The first 

concerns the evaiuation of strategies for sardine stock recovery. The anaiysis aims to evaluate 

the short term predictions of stock recovery accordiug to different fishing strategies. The second 

type of decision relates to the choice of long term fishing strategies. I discuss the value of 

reducing uncertainties about ecologicd processes, the o p p ~ ~ t i e s  for improving understanding 

of these processes, and the precautionary measures that should be adopted in face of ecolopicai 

uncertainties. 

5.2. Methods 

Modeiing ap proaches 

The evduation of the performance of fishing strategies was carried with wo modeling 

approaches: a single-species delay-differential model   de ris^, L 980; Fournier and Doonan, 1 987) 

and a multi-species trophic mode1 (Ecosim, WaIters et al., 1997). 

Single-species approach 

F i s h g  strategies were evahated with a Delay-Difkentiai model used as an operathg mode1 in 

Monte CarIo simulations. The mode1 predicts next year's biomass (B,J and numbers (N,3 
accorduig to the eqpaîions (Hilbom and Waiters, 1992): 



where w, is the weight at recniitment age k (years), s, = h(1-hJ is the total survival rate, h is the 

naturd survival rate (h=e-iM), M is the iastantaneous naturai mortality rate (-0.95 yeafl), and 4 is 

the exploitation rate. The exploitation rate can be calculated as the ratio catch/biomass in a given 

year, or as a function of fishùig effort, Le., h = 1 - ëqE , where E is effort and q the catchability 

parameter. Catchability was represented by an inverse function of stock abundance: 

q = q *  Bq? (3) 

where ql is a proportionality constant and q2 is the degree to which catchability increases with 

declinhg stock size. 

The delay-differential mode1 also represents growth and recruitment processes. Growth in mean 

body weight at age is descnied by a Ford-Walford plot OC the type w, = a + pva-l. where a 

and p are constants from the regession between weight w at consecutive age classes a = k, k+I, 

... MIy vulnerable to the fishery. Sardine parameter values for a (= 0.025) and p (= 0.896) were 

obtained by regressing data on weight at consecutive ages kom Cergole (1994). Recniiûnent 

(h,) is hcluded in the mode1 as hmctions representing different stock-redtment hypotheses 

(Table 5.1). 

Uncertainties are mcluded in three processes/states: (1) the relationship between spawaing stock 

and recmitment; (2) the reIationship between stock biomass and catchability; and (3) the 

assessrnent of stock biomass at sea Uncertainties m the relationship between stock and 

recruitment were represented accorduig to the hypotheses about redtment  changes outhed m 

chapter 4. For decision analysis, ail hypotheses were assigned equal degree of beIief, Le., they 

are assumed to fit the avdabie date equdy wefl. The hypotheses and models used in this 

anaiysis are desmibed m tabIe 5.1. 



Table 5.1. Hypothesis, madek and parameters used to prrdict reauitment rates m the Delay-differentiai mode1 
(source chapter 4). 
Hypothesis Mode1 Parameter values 
I .  Recruitment LS afinction 

of stock size 

2- Recntitment is afitnction 
of stock ske with 
depensation at low stock 
sizes. 

3. Recruinnent rls a finction 
of stock S K ~  ond 10 w 
fiequency environmental 
regimes. 

Recruits = 
aSSB 

- aSSB 

K =  Mc 
M,  (exp - 1) 

Uncertainties in the relationship between stock biomass and catchability were desmied b y 

marginal posterior probability distributions for parameters q, and q2 (equation 3) based on 

catchabiIity data nom chapter 4. Probabirities were computed using Bayesian anaiysis, 

where the iikeiihood of a given parameter combination L(data/q,,e) is calcuiated assuming that 

catchability values present a log-normal distniution (Le. assume oniy positive values), and the 

prior probability distribution of parameters p(q,,qJ have an unifonn distribution. The likeiihood 

of a given parameter combination was calcuiated as 

where, ss = ~ ( I n ~ - I n f l ~ ,  
t 

SSo = ( h q  - , q is the catchability coefficient caIcuIated 
t 

@om VFA and observed effort data (see chapter 9, q is the eshated  catchabiiity nom q, and Q, 

and 4 is the estimated catchability at best fining q, and G. Figure 5.1 shows the estimated 

marpinai posterior probability distriiution of catchability parameters. 



Figure 5.1. MarginaI posterior probabiiity distriiution of catchability parameters qI and q2 ( fkom equation 3) hr the 
B d a n  sardine hhery based on data from 1977 to 1983 (see chpter 4). 

FUialIy, uncertainties in the estimation of stock biomass by direct methods (e.g., acoustic 

surveys, egg production, etc.) were htroduced by including a normaIIy distriibuted error around 

the true stock biomass (Frederick and Peteman, 1997). where 

Bat = Bt + (Bt @CV .w) 

B,, is the estimated stock biomass in year t, Bt is the true biomass, CV is the coefficient of 

variation of the biornass estimation procedure (O cCVM.5), and w is a normally distriiuted 

variable with mean O and variance 1. 

Monte Carlo simulations were used to evduate the expected outcomes of fishing strategies for 

sardine. Three criteria are used in the evaiuation of strategies: average catches, catch variability, 

and the probability of stock collapse. These criteria were selected because they represent three 

types of objectives commody observed in fisheries management: 

- MaximÏze yiefd h eEect, the mcrease in fisheries catches represent more 6sh to the industry, 

more economic opportunities to the capture sector and, consequentiy. more job offea. 

- M-e catch stability. Very often, the major mterest with a management plan is to guarantee 

the stabiiity or 1ow variabiIity of catches, and therefore maintah a constant supply of fish to the 

üldustry. 

- Minimize the chances of fishery coliapse. That is a fimdamental objective to any fishenes 

management pIan, considering the eco1ogica.i and e c o n d c  costs associated with the colIapse 

of fisheries. 



Two types of fishing strategies are evduated: 

- Catch control: the total catch allowed in a given year is defhed in advance. Three types of catch 

control options are considered: constant aliowable catch; total aIIowabIe catch defined by a 

constant exploitation rate; and total allowable catch defhed by a minimum stock escapement. 

- Effort control: that represents the status quo poticy of fishmg control in the sardine fishery, 

involving the definition of a Mt to the totaI effort aiIowed in a given year, and a minimum 

size of fish in the catches. In this specifk case the effort unit used was the number of trips 

corrected by the mean tonnage ofboats, as in chapter 4. Ideally the analysis of a purse seine 

fishery should use as effort unit any measure of f i shg  time such as fishing days, time 

searching, etc. Nonetheless, the characteristic short duration of purse seiners trips in the 

sardine fishery alIows for a reasonably good approximation between the number of trips and the 

number of fishing days. 

Figure 52 represents the stnicture of the decision problem andyzed. The choice for one fishing 

strategy in the Ieft hand side will depend on the objectives considered and on the uncertainties on 

diverse processes and states (depicted as branches diverging kom the circles). For instance, the 

choice for an strategy of catch control is made diaticuit by uncertauiaes on population 

characteristics, such as virgin biomass and productivity, as well as on the ske of the stock in the 

sea The choice for an ailowed 1eveI of effort is on the other hand intluenced by the stock 

productivity (Le. recruitment) and the catchability to the purse seiners. Al1 decisions are 

mbjected to the inherent uncertainties about the funne environmental regime. 



Fshing 
strategies 

Uncertain proceses 
and siaies 

Figure 5 2 .  Conceptuai structure of a decision anaiysis on the choice for €Ming strategies for sardine. The squares 
on the Ieft hand side represent decisions, the circks represent the main uncertainties on popdation processes and 
States, 

Expected outcornes offishing strategies 

The expected outcome of the different combination of fishing strategies and controls were 

obtained following the steps below (Figure 5.3). Starting conditions for simulations were set to 

be consistent with the observed status of the fishery in the Iate 1970s. 

1) A nrrmber of alternative strategies in each strategy type (catch or effort control) was defined 

by test nms of the mode1 and dso by using historicd data fkom the fishery. SpecincaiIy in the 

case of strategies of effort contro1, effort Ievels appiied between 1977 and 1983 (Chapter 4) 

were used as reference points to define alternative fishing strategies. An age at fust capture of 

1.5 years (approximate age of fïrst matwity) was used as auxiliary measure to effort control. 

2) Simulations were nm for 10 years having as starting conditions the average spawning stock 

biomass between 1977 and 1983 h m  VPA (-250,000 tons), and a dome-shaped regmie of 

environmentai conditions as proposed by Bakun (1996) for the 1980s (see Chapter 4) . 
3) The expected outcome of a given f i s h g  strategy was calcdated as the average of the 10 years 

nms obtaiaed m 1000 Monte Cario SHnuiations, weighted by probabilities of parameters, 

models and variabIes used m the model. 

4) The performance of each fishg strategy is deihed by the expected avaage catch, catch 

varhbility, and the fÏequency of cases (simulations) m which the spawning stock was driven 



below the historical lowest size, that is approximateiy 50,000 tons. This kquency was used 

as a measure of the probabiIity of stock collapse. 

Prediehons of stock recovery 

Simulations were carried also to examine the expected responses of the stock to strategies of 

stock rebuilding after the collapse. Stock biomass and exploitation rates for the late 1980s were 

used as starting conditions for simulatiug biomass recovering trajectories using the same 

procedure outhed in Figure 5.3. 

Spuwning stock per recmit 

Data on survîval, maturity and reproductive output at age (Table 5.2) were used in the analyas of 

spawning per recniit 

where SPR,, is the number of spawners produced per recnllt for a given combination of age at 

h t  capture (hPJ and expIoitation rate (E=F/Z; [O.Il); ii is the survivoahip to age i (li=ios(I- 

VS), Io is the survivorship to age O (=L), s = exptqW, M is the instantaneous naturai mortaiity rate; 

Vi  is the age specific vuinerability , and Ft, is the age specinc reproductive output. V, is a 

Function of the age at £kt  capture and a concentration parameter @==IO), Le. 

The reproductive output weights the dative reproductive contribution of an age ciass be 

accolmting for differences in reIative fecundity and fiequency of spawning (Parrish et ai., 1986). 

SPR is expected to decrease with E, and is nomally expressed as the percentage of the SPR 

value caidated for and d s h e d  stock (%SPR; Goodyear, 1993). 



Table 52.  Percentage of individuais mature and the reproductive output (A) at age for Saniinella brasiIienmS 
(source Cergole, 1994). The reproductive output (A) was caIdted using the equation proposed by P M h  et ai- 
(1986) to E. morda. lle equation was adjusted so that the reiationship Ai = 0.0000432WFa generates a factor A=l 
when the weight W = 45g, the approxirnate mean weight at age at tÏrst maturity 

Age O 0 5  1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3 .S 

Figure 53, Monte Cario simtdation procedure used in the evduation of the outcornes of nshMg strategies ttsing a 
singie-species approacb, 



Multispecies approach wi'th Ecosirn 

A trophic mode1 of the Southeasteni shelfecosystem (Fig. 4.4; chapter 4) is used in this section 

to evaiuate f i s h g  strategies for sardine when the population is placed in an ecosystem structured 

by trophic (Le., predator-prey) relatiooships. The mode1 has 22 trophic groups, and tracks 

changes in number and biomass of three groups (sardine, triggedïsh and weakfish) that were spiit 

between juvede and adult pools. Eco& (WaIter et ai., 1997) was used to evaiuate the 

predicted effects of short-term hanrest strategies on the main harvested species in the ecosystem, 

and dso to mess optimal fishing rates for the sardine stock. Mode1 details are given in chapters 

2and3. 

Ilncertainties were accounted for the type of control of trophic relationships Ui the ecosystem, 

which has been shown to infiuence the magnitude and direction of changes in the ecosystem 

when subjected to fishenes (Chapter 2). Three hypotheses are considered to have the same 

degree of belief: 

a) bottom-up conno&, where the amount of prey available to predators is Iunited so that the 

rnortality rate of a species in the ecosystem is Iargely independent O €  the abundance of 

predators. 

b) top-down control, where a Iarger part of prey biomass is vuiuerable to predation, and mortaiity 

rate is Iargely dependent on the abundance of predaton. 

c) "wasp-wa&" control ( B a h ,  I996; Cury et al., in press), where the abundance of mail 

pelagic fish controI both their predators and prey. Foiiowing Cury et al., the interaction 

between small pelagic fish (sardine, anchovy, and other forage fish) and their prey (phyto and 

zoopIankton) is assumed to be top-dom controlled, whiIe the interaction between small 

pdagics and their predators is bottom-up controlled Top-down and bottom-up controI were set 

m the mode1 according to the scenarios a and b above. 

Trophic control hypotheses were combined with two contrasting assumptions about the 

maximum relative foragùig t h e  of apex predators in the system. The combmation of hypotheses 

thus produced 6 different modeIs tised m the andysis of fishing policies. 



To examine the short term effects of fishing strategies, dynamic simulations were nm for 5 years 

accordmg to fishuig scenarios that hdve, completeIy stop, and double the f i s h g  rates of the four 

major fleets in the region, Le., Purse seiners, Bottom trawlers, Shrimp ûawlers, and Pole-and-Iine 

vessels. Scenarios 1,2 and 3 represent fishg strategies solely directed to the Purse seine Beet, 

resdting in a 50% decrease, 100% demase, and a 100% increase in F for sardine in 5 years, 

respectively. Strategies were ais0 tested where aiI fleets (Purse Seiners, Bottom traw Iers, Shrimp 

trawIers, and Pole-and-line vessels) are decreased by 50% (scenario 4); decreased by LOO%, Le., 

ai l  fishenes closed (scenario 5); and uicreased by LOO% (scenario 6) during a 5 years period. No 

by-catch is included in the model, as the objective of the simulations was to investigate the ke1y 

effects of changes in fishing mortaiity rates for the target species. 

To assess the optimal fishing mortaiity for the sardine stock, simulations were run for 10 years 

and the average sardine yield compared among constant fÏshing rates. 

VuIuing new information: the Ecpected Vuhe of P erfecf lnformafion 

The quantitative decision analysis descriied above provides idormation useful for the 

computation of risks associated with hanrest decisions, either in terms of the expected 

consequences of a given action or in terms of the odds of obtaining an outcome different h m  

that prescriibed as the most probable. That in turn alIows evaluation of how well decisions can be 

made with present available information and uncertainties. Simulation results are thus used to 

evaiuate the benefits of reducùig uncertauities on the processes refevant for the decision problem. 

The objective of this analysis is to calcdate the expected vaiue of a decision made with perfect 

information about each of the hypothesis is tme. This vaiue, termed the expected vaiue of 

perfect information (EVPI), represents the maximuni, or upper bond, on what we shouid be 

wilhg to pay for research that w i D  generate new intorrnation that reduces uncertainties. 

Two steps are necessary to calculate the EVPI (WaIters, 1986; Morgan and Henon, 1990). Füst 

the expected value of a decision made with perfect information must be caicdated. hagining 

that we codd forecast which state ofnature emsts, so that we codd choose the optimal action for 

that state, then the vaIue of a decision made with perfect information would simply be the 

forecasted resuIt of that decision. However, at this pomt m t h e  we are uncertain about which 



state of nature exists, so the expected values of outcornes for each optimal action for each 

possible state of nature must be weighted by the probability of occurrence of those states. 

Therefore the expected vaiue with perfect information (EVWPI) is calcdated as 

EVWpr = z [p(i) ~ m ( i ) ]  
i 

where, p(i) is the probabiiity of state i occur, and Max@ is the best outcome for state of nature i. 

To calculate the expected vaiue of perfect information, then EVWPI needs to be subtracted from 

the maximum expected vahe nom a decision anaIysis made under uncertainty, i.e. that takes 

uncertainty into account o. 

EVPI = EVWPI - EIU 

In this sense, EVPI indicatw the total cost or vaiue loss resulted fiom being uncertain. in the 

present analysis the expected value of perfect information is computed with both modeling 

approaches using the probabilities placed on each hypothesis or model, and the conjunct of 

decisions outhed above. For the single species approach, EVPI is cornputed for two types 

decisions: in the choice of an optimal exploitation rate; and in the choice of an optimal effort 

Ievel. For the muiti-species approach EVPf is computed for the choice of optirnai fishing rates 

for sardine. The objective to be maximized in each case is the average catch m the the  period 

specified. 

5.3, Results and Discussion 

Single-species approach 

Simulations were nin for IO years, having as starhg conditions the spawning stock biumass and 

environmentai conditions hypothesized for the Iate 1970s. R e d t s  are shown in figures 5.4 to 

5.7. StrategÏes of catchmg a constant proportion of the stock and aiIowing a constant escapement 

produce the highest yieIds among the sûategies tested Changes in stock catchability with stock 

N e  decrease considerably the performance of strategies of effort control- Similarly, constant 

catch strategies resnlted m the lowest average yieId among the strategies tested. The 

performance of constant escapement strategies are pddarIy sensitive to errors in biomass 



estimates. The generd effect is of decrease in average yield, increase in catch variabiIity and in 

the chances of stock coliapse with the mcrease in coefficient of variation of the estimation 

method (Figure 5.7). The adoption of more conservative escapement levels does not reduce the 

relatively high chances of stock coilape when the error in the estimation procedure is Iarger than 

30%. Variations of this magnitude are commody observed in acoustic estimation methods as a 

resuit of variations in the adjustment of ecosomders, changes in the acoustic properties of fishes, 

and the eficiency with which surveys cover the complete distribution area of the stock 

(MacLennan and Simmonds, 1992). Misund (1997), for instance, reported ciifferences of Ca. 

100% in the estimation of h m h g  biomass obtained between surveys in the same year. 

Sunilarly, acoustic assesment of sardine biomass in the 1988 spawning season (Castel10 et 

al.,1991) produced a confidence intervai for stock biomass between 38 and 77 thousand tons, 

corresponding to a coefficient of variation in the order of 30%. 

Strategies of catching a constant proportion of the stock annudly are Iess sensitive to errors in 

biomass estimates. The increase in the coefficient of vanation of estimations has very Iittie 

infiuence over the expected average yield, but increase the variability of catches and the chances 

of stock coliapse (Figure 5.6). For a harvest rate of 0.5, the chances of bringing the stock to 

collapse increases f?om Iess than 1% to more than 50% when cv increases from O to 0.5. 

The expected yield under effort control peaks at ca. 350 effort units, with a probability of stock 

collapse of less than 20% (Figure 5.5). Figure 5.5 dso represents the approximate fishing effort 

appüed to the stock in the penod nom 1977 to 1983, which was very close to the predicted 

optimal effort leveI. Considering that suice then the purse seine fIeet fias doubIed in size and 

became more technologicaiIy equipped with sonar and power blocks, it is suggested that chances 

of stock coiIapse increased considerably during the following decade. 
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Figure 5-4- Outcornes of &hbg sûategy rhat capture a constant catch of sardine as predicted by the single zpecies 
modei. 
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Figure 5.5. Outcomes of fishmg strategies based on effort controi as predicted by the single speties model, The 
arrow mdicates the approbte  effort Ievd in the period fkom 1977 to 1983, Effort mdex caicuiated as the product 
of number of trips and the mean tonnage of boats. 
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Figure 5.6. Outcomes of f ishg strategis that hamest a constant proportion of the stock as predicted by the h g i e  
specîes rnodel, CV is the coefficient of varÎation of îhe biomass estimation procedure. 
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Figure 5.7. Ontcornes of fïsh.ing strategies based on a constant stock escapement as predicted by the singie species 
modeL CV is îhe coefficient of variation of the biomass estimation procedme. 



Expected Value of Perfect Information 

In the present anaiysis the expected value of perfect information is computed for two types of 

decisions: in the choice for an optimd exploitation rate and for an optimal eEort level. The 

objective is to h d  the fishing strategy (harvest rate or effort) that would maximue the yield 

h m  the fishery during 10 years after the couapse, Le. d e r  the early I99Oys when the spawning 

stock biomass was about 70,000 tons. Uncertainties were included in three independent 

processes for each type of strategy (Table 5.3). Unceaainty on fbture envkonmentai regimes 

represent a situation where decis-ions are made under complete ignorance on the environmental 

conditions and redtment  success in firture years. 

Table 53.  Decision table on the choice of harvest rate and effort IeveI for the sardine fihery. 
Harvest strategy Uncertain processeslstates 

Warvest rate Stock moduction Estimated biomass Future env. reeime 
h=O to 1 3 hypotheses co@cient of variation of favorable or not 

estimations 
Effort Stock broduction Stock catchabilitv Future env. reaime 
+O to 1000 3 hypothtses parameter u ~ c e r t a i n ~  favorable or rot 

Table 5.4 shows the calculated optimal fishing strategies, the correspondent average expected 

yieid, and the expected value of perfect information, which measures the expected gain to be 

obtained if we couid suddedy resolve ail uncertainty about each of the hypothesis is correct 

Higher expected yields are predicted with constant harvest rate strategies, as has been previously 

suggested. With constant harvest rates strategies the expected gain of reducing uncertainties is 

Iess than 5% of the expected yield obtained when decisions are made tmder uncertainty. Waiters 

(1986) suggests three reasons why the vdue of leanimg, measured as a upper bound by EVPI, is 

o h  not as large as one wodd iutuitiveIy eexpct: fi-rst, because optimal policies for each of the 

various hypothesis considered need not to differ mbstantidy Eom the policy that provides the 

maximum expected value; second, stock-recrtütment hypothesis may predict nearly the same 

yield amss  a wide range of harvest policies; and miaIIy, because the optimal harvest rate tend to 

be close to the optimd poiicy for those hypothesis that were astigned high initial probabiIities. 

The Iatter reason is pdcdarIy lmlikely m this case c o k d e ~ g  that the three stock production 

hypothesis were assigned equd probabilities. It seems that in this case uncertanities on 



recmitment processes and in the estimation of stock biomass have very Little influence on the 

choice for the optimal constant harvest rate strategy. 

The situation is quite different when effort controI is employed. Uncertainties on stock 

catchability influence considerably the choice for the optimal effort level. The expected value of 

perfect Uiformation is in this case Ca. 40% of what Ïs expected to be obtained with a decision 

made under tmcertainty. That indicates that research on the factors controlling stock catchability 

wodd cause a considerable improvement in the cment management practice for the Bmzilian 

sardine, more than that expected fiom oceanographic research aimed at k e a s i n g  the ability to 

forecast friture environmental regimes controllhg recniitment. 

Table 5.4. Results of the analysis of the expected value of perfect information for harvest stntegies for the B d a n  
sardine af?er the collapse. 
Harvest strategy Best h or f Expected yield EVPI EVPI - - 

-- (toM.year.') (t~ns.Jeaf~)("/o)~ --.. 
Harvest rate 0.4 208,O 15 7,800 3.75 
Effort 150 85,467 34,886 40.8 I 

Multi-species approach 

Results of simulations of the effect of n s b g  strategies on the biomass and catches of sardine are 

show in tables 5.5 and 5.6. It is predicted that closing the purse seine fishery (scenario 2) will 

lead to an average mcrease in sardine biomass ca. 6 times compared the baseluie Ievel of the Iate 

I980s. HaIWig the current fishg rate (scenario 1) wodd lead to a biomass increase of c a  2 

times, and it is predicted to increase catch on average by 18% in five years (Table 5.6). Results 

Vary however with the type of trophic control, being higher biomasses predicted to be recovered 

with top-down and wasp-waist control. in both cases releasing the fishmg pressure would enabte 

sardine to M y  benefit fiom the avdable food by efficiently foraging on phyto and zooplankton. 

For a comparative anaiysis, results obtained with the single-species approach for the same shoa 

tenn policies are Iisted in tab!e 5.7; for instance, stoppmg the p m e  seme ffeet is expected to 

r e d t  in an increase m sardine biomass between 1.27 and 2.66 t h e s  the basehe biomass, 

dependhg on the envir0mnenta.I conditions prevailing during the 5 years. 

TabIe 5 5  and 5.6 aiso aIIow for a direct cornparison of the effect of decisions m other BsherÏes 

(scmarios 4,5 and 6) on the resultmg sardme biomass and catches. For the rebddiag strate@= 



(4 and 5) resuits point to smaller biomass and catch than what is predicted under the purse seine 

ody scenarios (1 and 2). On the other hanci, doubhg ail fisheries has a smaiier effect on sardine 

biomass than that predicted by hcreasing the purse seine fleet. These resuits iiiustrate the type 

of indirect effects expected when fish stocks are iinked by predator-prey relationships, Le., 

aIIowing the rebuilding of species at the top of the food web cause a reduction in the benefits 

expected nom releasing fishing pressure on sardine, specidy when the fisheries target species 

that directiy affect sardine production, either by competing for the same food resources or by 

being a predator. The latter situation occun with Bottom trawl and Pole-and-he fisheries. For 

hanresting adult weakfish and bonito which are predators of srnail forage fish in the model. 

However the most impodant sardine predator group in the ecosystem mode1 (Other pelagic 

jëedingfish) is not fished by any of the fleets considered in the shdations. 

Table 5.5. ReIative change in sardine biomass d e r  5 year under different ttshing scenarios. Vdues are relative to 
the Ecopath baseline 1eveI desm%ed in Chapter 3. F stands for the maximum relative feeding time of apex 
predafors. Scenarios 1.2 and 3 mvolve chan& h the purse seine fleet oniy. 

- 

Higher F Lower F 
Scenario Topdown Bo ttom-up Wasp-waist Top-dom Bottom-lrp Wasp-wais t Average 

I 3-41 1.51 2-16 3.41 L.5 1 2.16 2.36 



TabIe 5.6, Relative change m sardine catches after 5 years under different fÏshÏug scenarios. Values are relative to 
the Ecopath basehe Ievd descnied in Chapter 3. F stands for the r.mu&mm relative feeding time of apex 
predators, Scenarios I , 2  and 3 mvolve changes m the purse seine ffeet ody- 

Egher F Lower F 
Scenario Top-dom Bottom-up Wasp-waist Top-down Bottom-up Wasp-waist Average 

I 1-71 0.76 1 .O8 1-71 0.76 1 .O8 1-18 
2 - - - - - 0.00 
3 030 0.87 0.58 0.84 1.21 0.92 0.79 

Table 5.7. Relative change in sardine biomass after 5 Yeats under two strategies for stock recovery. Simuiations 
carried with the singie species approach with contrasting environmentai conditions. 

Future. regime Stop fishing Hdve fihiug 

Bad 127 0.82 

Good 2.66 2-20 

Table 5.8 and 5.9 compare the predicted redts of closhg (scenario 4) and doublhg (scenario 6) 

dl fishenes on the biomass of the main harvested species in the ecosystem. Predicted changes in 

anchovy biomass are aiso shown. Closing al1 fisheries positively benefit al1 harvested groups 

with the exception of marine shrimps, anchovy and triggerf'ish. Conversely, doubling the current 

fis& rates negatively affect al1 groups in the system but marine shrimps and anchovy, which 

are predicted to have a net biomass increase in almost aII trophic control hypotheses tested. 

Hawig smalI and fast growing groups such as marine shrimps benefiting nom the overfishing of 

higher order consumers is not surprishg given that reducing aiI  predaton in the system is 

expected to hcrease the abundance of preys, as has been the case with overfkhed tropical marine 

ecosystems (Pauly, 1979; Chnstensen, 1998). Aiso the higher turnover rates of marine shrimps 

ailow them to withstand higher exploitation rates than that supported by sIow growing fishes. 

The most affected groups are in both scenarios addt wealdish, rays and skates, and sardine. 

These species are either heavily fished (weaknsh and sardine) or not behg predated in the system 

(raydskates and weaknsh) so that a release in fishing wilI Iead to a prompt mcrease in biomass; 

or are slow gmwing species (rays and skates) so that an increase in f ishg wiiI rapidly reduce 

their biomasses. Figure 5.8 illustrates these generic effects for a bottom-up controI. 



TabIe 5.8- ReIative change m biomass of main harvested species in the Southeasteni BraPlian Bight as predicted by 
Ecosim after 5 years with a i l  fis6eries closed F stands for the maximum dative feeding time of apex predators. 
Shaded are qoups that show a decrease in biomass. 

Higher F Lower F 
Groups Top dom Bottom up Waspwakt Top down Bottom up Warp-wakt Average 
Bonito 1-67 152 1.59 1-67 1.47 1.59 1.59 
Adult Weaknsh 14.45 4.53 4-57 14-44 4-50 5-54 7.84 
RaydSkates 5.0 1 4.14 4.13 5.0 1 4.14 4-13 4.43 
Croaker 1.40 1.24 125 1 -40 1.23 1.25 1 .30 
King Weaknsh 1.27 1.48 150 127 L.41 1-46 1.40 
Tnggerfish 1.05 03 1 0.88 1 .O5 0.9 t 0.88 0;s- 
Marine shrimps 0.00 0.49 0.50 0.00 0.5 I 0.52 -@34 
Anchovy 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.88 ?mi 
Sardine 6.62 I .59 3.20 6.62 1.69 3 3 1  3.84 

Table 5.9. Relative change in biomass of main h e s t e d  species in the Southeastem Brazilian Bight as predicted by 
Eco* &r 5 years with di fishing fieets doubled F stands for the maximum relative feeding t h e  of apex 
predatorn. ~haded are groups that show an inmase in biomass. 

- 

Higher F Lower F 
Groups Top down Bortom up Wmp-waist Top d o m  Bottom up Wmp-wakt Average 
Bonito O. 63 O. 65 O. 65 0- 64 O. 66 O. 66 0.65 
AduIt Weakfkh O. 12 0.3 1 0.3 1 0.22 0.37 037 028 
RaydSkates 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 020 020 0.20 
Croaker 0.69 0.78 0.78 0-n 0.80 0.80 0.76 
King Weakfish 0.63 0.8 1 0.8 1 0.75 0.85 0.85 0.7 8 
Triggdih 0.27 1 .O2 1 .O2 0.33 1 .O2 t .O2 0.78 
Marineshrnnps 037 139 1-38 126 1.5L 1 .5 1 1.24 
Anchovy 1 .O7 1.14 1.15 1.36 1.22 126 E.2& 
Sardine O, 19 0.53 0.37 0.60 0.69 0.54 0.49 



Figure 5.8. Dynamic simuiation of f~hing scenarios where ail fishing is cIosed (upper panel) and doubled (lower 
panel) in 5 years, Simulation ran under a bottom-up trophic contro1. 

Figure 5.9 compares the expected yield of sardine under constant fishing rnortaiity rates. Results 

vary with the type of trophic control; higher yields are predicted with topdown control; top- 

down and wasp-waist control predict Iower optimal fishing rates (F=0.3 yeaf') compared to 

bottom-up control (0.9cFX.2 yeaf'). Assuming lower maximum foraging time of apex 

predators resdt in the mode1 predicting higher yields for fishing rates higher than the Ecopath 

baseline. E s  result has to do with the hinclionai representation of consumption rates in Ecosim, 

where food consumption pa time varies proportionaIIy to the decrease in availability of 

resources and its k limited by a m;uCmium foraghg the. Decreasing the availability of preys 

(e.g. sardine) relative to the baseline level leads to an increase in the time apex predaton spend 

feeding to balance the deficit in food intake; the end resuit being the hcrease Î n  predation 

mortaiity when the stock is ovefished. The higher the maximum foragbg h e  the Iower the 

yield obtained fiom the prey species, In one case, bottom-up control, the choice for the 

m d u m  foraging time directly ÏnfIuenced the predicted optimd fishing rates for sardine. 



Ecooath baseline F 

0.000 

Figure 52, Predicted average 

Topdown 

yieId ( 10 years) of sardine under f Ï Ï g  mortaiity rates (F). Dashed h e  across 
g&hs mdicates the baseline F for sardine in the onginal Ecopath mode1 (chapter 4). in the graphs the contmuous 
h e  represents the predicted yieid expected when the mode1 ailows for higEier tmchmm relative foraging m e  of 
apex; predators m the system. The dadied thin h e  represents d t s  with Iower maxÏmum relative foraging thne. 

DBerences in production rates with each hypothesis do not imply however that much gain is 

expected to be obtahed by reducing uncertainties on the operatmg type of  trophic control in the 

system; de expected value o f  perfect information (ETPI) bdicates m this case a gain of only 



7.36% over the optimal decision that takes uncertainty hto account, which is to fish at a F of 0.3 

year-'. This value, which wouid dso Ïndicate an optimal harvest rate of approxhately 0.3, is 

simiIar to that calcuiated with the single-species approach m.4; Table 5.4) under a différent set 

of coIwrains, 

The type of trophic control may however influence the transient responses of the ecosystem and 

consequently the output of a dinient set of fishing strategies. Redicted ecosystem response to 

overfishing sardine, for instance, raises concerns on the dennition of minimum escapement Ievels 

and on the possible effects of pulse fishing strategies comrnonly adopted for mail pelagics. 

Pulse fishing strategies, which basicaily rely on intensively fishing a stock to the point of 

over&hing and then let it recover before a new regirne of intense fishing is initiated, have been 

applied to smdl pelagic stocks mainly as a remit of the activity of Distant Water F1eets (WWF, 

1998). Some authoa have in fact suggested that management of maiI pelagic stocks shouid be 

targeted to favor recoveries when favorable environmental conditions prevail, rather than try to 

prevent depletion which is nomaily accompanied by unfavorable environmental conditions 

(Beddington and May, 1977). The objective of promothg stock rebuilding is also intrinsic to 

escapement thresholds, defked by Quim II et ai (1 990) as "the population level below which the 

stock rnay be unabte to rebuiId its optimal level over an acceptable period of time". Figure 5.10 

exemplifies the type of response obtained in Ecosim when sardine is subjected to pulse fishing 

strategies. When the system is completely bottom-up controiled the stock is predicted to boace 

according to the intensity of fishhg, with minimal ecosystem-wide erects. When the system is 

top-down controlIed, pulse fishing c m  however impose more drastic ecosystem effects and cause 

a delayed response of the sardine stock to the release in fishing pressure. 



Baseline 1 

ult sardine 

L ~ u v e n i l e  sardine 

3x 
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1 ~ 3 x  

Figure 5.10. Example of a puise fishing strategy for sardine; upper paie1 refers to a top-down scemrio, Iower panel 
refers to a bottom-up scenario. All trophic groups are represented to show the scde of system wide effects of 
fishing under the two trophic ~0ntr01 hypothesis. 

Conclusions from mode1 simulations 

Poücies of effort control currently appüed in the management of the Brazilian sardine are 

particuiariy madequate m avoidmg stock collapse due to the combined effect of a large ffeet 

capacity, changes in catchability with stock size, and the varÏabiIity m production rates driven by 

enviro~llllental regimes. The prospect of reducing tmcertainties in the output of harvest 

decisions, and in e f f i t  reduce the chances of stock collapse, for finshexies controlled by effort 
1st 



limitation is stiII restricted by the proper understanding of stock catchability. That wiII imply, in 

the case of the Brazilian sardine, that more effort should be put on evaluating the cunent fleet 

capacity, estimahg the catchability of the stocks at contrasting stock sizes, and andyzing the 

population spatid dynatnics (spatial range) and its interaction with the dynamics of effort 

allocation by purse seiners. In the latter context, two concurrent h e s  of thought are currentiy 

devetoping. MacCd's (1990) approach descnbes the spatial dynamics of schooling pelagic 

stocks according to a density dependent habitat selection mode1 where a direct relationship 

between stock abundance and stock area is created by differences in habitat suitability (which is 

the result of environmental conditions combined with effects of  local cornpetition). 

hypothesis has some interesthg corollaries usefui for fisheries assessment, particdarly that stock 

area could be a good indicator of the population state and thus could be used together with catch 

rates in the stock assessment. This approach has been successfully applied to the Pacific sardine, 

when the population was s m d  and difficult to assess with conventionai techniques (Barnes et 

ai., 1992). A second approach (Pitcher, 1997) suggests that shoaling behaviour aione can cause 

range collapse in the absence of significant environmental gradients in space and tune. If 

validated, this approach raises the prospect of obtaining cos-effective diagnostics of range 

collapse by monitoring behaviourd parameters of shoahg fish. nie consideration of stock 

spatial attributes hto Eshenes research will requke the g a t h e ~ g  of a td iary  information not 

oniy nom surveys but aiso fiom the fishery activity such as t h e  searching, density of schools, 

school size. inter-school distance, etc. 

The adoption of  precautionary measures in the management of the fÏshery with effort control will 

demand an effective reduction in the effort and fleet capacity at least to the level observed durhg 

the late 1970s. Aiso, strategies of effort control are more LüceIy to succeed if accompanied by 

audÏary measures of control of the mMimum age of r e ~ ~ t m e n t  to the fishery. Figure 5.1 I 

shows the reproductive p0tentia.I of the stock (measures as %SPR) for different combinations of 

age at nrst capture and the exploitation rate. When the fb t  spawnuig age cIass (approximately 

1.5 years) is effectively protected the total reproductive potential of a cohort is oniy slightIy 

reduced with hcreasing fishing pressure. The combmation of high naturai mortality rate and 

eariy mattrrity makes the stock highly dependent on the first spawnnig age classes. wbch usually 

make the buIk of the reproductive capacity in many s m d  peIagic stocks (Fig. 5.1 Ic). In this 

seme protecting the fÏrst spawning age crasses c m  help prevent eady collapses of the stock, and 

encourage more rapid responses to favorable enMironmenta1 conditions. Mace and Sissaiwine 



(1 993) anaiysis of repIacement thresholds indicated that to persist, i.e. for successive generations 

replace each other on average. smaii pelagic populations must maintain an average 40 to 60% of 

their unfÏshed spawning per recniit (%SPR). This relatively high %SPR ied the authors to Uifer 

iow resilience of these stocks to fishing mortality, since a maIl reduction in SPR wodd 

compromise the fiiture replacement of the stock. Clearly, exploitation must be lower in order to 

maintain the stock for lower ages at h t  capture (see 40 to 60% bands, Fig. 5.1 1a,b). But 

protecthg the nrst spawning age class (1 to 1.5 years) provides the stock with high redience, in 

the sense that a broder range of fishing mortaiity rates could be sustained without substantially 

diminishing the capacity of the population to react to favorable oceanographic events. For stocks 

with a dominant controhg innuence by environmentai regimes, that seems to be the most 

appropriate strategy that could be supported on biological grounds (Whters et al., 1985). Yet, 

such strategy is probabIy untenable under most conditions for pelagic species due to the 

diEcu1t.y in controlling the age at entry in the fishery. 



Figure 5.1 1. Percentage spawning per recruit (% SPR) for equiri'brium expIoitation rate (E) and age at fint capture 
( A d ,  A) taking into accotmt the age speciüc reproductive output (A); B) if reproductive output were constant with 
age; C) percentage contribution of sardine, Smdnella brasili&tsis, fint spaWLLËLIg age classes (aga 1 to 15) to the 
totai reproductive potentiai of the stock The y-axis represents the percentage of y- h m  data compiled between 
1979 to 1989 (CergoIe, 1993). 
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poiicy. Under this type of policy the expected yield of a best decision made under uncertainty on 

the productivity of the population is within a 10% difference fiom the expected result of a best 

decision made with compIete knowIedge about fiiture environmental regime controlling 

recruÏtment or the type of control of trophic relationships. The predicted optimal hanrest rates are 

very conservative compared to the ones usuaily applied to mal1 pelagic stocks, but are consistent 

with the sustainable f i s h g  rates defïned by Patterson (1992). Optima1 harvest rates between 0.3 

and 0.4 are obtained accordhg to the modehg approach used, and appear to be conditioned by 

two set of independent processes traditionaily overlooked by fisheries assessment: in the single 

species approach cornervative fishing rates resuit fiom the possibility of sub-optimal 

environmental conditions represented in the model by low fiequency regimes in recniitment 

success. in the ecosystem modeI more conservative f i s h g  rates are predicted for sardine when 

predation is a major rnechanism controhg production at lower trophic levels. The response of 

the systern to the interaction of both processes (trophic and environmental) s t i l l  need to be 

evaiuated. Constant hanrest rate strategies are considered very robust strategies to cope with the 

inherent uncertainties created by chmatic effects on marine fish populations (Walten and Parma, 

1996). They are usuaily implemented by fishing control systems that rely on annual biomass 

estimates and on simple feedback mies that speci@ the proportion of the addt stock, or the total 

aiIowable catch, to be harvested each year. The success of catch control systems is however 

dependent on the accuracy of the stock assessment which ofien suffers fiom large uncertainties in 

parameters and variables (e.g. catch at age, relative Uidex of abundance) used in the estimation 

procedure. The criticai information for the success of catch control systems is therefore the 

fiequency and accuracy of stock abundance estimates, which may call upon a combination of 

data fiom surveys (e.g. acoustic assessments of spawning biomass and recruïtment), better 

monitoring of catch composition (age and size) used in WtuaI population analysis, tagging 

experÏments, and may as weil rely on the active participation of resource users in data collection 

(WaIters and Pearse, 1996). 

Improvements in the understanding of bioiogicai and oceanographic processes controbg 

sardine production seems mostiy needed Ï f  the fishery is to be managed by escapement 

thresho1d.s. The possibility of depensation at low qawning stock sizes complicates the definition 

of escapement policies For mcreasing the risk of shifts in stability d o m h  Environmentai 

effects can have m this case either a positive or a negative impact by pushmg the overfÏshed 

stock m or out of a stabiiity domain, or even by shifting the boundary of stabfity domains- In 



this situation a precautionary strategy that aims to diminish f i s h g  and aiiow the stock to recover 

May not be very infiormative since the recovery of the stock might be interpreted both as a result 

of reduced fÏshing mortaüty or due to the occurrence of better environmental conditions; on the 

other han& the faiIure of the stock to recover might be interpreted both as a resdt of depensation 

or due to a less favorable environmental regmie. The trophic model provides in this case a tool 

to test and formulate diffcrent hypotheses about the possible causes of depensation and multiple 

ecosystem stability domains, such as the effect of Ïncreasing predation mortaiïty with decreasing 

stock size. The testing of these hypotheses in the field will require data on redtment, juvenile 

fish survivai and abundance of potential predators; yet, in most cases the correct identification of 

mechanisrns wiII be probIematic due to the confounding effect of other environmental factors on 

juvede SUZVival. in the model of the Southeastem Brazilian sheifecosystem the Pelagkfeeding 

jkh p u p  is the most important sardine consumers. Peiagic feeding fish is, however, one of the 

Iess documented trophic components in the system. The group was origindly included in the 

mode1 to represent demersal fish species that actively Feed on the pelagic system, such as 

weaknsh and hake (Soares et ai., 1993; Rocha et ai., 1998), but rnay as we11 include a diversity of 

other demersai and pelagic species dso targeted by fisheries and with important role at the top of 

the food web. A short List of other pelagic feeding fish species include sharks, cutlass fish, 

Tncfiiurm lepturus, and pelagk predators such as A m ' s  spp. and Sarda sp. A better 

characterhtion of this group, which wiII require data on biology and feeding habits, may Iead to 

a more complete and accurate characterization of the effect of fishenes on the southeastem shelf 

ecosystem. 

The evaiuation of harvested strategies for the Brazilian sardine cousidered oniy the bioiogÏcaI 

and ecologicd trade-offs mvolved between two types of widely apptied fishing strategies, 

namely input (effort Lùnitation) and output (catch limitation) controts. It was out of the scope of 

this work to discuss the lücely socio-economic consequences of adopting one or other type of 

strategies and controls, neitha was the objective of the andysis to examine alI the possible 

combinations of çtrategies and conîrols for this fishery. Nonethdess, the resdts obtained here 

are expected to enrich this discussion which wül require, to be effective, the active participation 

of resource users. 



On the choice of a modeling approach 

A central question for fishenes assessment today is on how to evaluate and communicate the 

consequences of alternative fishing policies to marine resources and ecosystems. For a 

quantitative anaiysis the question consequently concerns the choice for the modehg approach. 

ModeIs have many possible purposes and uses, and no one model is right for the entire range of 

uses. In principle, the choice for which type of approach to be used depends on the type of 

products or outputs it is expected from the analysis, Le., on what type of information is needed 

for decidïng among harvest decisions. Costanza et ai. ( 1993) suggests three criteria for judging 

mode1 performance: realism (simulating system behavior in a qualitatively realistic way); 

precision (simulating behavior in a quantitatively precise way); and generality (representing a 

broad range of system's behavior with the same model). No single mode1 can do well on al1 three 

of these criteria, and the choice of which objective to pursue depends on the fundamental 

purposes of the model. in rnodeling cornpiex systerns tradeoffs must be made among reaiism, 

precision, and generality. For instance, when seeking for generaiity, models must give up some 

reaIism and/or precision. High precision (quantitative correspondence between data and model) 

will often sacrifice realism and generality. When the goal is to develop reaiistic assessments of a 

systern, generaiity and precision must be relaxed. High realism models are concerned 

accurately representmg the underiying pmcesses in a specific systern, rather than with precisely 

rnatching quantitative behavior or being generally applicable. Costanza et ai. (1993) argued that 

in many types of system modeling, the desired outcome is to accurately determine the overall 

magnitude and direction of change, trading off realism for some moderate arnount of generaiity 

and precision. 

Conventionai Bsheries stock assessment modeis strive for quantitative precision when desmimg 

time serÏes of population abundance, caIcuIating catch quotas, or predicting the consequences of 

poficy options. Cochrane (1998), for instance, pointed to the need of an "ecosystem operating 

modei" in management procedures for muiti-species resources. A management procedure is 

defïned as a set of rdes which s p e m  how a management recommendation is set and what data 

are used for this purpose @utterworth et al, 1997). Rdes are selected based on their anticipated 



performance as estimated by simulation on an operathg model of the resources and fishery. 

Successful implementation of fomd management procedure for multi-species or ecosystem 

management will requke nom the operathg mode1 (Cochrane, 1998): precision, so that the 

expected system response to a management strategy is quantitatively similar to that predicted by 

the model; realism in sirnttiatùig adequately the fishery-resources interactions; the incorporation 

of all sources of mertainties to enable robust forecasts of ecosystem responses to a management 

shategy; and the output of meaningfüf performance cnteria 

A model with high precision wodd be able to desmie perfectly weU the quantitative changes in 

the variables of interest with changes in controls and strategies. Ideally, to the test the precision 

of the mode1 it wodd be necessary to contrast predicted and observed values. Alternatively, we 

can compare the consistency of quantitative predictions of changes in sardine biomass obtained 

with the two modehg approaches in the same scenario. For instance, according to the single 

species model closing the purse seine fishery for five years is expected to cause a .  increase in 

sardine biomass between 1.27 and 2.66 times (Table 5.7). The same scenarïo in the ecosystem 

model produces an average increase in sardine biomass of 6.67 &es the baseiine Ievel. A 

greater coasistency between models is obtained when the ecosystem mode1 is run under a 

bottom-up control of trophic relationships (sardine biomass 2.26 t h e s  higher than the baseline 

Ievel; Table 5.5). Waiters et aL(1997) also noted that Ecosim predictions approach that of a 

singie-species model ifthe trophic model is bottom-up controlled. in this sense, the precision of 

short tenn predictions may be quite simiIar between approaches, depending on the weight put on 

the trophic control hypothesis in the ecosystem model. 

Re&sm varies between approaches. The EcopathlEcoskn model provides a more reaiistic 

description of the resource and ecosystem by represeutmg not only the characteristics of the 

sardine stock but aiso the trophic interactions with other ecosystem components, and the possible 

mteractions between fishg ffeets. The ecosystem mode1 however stiiI Iack a proper 

representation of important fishery-resource interactions such as the effect of changes in gear 

seIectkity, which is often one of the most appfied poJÏcy varïabIes in nsheries management, and 

the effect of environmental factors on the avdability and recnimnent success of keystone 

species Ïrï the ecosystem. Experience with the use of the approach to expIah the ecosystem 

changes obsewed m the Bering Sea suggested for Ïnstance that environmentai factors, affecthg 

recraitment or primary production, may be more important m deteminhg the dynamics of the 



ecosystem than predator-prey interactions aione (Trites et ai., 1999). Lack of realism in 

representing important processes and uncertainties may in this sense appIy for both modehg 

approaches, as models will always involve some degree of simplification of the observed 

processes in nature. The critical question is therefore not which mode1 is more realistic, but 

which level of simpiificatioa imposed when using a model is less adequate to the type of 

problem and policy varÏables iu band. 

When the objective of quantitative rnodeling is prediction, very simple models very often 

outperform more complex models. For instance, Ludwig and Waiters (1985) showed that non- 

age-structured models produce better predictions of management actions than detailed age 

structured rnodels, As a rule, the increase in model details makes it more difficult to specify how 

the components functionaily interact, and each additional model parameter becomes less well 

specified by the avaiiable historical data Wdters (1986) showed that uncertairîty about a policy 

parameter is Iikely to be rninimized, for a fked data set, by basing its caiculation on parameter 

estimates 6om a model of intermediate cornpiexity. The increase in model complexity decreases 

the prediction error (increase the ability to fit historical data) but inmeases uncertainty on 

parameters used to calculate the policy of interest. in sumrnary, the choice for mode1 complexity 

depends basi*caIly on the purpose of the model and on the amount of available infornation, i.e., if 

the model is too simple there is a risk of lacking reaIism, whereas if the model is too complex 

there will be not sufEcient information in data to distinguish between the possible parameter 

values of the model. Also, the increase in mode1 complexity should never compromise the 

transpmncy of arguments and conclusions of the model, and ideaily, shodd be preceded by the 

anaiysis of its iikely contriiution to the finai qualitative argument (Wdters, 1986). Therefore, 

prediction of the dynamics of murti-species systems or ecosysterns makes single-specÎes modeIs 

of IittIe ose, but detailed models mvolvhg ail important species may not be the solution either, 

since the seasitivity of complex models to errors Ui parameters needed for their construction wiII 

make them unreliable (May, 1984; Hilbom and Mangel, I997). 

From a manager's point of view, the merence between the andysis of scienti£i:c advice based on 

sinde or muiti-species modek rnay be heIevant since the questions faced by managers 

conceming the @ty of science and the poiiticd acceptance of regdations are exactiy the same, 

regardless of the modehg approach (Brugge and Holden, 1991)- In this respect, Brugge and 

HoIden suggest situations where the use of mdti-species modefs wilI tend to go wrong. Among 



the posmibIe operational reasons for the fdure are W, when recornmendations based on muiti- 

species models diffa radicaUy or are totdiy contradictory to those proposed m the MmedÏate 

past with single species models. As stated by Gui'Iand (1991), new scientific advice is most 

IikeIy to be used if it implies changes in current management practice that are straighdorward 

and preferabiy minor. Second, if the use of mdti-species models cause an increase in the 

complexity of both management and assessment. Complexity in the management system is 

IikeIy to increase if the cont'iicting interests are to discuss how the relative abundance of the 

multiple stocks should be changed. As for assessment, data requirement will most Iikely 

increase with muIti-species models. FinalIy, mdti-species models are inched to fiail if the Iack 

of data force extreme simplifications in ovedl  system structure and process, thus compromising 

realism (an argument also constantly used agauist single-species models). 

The achievement of a comprehensive understanding that is useful for both realism and prediction 

wiIi perhaps c d  upon the integration of the different approaches. Not that the '?ruth will lie in 

the intersection of independent lies" (Levuis, 1966), but that the combination of approaches can 

provide complementary valuable results. Multi-species ecosystem models produce a more 

complete caricature of the system, explicitly recognizing its major components and processes, 

which enable us: i )  to visualize the broad consequemes of Bshing policies (e.g. removlng dl the 

prey wilI impact the predators) and hence provide guiding priaciples in which to ground 

ecosystem goals when defining conservative exploitation rates, catch quotas, etc.; and i3 to test 

and formulate hypotheses about the causes of the observed changes in marine fish populations, 

and about the functioning of marine ecosystems. The latter is particularly reievant in the scmtiny 

of research questions to which resources are to be aflocated to miprove the understanding of the 

processes affecthg fish populations. The simpler structure and data requirement of single- 

species models, on the other hami, make them particdarIy useM for prediction of policy 

variabIes and monitoring purposes in the management of fisheries for SingIe stocks, as is the case 

with most srnaII pelagic fisheries. An exampIe of the use of a combination of approaches to 

Esheries management is fond m the case of the Pacinc herrhg off the west Coast of Canada 

(Vandermeden, 1998). From the ecosystern point of view, herring is an important source of 

food for hÏgher trophic leveI species and act as  an mdicator of habitat Ioss due to their need for 

relativeIy pristine nearshore areas for spa-g- The measure and monitoring of herring 

spawning biomass (undertaken with a shgIe-species modei) is thought to provide an kdicator of 

overaII marine ecosystem health and the effécts of decisions regarding the protection of 



nearshore habitats. In the case of the BraPlian sardine the trophic mode1 provided the means to 

evaiuate alternative hypothesis about the causes of species switches and chmghg stability 

domains that might have foIIowed the stock coliapse, besides indicating reasons other than 

environmental variabiiity to the adoption of more conservative Bshing rates for the species in the 

shelf ecosystem. 

5.4. Summary 

This chapter assess the ecologicai nsks of management decisiors in the sardine fishery off 

southeastern Brazil with cunently available infionnation and according to two rnodeling 

approaches: a shgIe-species and a rnuiti-species rnodel. It is evaiuated the short and long term 

prrdictions of the impacts of harvest strategies and controls, and the relative values of reducing 

uncertainties on ecological processes. Better understanding of the processes controlling fishery- 

resource interactions are mostly needed if the fishery is to continue being managed by effort 

control, or if escapement thresholds have to be defined when adopting catch control strategies. 

An alternative set of catch control strategies, particularly feedback rules for a constant harvest 

rate provide better trade-offs among the ecoIogicai indicatocs tested and appears robust to 

uncertahties on the prevaiiing eco togicai processes controihg production. Consistency between 

modehg approaches varies according to the weight put on the hypotheses represented Ïn each 

model. A complementary roIe is suggested for the different modeling approaches in order to 

balance re&m and prediction. Resuits are used to recommend on the type of research that 

wouid most Iikely provide the information needed to improve the quality of decisions, and on the 

precautionary measmes that shouid be adopted in face of ecological uncertainties. 



Chapter 6. Conclusions 

Marine fisheries have historicdy exploited the abundant forage fish resources as source of food 

and fishmeai. Small pelagics have increased in importance for world fishenes particuiarly during 

the last decades as a result of the depletion of important stocks of long-lived and high trophic 

Ievel fish and the rapid increase in the demand for fishmeai for the feed industry. The 

exploitation pattern of capture Bsheries has caused changes in marine ecosystems, evident as 

major shifts in the composition of species, which raises concenis on the limits of ecosystems 

carrying capacity to fisheries. Confronted with this reality, fisheries scientists have been faced 

with the need to evduate and communicate the ecosystem consequences of fishing given an 

incomplete understanding of the complex dynamics of ecosystuns. 

The objectives of this thetis were threefold: i) to evaluate the use of trophic models in the 

anaiyàs of the ecosystem responses to fishing maiI pelagic forage fish; ii) to diagnose the 

fisheries in Brazil to the fishing down marine food web phenornenon; and Z) to provide an in- 

depth analysis of the sardine fishery off southeastem B w i l  to examine the hypotheses of 

ecosystem changes and stock coIIapse, and to evaiuate how uncertainties about ecological 

processes innuence the choice of harvest strategies and controls in t's fishery. 

6.1. Evaluation of ecosystem responses to fishing using dynamic trophic models. 

The comparative anaiysis of the ecosystem responses to fishing forage fish osing trophic models 

indicated that smd1 pelagics can play a centrai role in upweIIing ecosystems, changes in their 

abundance can have considerable consequences to species at the top and the bottom of the food 

web. Also, as cwasp-waist" species in these ecosystems, smalI pelagic forage fish wiIl sustain 

much more consemative exploitation rates than what has been historically appiïed in the cases of 

stock coiIapse. Redicted resuIts are generally m accordance with observed qualitative changes 

in upwehg ecosystems with the coiiapse of a forage species, which were nomaIIy folIowed by 

a decrease in the abundance of top predators and an hcrease in the abundance of a cornpethg 

middophic Ievel species. Predlctions of optima1 fishing rates for the species are a h  g e n d y  

in agreement with the suggested sustamabIe fis6mg rates for smaiI peIagics but are v q  

sensitive to the type of trophic control (bottom-op or top-down) between predaton and prey. 



Model predictions are generaIIy sensitive to the type of dominant trophic control assumptions 

and dso appear influenced by the quaIity of the data used in the mas-baiance assessments. As a 

generd nile, poor quaiity models will perform badIy in simuiations cun under top-down contro1, 

when models will tend to seKsimplify thek structure through cornpetition or predatory exclusion 

of some groups. 

The trophic mode1 also aliowed the testing of hypotheses about the fùnctioning of ecosystems, 

their stability and resilience when impacted by fisheries. Cornparing the recovery time of 

systems disturbed by fisheries with the structural, energetic and homeostatic characteristics of 

seiected models it was possible to test hypotheses about the chief mechanisms controllhg the 

stability of marine ecosystems. Results were in agreement with Odum's theory of ecosystem 

deveiopmenf which suggests that nutrient recycling is one the main mechanisms developed by 

biological communities to Ïncrease controI or homeostasis with the physical environment and 

achieve protection from its perturbations. Systems with a high percentage of the energy recycled 

are usually charactenzed by higher stability, or ability to recover fiom perturbations. h this 

analysis models of upwelhg ecosystems were by FK the most unstable systems, lacking weII 

stnictured recycling routes to cope with perturbations imposed on the 'wasp-waist' forage 

species. A second type of stability, that related to the resilience of ecosystems or their ability to 

respond to perturbations without s W g  to a cüfferent stability domain, was anaiyzed when 

expIoring the effects of fishing sardine under different assumptions about the type of trophic 

control and the feeding time of apex predatoa in the system. Resuits indicate the possibility of 

depensation in sardine recniitment rates and consequent multiple stability dornaÎns in systems 

characterized with strong non-Iinear responses of predators to changes in prey densities. ih these 

systems resiiience appears to be conditioned by thresholds in the abundance of a forage species 

(sardine), beyond which disturbance wilI Iead to completeiy differeat system stable states. 

Another type of prediction explored with the trophic mode1 relates to the long tem effects of 

ftshing down marine food webs on systems that have historicaily sustamed catches of high 

trophic level species but that present the potentid to sustain higher yieids nom imexploited 

forage species. Simdations showed that f ishg d o m  the food web for smaU peIagic 

plankfivorous fishes, w M e  at first mcreasbg catches in mtensively exploited regions, has the 

potential of actudy decreasing yieIds by mtemrpting major energy pathways to already 

overexploited, high trophic IeveI species. The diagnosk of this generic effect, descnàed by a 



backward benduig curve between catches and trophic level of fishenes, corroborates giobal 

assessments of fisheries-induced changes in marine ecosystems where fishg d o m  the food web 

is au observed phenornenon. 

The trophic model was also used to investigate the ecosystem effects of contrasting exploitation 

scenarios for the major fisheries resources in the southeastern Brazilian sheif ecosystem. 

Scenarios descniing fbture options for managkg fishenes in the region focused on the 

ecologicai effects of ailowing the recovery of stocks or intensifyiag even more fishing by the 

main fleets. The predicted qualitative changes show that increasing exploitation will Iead to a 

decrease in biomass of high trophic Ievel species and an increase in the importance of low 

trophic Ievel species in the ecosystem. Conversely, aiIowing the recovery of stocks will Iead to 

major gains in abundance of cornmercidy harvested species, but shrimps which are predicted to 

decrease in abundance. Predicted changes in sardine biomass were tested for consistency with 

the values obtained with a single-species mode1 under the same scenarios. Biomass recovery 

values obtained with the trophic mode1 converges to that predicted with the single-species model 

when the system is bottom-up controlied. However, h d a t i o n s  nui under a bottom-up control 

produce very optimistic fishing mortaiity rates for sardine, usuaily above that predicted with the 

shgie-species model. Consistency between optimal fishing rates predicted with both models 

occurs when uucertainties on the type of trophic control are taken into account in the muIti- 

species model. The models therefore justiQ the need to adopt more conservative f i shg  rates for 

the species by two interdependent reasons: in the single-species model conservative fishing rates 

result fiom the possibility of sub-optimal environmentai condition controlling recruitment 

success in the friture, while in the mdti-species mode1 conservative fishing rates are predicted for 

sardine when predation is considered as a major mechanism controlluig production at Iower 

trophic leveIs. A complementary role is suggested for the diffant modeiing approaches in 

order to balance reaIism and prediction. Multi-species models produce a more complete 

caricature of the ecosystem which is useful to examuie the broad consequences of f i shg  

poIicies and to test and fomiulate hypotheses about the causes of observed changes in marine 

ecosystems. On the other hand, the simpIer structure and data needs of singie-species models 

make them partidarly useful for prediction of poticy varÎables and monitoring purposes in the 

management of fisherÎes for single stocks, as is the case with many small pelagic fisheries. 



The andysis of the ecosystem impacts of fishing small pelagics using dynamic trophic modeIs 

(Ecosim) can be expanded in severai ways. A question that stiU needs to be evaiuated is how the 

impacts of f i shg srnail peiagics compares with those resulting fiom exploiting other 

gmupdspecies in the ecosystem. A systematic cornparision of the predicted ecosystem effkcts 

among exploited groups may provide a better characterization of the ecologicai role of these 

species in marine food webs. Another question to be evaluated is how sensitive are the predicted 

optimal fishing mortality rates of small pelagics to parameter uncertainties other than the trophic 

control hypotheses tested in the thesis. Other candidate parameters €or analysis are the 

productivity (WB) of s m d  pelagics, the rate of effective search and consumption rates of 

predators in the system. Improvements of the trophic model as a tool to test and formulate 

hypotheses about the ecosystem effects of fishing will Uivolve, in the specific case of the 

southeastem Brazilian Bight, a better representation of groups at the top of the food web, such 

apex fish predators, marine mammds and bVds. Also, hprovements in the quality and 

credibility of the mode1 will occur if other scientists and local fishenes managers are fully 

invoIved in data input and evaiuation of model structure. In generai, mode1 predictions are 

expected to be improved with pnor information (hypotheses) on how trophic interaction 

strengths (v,) are distnauted in the food web, and how environmentai processes other than 

predation affects recnritment rates of individud trophic groups. That is expected to provide 

better insights on the dynarnics of resüience of marine ecosystems when impacted by fisherics. 

6.2. Fîshing down marine food webs in Brazii 

In iine with some of the trends in worid fishenes, marine capture fisheries Ui BraPl are in a state 

of crisis, with many of the traditionally harvested fish stocks either fully exploited or 

overexploited. Today, the prospect of increasing catches and recovering the statu of fisheries 

activities rely on better management of the overfïshed stocks, fishing for offshore sesources 

currenuy moderately exploited, d o r  fishing down the food web for abundant short-lived, 

planktivorous fishes. Fishmg down the food web is not yet an observed phenomenon in Bmd;  

fisheries in BraziI had a reIativeIy constant mean trophic Ievel of the species Ianded h m  1950 to 

the eariy L980s. but show a recent increase m mean trophic Ievet caused by the combined enèct 

of the coUapse of small and mid-ske peIagÏc species (mostly sardine) and the mcreashg Iandhgs 

of Iarge pelagic fkhes with the deveIopment of offFShoe fisheries for tunas and sharks. 



Characteristic of BraziI is however the wide diversîty of marine ecosystems and types of tishing 

strategies adopted regionaüy. In the southernmost region of the country, where the sheIf 

ecosystem is under the innuence of the subtropical convergence of Brazil and Malvinas currents, 

tisheries have targeted mostiy high trophic leveI stocks of demersal and pelagic species. In the 

upwelIing ecosystem off the Southeastern BraziIian Bight sarduie has been historicaily the main 

target of commercial fisheries, and sustained the Iargest fishery in the country. The coliapse of 

this fishery in the late 1980s has apparentiy shifted the ecosystem into one dominated by an 

abundant population of anchovy, Engraulis anchoita, that is not commerciaily harvested. The 

extent to which the collapse of sardine stock and the switch to an anchovy dominated system was 

the result of fishg or environmentai factors is still inconclusive. It was therefore the focus of 

this case shidy to examine hypotheses of ecosystem changes and to analyze how uncertainties on 

the ecological processes, as captured by difFerent modeling approaches, innuence the choice of 

harvest strategies and controls in this fishery. 

6.3. The case of the sardine fishery ~Cfsoutheastern Brazil 

The andysis of hypotheses of ecosystem changes in response to fishing impacts reiied on the 

identification of ecologicai processes controlling the dynamics of ecosystem succession and 

resilience. The ecosystem of the Southeastem Brazilian shelf is stmctured around the operation 

of physical-biologicai cycles of different speeds. Among the most docurnented cycles are the 

seasonal upwethg of the coId, nutnent-rich South Atiantic Central Water on the inner shelf, and 

the decadai regimes determined by multi-year variabiIÏty in the intensity of phyacd forces 

controiling biologicai production. The latter is particulariy important for the management of 

fisheries resources because it operates at time scaies cornmensurate with the Mie span of most 

marine fish populations. A centrai question in the case stndy was therefore whether the couapse 

of the sardine stock and the apparent switches in species composition represent a naturai and 

ceversiMe change caused by oceanic regimes, or whether they reflect a Ioss of resilience of the 

ecosystem and a change of state caused by excessive exploitation. fiteratine review, mode1 

simulations and stock-recruÏtment data for the Brazilian sardine pointed at three genexic 

hypotheses that codd be osed explain the changes in the structure of the ecosystem and the 

coiîapse of the sardine fÏshery. The ovmfishmg hypothesis considers that fishing was the chief 

mechanian responsibIe for the coIlapse of the stock, so that once the intensity of  fishmg is 



reduced the stock wilI recover its onginai abundance. The depensution and ecqstem shifi 

hypothesis considers that the stock deched in response to overfishing, but the recovery is 

hampered by depensation in remitment rates and a change in state of the ecosystem caused 

possibly by ecological and behavioral processes. Finaüy, the regime shtp hypothesis considers 

bat the stock coilapsed in response to overfishing and recruitment filures caused by long-term 

low fiequency environmental effects. This hypothesis accepts that radical fluctuations in 

abundance rnay be an intrinsic feature of small peIagics inhabithg upwehg ecosystems. E so 

the recovery of the stock is less dependent on managing the Eshery, but on favorable 

environmental conditions prevailing in the friture. h summary, the combined effect of both 

human and natutal effects make it difncult to characterize the dynamics of the population and 

ecosystem, and to predict the results of rehabilitation measures for the stock. The combination of 

a rhird process, result of the interaction between the behavior of the fish and the dynamics of the 

fleet, further contniutes to degrade the performance of current regdatory measures for stock 

rebuilding using effort control. 

On the other hand, the explicit recognition of uncertainties about the ecologicd processes 

contmIIing the dynamics of interactions between fisheries and ecosystem may ailow for a sound 

choice of precautionary strategies for the fishery, and a better smtiny of research programs in 

which to dlocate resources to irnprove management. Policies of effort control currently appiied 

in the management of the BraziIian sardine are particuIarly inadequate in avoiding stock 

collapses due to the combined effect of a large Beet capacity, changes in catchability with stock 

size, and the variability in production rates dnven by environmentai regimes. The prospect of 

reducing uncertainties about the output of harvest decisions, and in effect reduce the chances of 

stock coilapse, for fisheries managed with input control (e.g. effort limitation), is still restncted 

by the proper understanding of stock catchability. In the current situation the adoption of 

precautionary measures in the management of the sardine fishery wiII h p l y  an effective 

reduction in the effort and ffeet capacity at Ieast to the Ievel observed during the Iate 1970s, and a 

more effective control of the minimum age of fish recruiting to the fishery, which has been 

shown to mcrease the resilience of the stock to overexploitation. 

An alternative set of output control strategies (e-g. catch E t ) ,  particuIarIy feedback niIK for a 

constirnt harvest rate, provide betta trade-offs among the ecoIogicaI hdicators tested and appears 

robust to micertainties on the prevar'Img ecological processes controhg production. On the 
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other hand, the performance of another type of output control strategy based on minimal 

escapement levels deteriorates considerabIy in response to mors in the estimation of stock 

biomass. AIso, the definition of escapement threshoIds is compiicated by the possibility of 

depensation in sardine recruitment rates at low spawning stock sizes and the risk of causing shifts 

in ecosystem stabüity domains. Consequentiy improvements in the understanding of biological 

and oceanographic processes controllkg production and in the accmcy of biomass estimation 

methods seerns mostiy needed ifthe fishery is to be managed by escapement thresholds. 

The implications of this work to fisheries management were discussed in the individual chapters 

but will be sumrnarized here. As 'wasp-waist' species in upwelling ecosystems, s m d  pelagics 

shouid not be maaaged in isolation t o m  other ecosystem compoaents since changes in thek 

abundance can have consequaces throughout the food web. Their ecological roIe in marine 

food webs determines that smdl pelagics will sustain much more conservative fishing rates than 

what bas been historicaUy suggested and in effect applied in the cases of fisheries collapse. The 

upwelling ecosystems inhabited by small pelagics have characteristics of unstable systems, 

lacking well developed biological mechanisms to dump the impact of fishing and environmentai 

factors. The characteristics of unstable systerns have served as a reason for the adoption of less 

restrictive fishing policies for the species, and helped to perpetuate management actions that 

continuousIy failed to allow the effective recovery of collapsed stocks. Conveaely, seen fiom 

another perspective, the unstable characteristics of upwehg systems will mean that variability 

imposed by nested physicai-biological cycles is a key asset for the railience of these ecosystems, 

and that management should in tum be prepared to cope with these dynamic conditions. In this 

respect Esheries that adopt more consenrative exploitation rates for the species w i U  be more 

robust to the variability and ecological tmcertainties inherent in these systems, and are more 

likely to be successfuI m the long nm. 



Notes 

1, Part of Chapter 2 is pubiisbed in Vasconceilos, M.; Mackinson, S.; SIornan, EC and D, Pauiy. 1997, The mbility 
of trophic modeis of marine ecosystems: a comparative anaiysis, Ecologicai Modehg 100: 125-134. 

2, Chapter 3 is based on a manuscript m press in Fisherïes Research: VasconceUos, M. and M. Gasdla. Fisheries 
catches and the carrying capacity of mafme ecosystems in southern Brazii, 
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